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ABSTRACT 

Henry's theoretical treatment of the electrophoresis of colloidal 

particles is reviewed, and derivations are given for important steps 

omitted in his paper. The point that the charge need not be only at the 

outer surface is given special emphasis. Certain observations from the 

literature previously led me to the hypothesis that there might be a net 

charge in the interio~ of most cells (e. g., associated with membrane 
' 

potentials., . active. ion transport) which contributed appreciably to the 

net charge on the cell. Measurements are reported on mobility as a 

function of pH and ionic strength for a number of different kinds of 

intact cells. Data on their isoelectric points, and the time dependence 

of the mobility (of erythrocytes) at pH 3.1 gave indirect support to this 

hypothesis. The hypothesis is, however, rejected on the basis of (a) 

my own negative experimental results and (b) other observations from 

the literature. Therefore it is concluded that the net char.ge on intact 

cells exists almost exclusively at the outer surface. 

The surface properties of intact cells, primarily rat erythrocytes 

(RBC), are investigated by the method of microelectrophoresis in con

junction with enzymatic and chemical treatment. The discovery is 

repo·rted that a.-amylase (a glycosidase) releases bound sialic acid 

from RBC. This, toge~her with earlier work using :the receptor-destroy

ing enzyme and proteolytic enzymes, already reported in ~he 'literature, 

implies that there is a protein-associated oligosaccharide at the outer

most surface of the rat RBC. Fixation with Os04 allows us for the 

first time to measure both a positive mobility for RBC below the iso

electric point at pH 1.6, ionic strength 0.145, and an increase in the 
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absolute value of the mobility above pH 11. 0. The entire mobility-pH 

curve from pH 0. 9 to 12.3 is consistent with the hypothesis that sialic 

acid is chiefly responsible for the surface charge .. This hypothesis is 

also consistent with calculations regarding the electrokinetic charge, 

the surface area, the amount of sialic acid, and the total carbohydrate. 

Preliminary electron microscope studies of rat RBC sh~w a "pebbly" 

surface structure previously de scribed for RBC of several other 

species, in addition to a curious "tangled rope" structure. A tentative 

suggestion as to the structure of the cell membrap.e is proposed on the 

basis of these studies. 
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PROLOGUE 

At the initial stages of this research projec~, some theoretical

type speculations and certain experiments in the literature lead me to 

become quite convinced that a large fraction of the net charge on a cell 

could exist in the interio·r of the cell. In my own subsequent experi

ments I have been unable to find direct evidence in support of this 

hypothesis, and in fact, have found some against it. 

The electrophoretic mobility of intact cells has usually been 

interpreted in terms of the dissociation of ionizable groups at the c,ell 

surface. On the other hand there are, as will be discussed later, 

several mechanisms by which the interior of the cell might acquire a 

net charge. To my knowledge, no convincing argument (theoretical or 

experimental) has yet been given as to why an internal charge could not 

contribute to the mobility of intact cells. My own failures to demon

strate such an effect-and other pertinent experiments in the literature

have caused 'me to believe that the vast majority of the net charge on 

intact cells is distributed on the surface of the cells. 

Now this paper is devoted fundamentally to the surface properties 

of intact cells and is especially concerned with what can be inferred 

about the· surface from electrophoretic 'studies on the net charge of the 

cell. No mistake should be made about this. Yet a considerable por

tion of this paper is devoted to the question of a possible internal charge. 

I have included these rather lengthy sections only for the purpose of 

logical completeness, and I hope that the reader will not be misled as 

to my intent in this regard. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: THEORETICAL RELATION OF NET CHARGE 
TO ELECTROPHORETIC MOBILITY· 

A·. Review of"Henry1 s Theoretical Treatment 

1. Statement of the Problem 

For the purpose of an electrophoresis experiment, intact cells 

· .. are most commonly suspended in some aqueous ionic solution. Assume 

for the moment that the intact cell has some net charge under these 

conditions. If this is true, charged ions of the same sign will be re

pelled by the cell, while ions of opposite sign will be attracted to it. 

As a result there is a net charge of opposite sign accumulated about 

the cell. Because of thermal agitation (Brownian movement) these 

countercharges will be distributed in a diffuse "ionic atmosphere" 

throughout a volume of the aqueous solution which surrounds the cell. 

·The question to be asked in such a situation is: What will be the veloc

ity of this charged object when an electric field is applied to it? 

A rigorous derivation of how the velocity of a particle is related 

to its net charge under these conditions must take into account the elec

trical conductivity of the particle relative to the medium, and Henry 

was the first person to do this. 
1 

Henry assumed that the viscosity and· 

the d1electric constant of the aqueous phase were not changed by the 

electric field strength (which in some cases might be very large) near 

the surface of the charged particle. Furthermore, he assumed that the 

charge distribution in and around the particle was not distorted by the 
2 

applied electric field. Lyklema and Overbeek have considered the 

effect of electric -field -dependent viscosity and di:electric constants, 

while Booth3 has corrected Henry's equation for the distortion of the 

diffuse countercharge which surrounds the particle. 

2. An Outline of Henry.' s Treatment 

The purpose of this sectiori will be to outline the procedure by 

which Henry de rived the equation relating electrophoretic velocity to 

the charge of a particle. In general, the mathematics is too long and 

tedious to·reproduce completely here. On the other hand, there are 

some instances in which statements are made without mathematical 
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justification. :rhe validity of these statements will be mathematically 
. . - ' . 

derived here when it is .deemed. necessary or useful. References will 

be made throughout. the following text either to specific equations when 

i:hey were numbered :ln Henry's original paper, or to specific pages when 

a numbered equation is not involved . 

. The general approach adopted by Henry was as follows. First he 

calculated the equation of n1otion of_the fluid surrounding the particle . 

. From this he was able to calculate the force exerted upon. the particle 

due to the motion of the vi.scous .fluid past the particle. In addition to 

this "hydrodynamic" or ~~.mechanical" force, the particle is acted upon 

directly by the ele<;:tric field. When. these two forces are equal, the 

particle will no longer accelerate and will havt:; reached a terminal 

velocity. The ratio of this velocity to the applied electric field is known 

as the mobility of the particle . 

. To simplify the problem these calculations were performed in the 

frame o£ ref~rence in which the particle was at rest. That is. to say, 

an externally applied pressure was assume4, such that the velocity of 

the fluid infinitely far away from the particle was equal in magnitude to 

. the velocity which the particle itself would have had in the absence of 

such an applied pressure gradient. 

The differ~ntial equations which govern the motion of viscous in

compressible fluids are given in Joos (p.217). 
4 

. - - -a v ___. _.. ~ .... _. -+ _.. -+ 
. g at + g v : v v + v p + ll .v X: v X v = G v. v = 0 ' 

where 

g =mass per unit volume of the fluid, 

v = linear velocity of the fluid at a point,· 

~ A 8 + ~ 8 A 8 A A z"' 
= X BX y ay-+ Z SZ ; X, y, 

are the unit vectors along the x, y, and z axes, 

p = pres pure at a point in the fluid,. 

ll = viscosity, -

( 1 ) 

G = (externally applied) fo~ce per D::r.tit.voh,lme exerted on the 

fluid. 
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The scalar product between vectors is indicated with a dot while the 

vector product is indit:atedwith'a cross. 

After a brief initial acceieration;, the fluid velocity will reach a 

constant steady-state value. Therefore, the term 8 vja·t will vanish. 
' ~ ~-+ 

Furthermore, the term v · V' v is small and can be .neglected when 

considering a spherical particle and .small fluid velocities (Joos, p. 218). 
4 

The (externally applied) force per unit volume exerted upon the : 
~:{ 

fluid is given by 

G = pE ( 2) 

where p = (net) charge per unit volume at a point in the fluid, and -E = the electric field at a point in the fluid. This volume force may be 

expressed in terms of the potential w (the value of · \[! at the surface 

will later be identified as the zeta potential), as so cia ted with the charge 

on the particle, and the potential ci> , a·s sociated with the applied electric 

field, according to the following relationships: 

-· V' __.. K __.. ._ 
p = - 4rr · K V' ( q; + w) = - 4rr V' . V' w 

E = -V' (ci>+w), (3) 

where K is the dielectric constant (see Appendix A) at a point, assumed - -to be everywhere the same in the following equations, and V' · V'ci> = 0 

by definition (see Appendix B). 

If Eqs. (2) and (3) are substituted into Eq. (1) and the inertia 

-; ---terms g (8v 8t) and gv·V'v are assumed to vanish, the equations of 

motion for the fluid flow are (Henry, p. 1 09) 
.............. 
·V'.· V' =. 0 ( 4) 

-·-.,. This is the expression used by Henry. The complete expression for 
the volume force in a dielectric medium can be found in Panofsky and 

Phillips, p. 95. 5 

where 

__.. -+ 1 2 __.. K+ 1 ~ (E2 dK g) 
F = p E - ----s:iT E V' 8TI dg 

g = mass per unit volume of the dielectric 

K = dielectric constant 

( 2') 
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One_ cannot proceed beyond this point without a -further definition 

of the proble:m. We shall in the future assume that the particle is a 

smooth sphe:re of radius "a" and uniform conductivity u 1
• In general 

intact cells will not satisfy these conditions. In particular the-conductiv

ity of a cell will not be uniform. Therefore ohe must emagine that (J I 

is an appropriate average value of the-conductivit~es OLthe various 

components 6f the cell. The conductivity of the fluid phase will be 

assumed to be everywhere the same and will be denoted by u. The 

potential associated with the applied electric field will then be (Henry, 

p. 1 09; see also Appendix B) 

where 

Aa3 
ci> outside = ~Eo (r + -2- ) cos f), 

r ( 5) 

ci>inside = -Eo(l+ A)r cosf), 

E 0 = the magnitude of the applied field infinitely far 

away from the particle, 

e = the angle that the radius makes with the direction 

of the applied field (infinitely far away), 

A = u - ul 

.2u + u' 

It is therefore evident that .the applied field 1s distorted in the vicinity_ 

of the particle, unless u 1 
= u. 

If the first of Eqs. (5) . is. ~mployed, Eqs. (4) can be solved for 
~ 

v and for p. · Keeping in mind the boundary conditions 

{:: 
- - u cos e 

at r = 00 = u sine U = electrophoretic velocity 

l -~ = 0 ( 6a) 

F: 
= 0 

at r = a = 0 

= ~ ~ 

( 6b) 

a 
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Henry obtained the result::< (Henry,. p. 114) that 

:Lr K _. _. 
p= oo (--rrr'V·'Vw) 

+ cos e [::: u 

KE 0 
(3 ow - ~ or 

ow ar dr 

zs} 

. i 

r Sdr 

- cose[(l- 3a + 
3 3 KEo [aS dr a a ~) v = -)U+(--. r 

2r 2r 3 r 3r
3 4rr T} 

-- 00 

KEo (r lr 

l ' l I 3 --·-- ( I S dr - 3 I r ~ dr) 
6rr T} Joo ,r _/ a. 

[ ( 1 
3a 

3 3 

KE
0r a a a: 

ve = sine ---- -) u + (-+ -) -.- S dr 3 . 3 
4r 4r - 2r 6r 4TIT} oo 

KEo fr 
-- ( S dr + 
6rr T} · 

00 

r 

:r3 f 
a 

v<j> = 0, 

~r 

i 

s ~+ 3 

Joo 
1 - -= X. a r -- 'V. 'V{I dr. 

or r4 
(7) 

-·· 
.,, In Henry's paper there is an error in the sign of the third term in 

the expression for v ·. - This error has been corrected in Eq. (7). 
r 
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The pressure and fluid velocity define a mechanical stress tensor 

(Joos, pp. 217, 221) which is given by 

'Emech = P - l, P ' 

P. . = 11 ( 'V . v. + 'V . v.); 
1J 1 J J 1 

( 8) 

- - -where 1 is the unit tensor (i. e. , 1 • A = A for any vector A). The 

netmechanical force exerted on a body is 'then the integral over the 

~urface of the body (Joos, p. 169). of the mechanical stress tensor 
r -F = 

mech. 
~T . 
J - mech 

-dS, (9) 

which.! have found from Eqs. (7), (8), and (9) to be (see Appendix C) 

Fmech ~ Z [ -6u~ aU+ K£ 0 a. LaS dr 

+ KE a
2 

(
0

\II) .J ,· 
0 or a 

( 1 0) 

where z is the unit vector in the direction of the applied electric field 
I 

(infinitely far away). 

In his paper, Henry (p. 115) gave the following equations for the 

mechanical (hydrodynamic) force:':' 

where 

-~ 

F . 
mech 

·1T 

.... 2. 2 i = z _rr a ' 

)o 

p sine de 
rz 

p _ (.-P + 2 1l 
0 

v r) cos 8 
rz 0 r r=a 

_, ( 0 v.e + ~ 0 v r v e ) sine 
0 r r 0 e - -r- r=a 

-·.,-
These equations werederived from, equations (8)~ exp.res:sed 

( 11) 

in cartesian coordinates. The z component of the stress is found from 

the expression (Joos, p. 170)
4 

P =P x·r+P y·r+P z·r rz xz yz zz 
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From Eqs. (11) and (7) Henry obtained the result that 

l ' 
J 

z [~6n~ aU+. KE
0

a . a g dr ~ KE 2 ( 8 wj 
) .;, 0 a , a r }a 

-+-· ' 
F = 

mech 

( 12) 

which is the same as Eq. ( 1 0). Finally it is convenient to make the 

substitutlon 

Q 

or 

where Q is the net charge on the cell, to 'obtain the result 

Fmech" Z (-6~~ aU+ KE 0 a LaS dr - QE 0) ( 13) 

Having computed the force exerted upon the charged sphere by 

the mechanical stress, it is now necessary to compute the direct force 

exerted upon the charged sphere by the applied electric field. Henry 

found the result 

-F direct = z QEo ' ( 14) 

which he apparently obtained by assuming that the charge existed only 

on the surface. It is possible to demonstrate the validity of Eq. (14) 

with no assumptions (other than spherical symmetry-also used by Henry) 

regardingthe distribution of charge. 

Just as the mechanical force was calculated by integrating a 

mechanical stress tensor over the surface of the sphere [cf. Eqs. (8) 

and (9)], so too the electrical force can be calculated by integrating the 

so-called Maxwell stress tensor over the surface of the sphere. The 

Maxwell stress tensor is given in Panofsky and Phillips, (p. 97) 
5 

as 

where 

!elec=! [EE-~(l~b)E·E], 

b = g dK 
K dg ' 

- - -E = EQ + E 1. d app 1e 
( 1 5) 
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The electric field is the vector sum of the applied field an:d the field 

associated with the charge Q on the sphere. The so-called electro

striction term b was not included in the hydrodynamic equations [see 

Eq. (2)] ; and to. be ·.consistent-:. in this rederivation of Henry's 

result it will also be disregarded in the following. I have, however, 

included it throughout the calculations in Appendix D. If spherical sym

metry is assumed, the electric field at the surface of the sphere, due 

to the charge on the sphere, is 

- Q EQ(a) = r 
Ka2 

( 16) 

where r = unit vector along the radical direction, 

a = radius of the sphere, 

Q = total net charge within the radius of the sphere re

gardless of the radial distribution of charge. 

Furthermore, the applied elect.ric field is found from Eq. (5) by evaluat-
..... 

ing - 'V <I> at r = a. In this way it is found that - ~· 
E 

1
. d (a) = r ( 1 - 2 }... ) EO cos () - B ( l + }... ) EO sin (). ( 1 7) 

app 1e 

The direct electrical force, 

-Fd. 1rect = 
surface 
of sphere 

-T · dS::: z QE
0 

, 
-elect 

( 1 8) 

has been ca:lculated from Eqs. (15), (16), and (17). These calculations 

may be found in Appendix D. 

It remains yet to combine Eqs. (13) and (18), and thus relate the 

velocity of the particle in an applied field to the net charge on the particle. 

When the applied field is first turned on, the particle will accelerate 

until the viscous mechanical force is just equal and opposite tci the 

direct eledricaL£orce.: It then follo-ws that 

-+ -+ 

F h + Fd. t = 0. mec 1rec 
( 1 9) 
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· But'fro'm Eqs. (13) and (18) it follows that the two terms -QE
0 

and 

+ QE 0 cancel, and as a result (Henry, P• · 115) 

KE fa 
U =· 6 TI ~ g dr 

00 

'} ' I t ~ 

w dr 
~ 

r 

\[!' l r 4 dr) . 

Henry (p. 116) has further shown by several part~<i:l integ:rat~orrs;· 

in the last ·expression that Eq. (20) may be reduced to 

KEo 
u = bTrT1 w(a) (l+A.) 

when the thickness of the counterchar:ge! distribution is very small 

compare<f with the radius of curvature of the sphere. 

(20) 

( 21) 

The small Greek letter zeta is commonly used to denote the value 
:, . ~ 

of the potential (which is associated with the charge on the sphere) at 

the "surface'~ relative to the potential at a point in the fluid infinitely 

far from the surface. This potential difference is known as the electro-
. . 

kinetic potenti~l. or more commonly the zeta potential. 

When the conductivity of the sphere is much smaller than that of 

the surrounding fluid, A. approaches a value of l/2. In this case Eq. 

(21) becomes 

where s = electrokinetic potential, which 1s the usual equation of 

electrophoresis. 

(22) 

3. Comments on the Interpretation of the Electrophoresis Equation 

An attempt will be made at this time t_9 explain with words the 

significance of Henry's ·result, which is given in Eq. (20). One must 

first recall the picture of a charged particle suspended in an aqueous 

ionic solution. Ions of like sign are repelled while ions of opposite 

sign are attracted. Thermal agitationp)r.events the counterions from 

packing tightly around the particle, and so a diffuse "ionic atmosphere" 
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, is formed. The electrical potential as so cia ted with the charge on the 

particle (and its countercharges in solution) is denoted by the symbol 

..;[/'. 

Henry's equation, Eq. (20), tells us that the velocity of a charged 

particle in an electric field is only indirectly related to the net charge 

on the particle. The force exerted directly upon the particle by the 

electric field is QE 0 as we expect. This force is exactly canceled, 

however, by a term which arises from the hydroqynamic resistance 

that the particle experiences as it moves through the fluid. The velocity 

is therefore determined solely by "second order" terms involving the 

potential generated by the charged particle in the ionic solution. 

A reasonably good 11 physical" argument can be given as to why the 

QE 0 term cancels out of the final equation. It has already been shown 

that if the sphere has charge +Q on it, the electric field will exert a 

force on the sphere which is QE
0

. The sphere is, on the other hand, 

surrounded by a total charge -Q. One can estima,te crudely what force 

would be exerted on the sphere due to this countercharge by imagining 

what would happen to an uncharged sphere that was surrounded in ex

actly the same manner by a charge -Q. This particle exists within a 

spherical volume of fluid containing the charge - Q. Consequently it 

may be calculated (by means of the Maxwell stress tensor, for example) 

that the force exerted on the volume of fluid and, hence, the force ex

erted on the particle itself will be -QE
0

. The two forces acting on the 

sphere are equal and opposite, so that cancellation of these forces would 

occur. 

This argument is not absolutely correct, of course, because the 

sphere and the surrounding fluid, which bears a charge -Q, are not 

rigidly connected to one another. Force·s are transmitted between the 

sphere and the surrounding fluid only by viscous shear in the fluid. 

Consequently the force exerted upon the sphere due to the surrounding 

charge will be less than -QE 0 , by an amount KE
0 

a J! s dr as was 

rigorously derived in Eq. (13). 

The remaining term in Eq. ( 13) is -6rr T] aU, and it represents 

the viscous resistance experienced by a sphere as it moves with a 

velocity U through a fluid with viscosity coefficient T]. This viscous-
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resistance term will be the same regardless of whether or not the par

ticle and the surrounding fluid are electrically charged. The reason 

for this is that, the force term -6 lTYJ aU arises from the \general solu

tion of the differential equations which describe the fluid motion (i.e., 

the solution of the homogeneous differential equations). Therefore, 

this term will always be present in any given problem, provided that 

the boundary conditions are the same. 

Henry has shown, for the case of spheres and cylindrical rods 

at least, that under certain conditions the electrophoretic velocity is 

independent of the size and shape of the particle. These conditions are 

that the particle be nonconducting (relative to the surrounding fluid) and 

that the distance over which the countercharge is distributed should be 

very small relative to the dimensions of the particle. Under these 

conditions Eq. (22) is valid, and the electrophoretic velocity is directly 

proportional to the value of the potentia.! at the surface of the particle 

(the potential at infinity is taken to be zero). 

A special word must be said about the meaning of 11 ::;urface" in 

this context. It is not too difficult, perhaps, to consider an imaginary 

closed surface, within which there is nothing but 11 particle 11 and outside 

of which there is nothing but aqueous solution. This mathematical 

fiction is especially easy to conceive of in the case of a completely 

smooth nonporous particle. It if? this surface which would on first 

thought be considered as the surface of the particle. 

How nice it would be if the matter were this simple! In reality 

it is quite possible that there are one or more "layers 11 of water which 

are (to varying degrees) firmly attached to the particle. It therefore 

becomes necessary for one to think of a new surface~ the so-called 

"surface of shear.n By definition everything which lies within the sur

face of shear moves with the particle as a single hydrodynamic unit, 

while everything outsid~ of the surface of shear is free to move inde

pendently, except for the viscous interaction between the particle and 

the surrounding fluid. It does not seem likely to me that such a surface 

exists in anything but a statistical sense. If in fact there are one or 

more layers of water firmly bound to the particle, then before one gets 
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to the point where the water is no longer bound, one must pass through 

a transition region in which the wate'r may be considered to be some

times bound and sometimes free. Nevertheless, the surface of shear 

is a commonly accepted notion which, even as stated, improve_s our 

description of the problem. 

In the theory given above, it was necessary to define a surface 

for two reasons. First of all, it was necessary to specify the radius 

of the particle. For particles as large as intact cells, the addition of 

a few angstroms, to account fo_r bound water at the surface, will not 

cause a measurable change in fhe radius. Secondly, it was necessary 

to state certain boundary conditions with regard to the velocity and the 

electric potential at the surface [Eq. (6b)]. In this instance it must 

be understood that one is speaking of the surface of shear when one 

talks about the surface of the particle. This fact has very important 

implications regarding the net charge o.f the particle. It should be 

recognized that water is not the only thing which will be bound within 

the surface of shear. There will be, in addition, a certain number of 

counterions, depending upon how thick the layer of bound water is. As 

a result the net charge within the .surface of shear will be somewhat 

less than the net charge within what would ordinarily be called the 

surface of the particle. 

Since we do not know how thick the layer of bound water might 

be, nor what percent of the countercharge_' is: contained there, there 

must necessarily be some uncertainty associated with the interpreta

tion of the zeta potential in terms of the charge on the particle itself. 

Strictly speaking, the zeta potential is the value of the electric poten

tial at the surface of shear and, as such, it reflects only the net charge 

within the surface of shear. For the purpose of a quantitative estima

tion of the net charge on the particle one usually ignores the possibility 

that some of the counte.rcharge may lie within the surface of shear. 

This is all that can be done because of the lack of further information. 
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B.' The Charge May Exist in the Interior as Well as on the Surface 

of the ~9-rtid(;! 

1. Theoretical Proof of this Statement 

When Henry presented his theoretical treatment of the electro

phoresis of particles, he commented ·in a. footnote (p. 1 08) 
4 

that i'it is 

not essential'that the "fixed charge should be a surface distribution, but 

merely.· that it should have central symmetry." Nevertheless, electro

phoresis experiments on intact cells are consistently interpreted only 

·in terms of a surface distribution of charge. Brinton and Lauffer 

(p. 486) 6 have, in fact stated that the hypothesis of a volume charge 

contributing to the mobility is " ... incompatible with electrophoretic 

theory and experiment which show that only the' surface charge density 

determines mobility." I am unaware of any valid basis for this re

striction in interpretation. 

It is sometimes said that an internal charge cannot contribute 

appreciably to the mobility o£ an intact cell because the high electrical 

resistance of the cell membrane causes the electric current to flow 

around, rather than through, the cell. While it is indeed true that the 

electric current will "avoid" an insulating particle (see Appendix B), 

this in itself proves nothing, for what we are most interested in is the 

electric field, which is given by 

-+ 1 -;+ 
E = u J 

where 
-+ 
E = electric field, 

-+ 
j = electric current per unit area, 

CJ = electrical conductivity. (23) 

An exact statement as to how extensively an internal charge might con

tribute requires, in thif:l type of analysis, a complete knowledge of the 

current and the conductivity throughout the body of the cell. 

In view of the prevalent opinion that the electrophoretic mobility 

of a particle is a measure of the surface charge only, it has seemed 

worthwhile: to .. correct this misconception in a rigorous and completely 

general manner. It has already been stated (Subsec. I. A. 2) that the 
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"direct" force exerted on a charged particle (cell) by an applied field 

is given by the integral of the Maxwell stress tensor over the surface 

of the particle. The Maxwell stress tensor, however, involves only 

the value of the electric field a:t the surface of the particle, as has been 

stated in Eq. (15): 

·, 

T = (fE 

- - -E = EQ + E 1. d' . . app 1e . 

where the electric field is the vector sum of the electric field associated 

·with the charge on the particle and the applied electric field. 

Now the electric field associated with the charge on the particle 

is the same regardless of whether the charge is in the interior or on the 

surface. (Gauss' law states that 

:~ E · ds = 4:Q ; 
clotied 

surface 

(24) 

i.e., the surface integral of the electric field is proportional to the 

total charge within the closed surface, regardless of the way in which 

the charge is distributed). Consequently, the force exerted upon the 

partiCle will be the same, regardless of whether the charge is ih the 

interior ,or on the surface. 

2. Mechanisms by Which a Particle Can Acquire a Surface Charge 

There are two fundamentally different ways in which a colloidal 

particle can acquire a net su'rface charge when suspended in an aqueous 

solution. First of all, ionizable molecules which are an intrinsic part 

of the colloid surface can dissociate. When this occurs there will be 

ions of one sign permanently attached to the surface of the colloid while 
' 

the counterions will be free to move independently. For example, this 

is undoubtedly the primary mechanism by which the many amphoteric 
\ . 

colloids of biological origin acquire a surface charge. 

Alternativf1~y; :itiscpossibleth.i:J.t ions from the aqueous solution 

could be adsorbed on the surface of the colloid. This is different from 
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the first mechanism in that the charged ions, which are now bound to 

the surface of the colloid, are not an intrinsic part of the colloid. This, 

most likely, is the mechanis~ by which 11 inert" colloids such as metallic 

sols, glass particles, gas bubbles, etc. acquire a surface charge. 

While the dissociation of surface groups and the adsorption of 

ions are conceptually independent mechanisms, it should not be inferred 

that if one mechanism prevails the other cannot. In most situations, 

it is probable that both mechanisms are involved. 

3. Mechanisms by Which a Particle Can~Acquire an Internal Charge 

There is, perhaps, a word or two of caution which must. be said 

at the beginning of this section. The previous paragraphs, which treated 

mechanisms of surface-charge formation, presented commonly accepted 

ideas which may be found in any text on electrokinetics. The following 

paragraphs contain ideas which represent a somewhat original synthesis 

of available information, and which must not be considered as proven 

concepts. While I believe that these ideas are very eleme:q.tary and 

logically sound, I must confess a profound respect for the facility with 

which nature can disprove what we so often believe to be elementary 

and logical. 

The arguments to be presented below rest upon two simple prin

ciples. First of all, if an electrical potential can be measured across 

the surface between two phases, then there must be a charge separa

tion occurring at this surface. [There are two types of charge separa

tion that are not of interest at this point. The first is the surface charge 

(with a countercharge in the surrounding phase), which has already 
·'· 

been discussed. The second is the orientation of dipoles:·· A surface 

of oriented dipoles will indeed produce a potential difference across the 

surface ofa particle, but will not confer a net charge on the particle.] 

The second principle is this: if a potential difference exists across the 

surface of a particle, and it is known that this potential differ~nce is 

>:< Or higher multipoles .. A dipole is defined as a charge of one sign 

separated a given distance from a charge of the same magnitude but 

opposite sign. 
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not caused by a surface charge or by the orientation of dipoles, then it 

must be true that the interior of the particle has a net charge. 

If the two principles above are accepted, the following line of 

argument will. show that'.it is possible for a colloidal particle to acquire 

an internal charge. There are certain situations in physical chemistry 

and biology in which a potential difference can be measured across the 

interface between two phases. In the instances cited below, good argu

ments can be presented which discount the possibility that the potential 

difference is caused by a surface charge or the orientation of dipoles. 

It then follows that the interior of the two phases must bear a net charge. 

Three such mechanisms by which a colloidal particle might acquire a 

net internal charge will be described below. 

Consider, first of all, a particle composed of a homogeneous 

liquid that is immiscible with the aqueous phase in which it is suspended 

If ions of one sigh from the aqueous phase are more soluble in the par

ticle phase than are ions of the opposite sign, then a preponderance of 

the first will exist in the particle, and an internal charge will occur. 

This is .the mechanism that is responsible for the potential difference 

across an oil-water interface (distribution potential). 
7 

_"'" 

A second possibility exists when the particle is bounded by a 

semipermeable membrane. In this case ions of one sign are constrained 

to stay within the boundaries of the particle, while ions of the opposite 

sign are free to diffuse out. As they do so, they leave behind a net 

charge in the interior of the particle. This is the mechanism that gives 

rise to the so called Donnan potential. 
7 

A final, third, possible mechanism exists in the case of intact 

living cells. By virtue of their "energy" n1etabolism, living cells are 

able to perform various kinds of useful work. It is widely believed that 

the cell is capable of using part of its available energy to selectively 

"pump" charged :i,_ons across its surface. Such an "active transport'' 

of ions across the cell surface opens up the possibility that the interior 

of the cell contains an excess of charges of one sign. The Bernstein 

theory of membrane potentials specifically proposes that the interior 

of the cell has a net negative charge, while the medium surrounding 

the cell is positively charged (Heilbrunn, p. 462). 
8 

I only wish to touch 

.•. 
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lightly on the question of membrane potentials at this time. I will re

turn in Sec. III to :consider, first of all:. the extent to which active ion 

transport is involved, and secondly, to the question of whether mem

brane potentials are produced by an internal charge or by a surface of 

oriented dipoles. (A surface -charge mechanism has never been seri

ously considered as being responsible for the biological membrane 

potentials. ) 

A very special word of caution must be said in regard to the con

cept of _an interior charge. The question is often asked whether the 

charged colloids and membranous systems within the cell might not 

contribute to the net charge of the cell. One thinks especially of the 

endoplasmic reticulum and the nucleic acids, not to mention the many 

soluble proteins, etc. In considering this question, one must be care

ful to realize that all of these charged systems are surrounded by 

counterions. As a result, electrical neutrality will be achieved over 

distances that are extremely small compared with the size of the cell. 

If, therefore,' these counterions move as a hydrodynamic unit with the 

whole of the cell, then the cellular constituents, together with thei:i: 

counterio:m.-s, will not contribute to the net charge of the cell. 

The real question to be asked then is: To what extent do the 

counterions that are associated with the cellular constituents move as 

a unit with the whole cell? I know of no definitive way in which to 

answer this question. It seems certain to me, however, that in the 

normal situation these "interior 11 coun:terions will move with the cell. 

for the cell membrane will restrain them from doing otherwise. It 

may be safely concluded, therefore, that the cytoplasmic colloids and 

the cytoplasmic structures will not contribute to the net charge of the 

cell nor to its electrophoretic mobility._ 

4. Appearance of the Internal-Charge Hypothesis in the Literature 

In the microelectrophoresis literature, one rarely sees a dis

cussion of the possible involvement of interior charges. Heilbrunn 

was one of the very few persons to caution against the inte,rpretation 

of cellular electrophoresis experiments strictly in terms of a surface 
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charge (pp. 99FF, 120). 
8 

More recently Philpot and Sta:hier have 

observed that freshly prepared rat-liver nuclei remain stationary 

in an applied electric field, while the nuclear contents move rapidly 

to one side. They have interpreted this .to mean that the nuclear 

contents are negatively charged while the surface of the nucleus bears 

an equal positive charge.· As a result, the nucleus as a whole bears 

no net charge and cannot move in an applied field. 9 

/ 

•• 
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II. MICROELECTROPHORESIS: PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT 

A. General D escr iption of the Method 

Electrophoresis is the word used to refer to the movement of a 

charged particle (which i s dissolved or s u spended in a fluid medium) 

due to the fo r ce exerted on it by an e l ectr i c field . It i s possible to 

quantitative ly measure the velocity of such a particle and thus infe r 

s ome thing about the magnitude (as well as the sign) of the cha rg e on the 

particle. If the particle has dimensions of the o rder of a mi c ron or 

large r , it is p ossibl e to see the o bj ect in a microscope . Microe l ect ro

phore s is r efe r s to the t echnique in which a microscope is employed 1n 

order to observe the particle and the rate at which it moves in an 

electric field . 

In the microelectrophoretic tecpnique the suspe n s ion of particles 

1s contained in what a m o unt s to a hollow microscope slide -which I have 

chosen to call the mi c ro e l ectrophor esis chamber rather than c e ll , in 

order to avoid confusion with the use of the wo rd cell in a biologi ca l 

context. A micro s cope is b rought to focus upon a pa r tic l e somewhere 

within the chamber . After the e l ectric field h as been appli e d , the 

ve locity of the particle is determined by measuring the time tha t it 

takes for it to move a given di stance . This distance is most e asily 

determine d by counting the number of lines c ro ssed on a ca librate d 

r e ti c ule ins erted in the eyepiece of the microscope . 

B . D e taile d D esc ription of the Appa ratus Us ed in This Study 

Figure l gives a n overall v i e w of the microe l ectrophores is 

a pparatus . A microscope equipped with bright -fi eld a nd phase - contrast 

optics was mounted on a pivoting base s uch tha t the microelect r ophores is 

chamber could b e us ed in e ithe r the horizontal, ver ti cal, or lat eral 

orienta tion (se e Brinton and Lauffer6 for a description of the advantages 

and dis a dvantages assoc i a t e d with each o ri e nta tion) . All work d e scr i b e d 

in this r e port was p e rformed with the chambe r in the late r a l position, 

as pictur e d. The microscope (and pivots), the light sour ce , a nd ring

stand bars were attache d to a common base and placed on the surface 

of a shock-mounted table . 
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ZN -3877 

Fig . l . O verall v iew, from t wo angl es, of the microelect r o 
phoresis apparatus: (A ) pivoting base upon whi ch t he 
microscope is mounted, (B) surfac e of the shock-mounted 
table, (C) mic r oelectrophoresis chamber, (D) Lucite plate, 
(E) three- way stopcocks, (F) this tl e tube, (G) was te bottle, 
(H) Zn- ZnSO 4 e l ectrodes , (I) saturated- NazS04 chamber, 
(J) Standard Buffer chamber, (L) sintered - g lass disks, 
(M) ammeter, (N ) ring-stand r ods. 
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The microel e ctrophoresis chamber its e lf was mounted in a thin 

Lucite plate with the aid of "liquid rubber" (Flex - 0 - Fix, Pyroil Co . , 

Inc . , La Crosse, Wis . ) to facilitate clamping it to the microscope 

stage, as shown in Fig. 2 . The chamber is of the rectangular-Northrup 

Kunitz type (Arthur H. Thomas Co . , Philadelphia), the width (:=:: 12 mm) 

being greater than 20 times the depth(:=:: 0 . 5 mm) . The chamber is con

nected via suitable glass and rubber tubing to three -way stopcocks . 

Originally, greased glass stopcocks were used, but Teflon stopcocks 

which do not require grease have subsequently been found to be more 

desirable. These stopcocks may be turned so as to connect the micro 

e l ectrophoresis chamber either to the thistle tube and wash bottle (for 

rinsing and for introduction of sample) or to the Zn - ZnSO 4 electrodes . 

The electrodes are isolated from the stopcocks by the following se

quence of barriers: an 11-in. -long g l ass tube filled with Standard 
::::: 

Buffer (with glucose added to prevent convective exchange of specimen 

and buffer at the stopcock); fine sintered glass disk; 5-in, - l ong glass 

tube filled with saturated NaS0
4

; fine sintered glass disk; and finally 

Zn - ZnS0
4 

e l e ctrode chambe r. The purpose of thes e barrie rs is to 

keep the zn++ ions in the electrode chamber from mixing with the 

bio l ogical material in the microelectrophoresis chamber. 

A 325:-V (maximum) voltage-regulated power supply (Lambda 

Electronics, College Point, N . Y.), equipped with a reversing switch, 

was connected to the electrodes, and the current passing through the 

circuit was measured with an ammeter which could read 0 to l 0 mA, 

0 to l mA, and 0 to 50 j-LA full-sca l e deflection (Supreme Instrument 

Corp . , Philadelphia). The electrical circuit is shown schematically 

m Fig. 3 . 

Three microelectrophoresis chambers were us e d during the 

period of this research . It was necessary in each case to measure 

the cross-sectional area of the chamber. The width of the chamber 

was measured with the aid of a seven-power eyepiece equipped with a 

calibrated reticule . The depth of the chamber was determined by 

successively focusing on the two inner walls of the chamber and re

cording the distance by means of the fine -focus micrometer scale . 

··.,. 
See notation page for definition . 
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Fig . 2. C l ose - up view of the m i croe l ect r opho r es i s appa r a tus : 
(C) microe l ect r ophoresis chamber , (D) L uc i te p l ate , 
(E) th r ee - way stopcocks , (F) thi s tl e t u be, (I) sa tura t e d
NazS04 chamber , (J ) Standard Buffer c hambe r, (L) s inte r e d 
g l ass dis k s . 
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Microelectrophoresis 

I chamber 

Reversing switch 

Ammeter 

+ -

MU-31373 

F ig. 3. Schematic diag r a m of the e l e ctr ical circuit used in the 
microelectrophoresis apparatus. See text for further 
d eta il s . 
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The scale had p r evious l y been calibrated by measuring the distance 

(thro u gh air ) from the top of one glass slide t o the top of a second slide, 

upon which the first was l y ing at right angles. Thes e measurements 

cannot be made through the glass, as the a ppare nt thickne ss w ill be 

r e duced by a value e qua l to the index of r ef r action of the glass. The 

ac tua l thi c kness of the glass s lide was d e t e rmine d b y m easur e ment 

with a micrometer calip e r. 

The specific resistances of the va rious expe rimenta l s olutions 

wer e measured with the L eeds and Northrup mode l 4960 conductivity 

cell and bridge shown in Fig. 4 . . The sample was poure d into the thi s tle 

tube and allowed to run t h rough the ce ll until a constant r eading was 

obtained. The temperature was controlled b y a dding hot water or i ce 

cubes to the wate r bath in w hich the conductiv ity cell was immers e d. 

The absolute resistance in ohms of the solution w ithin the cell was 

dete rmined with the Wheat s tone bridge. The conductivit y cell constant 

had b een d e termine to b e 1 . 46 em -l as shown in Fig. 5, so that the 

absolute r e sistanc e in ohms div ide d by this factor gives the v alue of the 

specific r es istance in ohm-em. 

C . On the Method of Taking Data 

Because of e l ectroo smo sis the r e w ill be fluid flo w 1n one direc-

tion a long both wall s of the microelectrophoresis chambe r w hile the 

electric fie ld is on, and fluid flo w in the opposite direction down the 

center of the chamber. E vid ently there must be t wo positions at which 

the fluid flows in neither direction. The positions of zero fluid flow 

are r efe rred to as the stationary l eve l s . The exac t position of the 

stationary levels depends somewh a t upon the relative dimens ions of 

the mi c ro e le ctropho r esis chamb er . In the apparatus u sed the stationary 

leve l s existed a t a fractional depth 0. 204 away from the walls of the 

chambe r , which i s ve r y near to the fractional d epth (0 .2 11) at which the 

s tationa r y l eve l s exis t in the limit of an infinite l y thin chambe r. The 

theo r y r e l a ting to thi s subject is r evi ewe d in Brinton a nd Lauffe r. 
6 

B ecaus e of the fluid flo w the apparent velocity, which is the vector 

sum of the fluid ve l oc ity and the e l ect rophor e tic velocity, w ill va r y in 
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Fig. 4. Photograph of the conductivity bridg e and c e ll : 
(A) glass conductiv ity cell, (B) Wheatstone bridge, 
(C) water bath. 
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Fig . 5. C alib r a tion of the conductivity cell. A stand ard KCl 
so lution (7 .4191 g KCl per 1000 g of solution) was run throug h 
the cell until a constant reading was obtained. The absolute 
r esistance ac ross the l ead s of the conductivi t y cell was 
meas ur e d w ith the Wheatstone bridge. The specific conduct
ivity of the standard solution at 25 ° Cis 0.012856 ohm-1 cm-1 
(Leed s and No rthrup C o. No . 4960 P o rtabl e Electroly tic 
Resistance Indicator manual, Std. 10899, I ss u e 3). There
fo r e the ce ll constant can be d e termine d b y multiplying the 
measured r es istanc e by the known specific conductivity. Data 
from three separate experiments are shown on the graph. 
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a parabolic manner from the center of the coordinate system, which 

is located at the center of the chamber. 
6 

An example of such a para

bolic velocity profile is shown in Fig. 6. The apparent velocity ( in 

divisions of the eyepiece reticule per hundredth of a minute) of rat 
-4 

erythrocytes suspended in NaHC03 (3Xl0 M) buffered NaC1(0.145 M) 

is plotted vs the depth of the chamber (measured in divisions of the 

microscope's fine -focus micrometer scale). A parabola is fitted to the 

experimental data by choosing a base line (by eye) which best fits the 

data at the center of the chamber, plotting the data as they appear in 

this coordinate system on log-log paper, and fitting the data with a 

straight line having a slope of two. (The equation of a parabola is 

y = Kx
2

; therefore, the plot of log y vs log x should have a slope of 

two. I have found this method much more convenient than plotting 

r{7f vs x, which is the common way of fitting a parabola to the data.) 

After the data have been fitted with a parabola, the velocity at the sta

tionary level is read from the graph, and the mobility is calculated 

according to th~ equation 

M b'l't . ·= distance X ·cross:-sectional'arek Xconductivity:..;;cell" constant. 
0 1 1 Y · time ..... _. · current X absolute resistance 

' 

The conventionaY units of mobility, used throughout this report, are 
-1 -1 

(micron)(sec )(volt )(em). 

To insure that the apparatus was working properly a complete 

velocity profile was measured in almost all cases. Between ten and 

twenty points were taken for each such parabola. With some·.experience, 

this amount·of data can be taken in a period of 15 to 20 min~ The ob

served velocity at a given level was obtained by averaging the velocities 

for cells first in one direction, and then (with the field reversed) in 

the other direction. This averaging process serves to cancel out the 

effect of any fluid drift which may arise from leakage in the system, 

or from other factors such as thermal gradients. 

Under certain conditions, especially when the mobilities of the 

cells in a given medium are not constant over short periods of time, 
~ 

it is not possible to obtain a complete velocity profile. In those in-

stances, all measurements were made at a single stationary level. 
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Fig; 6. Parabolic velocity profile. The observed velocities of 
.rat RBC are plotted vs the depth in the chamber at which the 
measurements were made. A true parabola is fitt'ed to the 
data. The two stationarylevels are indicated by the marker 
on each leg of the parabola. See the text for the dimensions 
used in this plot. and for the method by which the parabola was 
fitted to the data. 
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Data were again recorded with the field first in one direction and then 

with the field reversed', and the velocities averaged iri order to cancel 

out the effect of any possible fluid drift. 

If the technique of measuring a c~mplete velocity parabola is 

employed, !tis possible to work with samples having a much lower 

cell concentration than oth~rwise. The reason for this is that one may 

focus on a cell, ·regardless of at what level it is in the chamber, record 

the position, and measure the apparent velocity at that leveL In the 

other technique, it is necessary to work with .a sufficiently high cell 

concentration that there will always be a few cells in focus at the sta-

tionary leveL 

All electrophoretic velocity measurements were made at room 

.temperature (23 to 26° C) .. The electrophoretic velocity at constant 

electric_ current is essentially constant over such a small temperature 

range, since the temperature coefficients of the viscosity and the con

ductivity (which are about 2o/o per degree) tend to cancel each other. 
6 

The value of the mobility at 25° C can therefore be obtained by using 

the value of the conductivity at 25° C in the mobility calculations. For 
) 

this reason, all conductivity measurements were made in a water bath 

thermostated at 25° C; as described in Subsec. B. 

The pH of all solutions was measured with a Beckman model G 

pH meter with a standard glass electrode and a calomel reference 

electrode. All pH measurements were recorded after the addition of 

the cells. This was especially necessary when salt solutions of l9w · ··· 

buffering capacity were being used, for the pH of such solutions some-

" timles changed as much as one unit ·after addition of the cells. When 

solutions of low buffering capacity were being used, it was also found 

necessary to rinse the electrodes of the pH meter repeatedly with the 

cell suspension being measured, before constant readings could be ob-

. tained. 

This concludes the description of apparatus and general methods. 

The special techniques of cell-sample preparations, handling, etc. will 

be described at the appropriate time in the remainder of the text. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE HYPOTHESIS 
THAT AN INTERNAL NET CHARGE CONTRIBUTES 

SIGNIFICANTLY TO THE TOTAL CHARGE OF INTACT CELLS 

A. Literature that Suggested~ Net Internal Charge 

1. The Phenomenon of Membrane Potentials 

The phenomenon of membrane potentials was touched upon lightly 

in Sec. I, when mechanisms for producing an internal net charge distri

bution were being discussed. (The reader must keep;,;in mind, during 

the following discussion, that e1ectroneutra1ity holds over a sufficiently 

large volume about the cell.) The subject will be further developed at 

this point. Potential differences across many cellular membranes can 

be measured directly by inserti:ng a microelectrode into the cytoplasm 

.of the cell. This sort of experiment is of course limited to cells that 

can acc:ommcr.dia:te_ a mic roelectro~d'e. When such experiments are per

formed upon .cells in. the resting state· it is found that the potential of 

the cell interior is. negative with respect to the surrounding medium in 
10 . ' . 11 11 

amoebae, an1mal nerve axon and muscle, and fresh-water algae. 
\ 

The magnitude of such membrane potential's is in all cases on the order 

of 10 to 100 millivolts.. The only known instances in which the cell 

interior is positive with respect to the exterior (in the resting state) 
11 

are in cases of certain marine plant cells .. 

There have been many ~heories proposed throughout the years 

to explainthe phenomenon of biological membrane potentials. In gen

eral these theories have centered about the behavior of physico-chem-
12 13 

ical models that can be ,studied in the laboratory. ' . These pro:-, 
'8 

posals have included both the Donnan potential(the Bernstein theory 

was a special case of this type of mechanism) and the "distribution" 

potential (especially as studied by Beutner and by Bauer). 
7

' 
11 

It is 

the diffusion potential, however, that has enjoyed the most recent 

popularity in explaining biological membrane potentials (Scheer, p. 274 

ff). 
11 

The so-called diffusion potential arises when two aqueous phases 

are separated by a permeable interface. The concentration of salt 

must be initially greater in one phase than in the other. If then the 
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ions of one sign are .able to diffuse across the interface more rapidly 

than the,ions of opposite sign, a net charge separation will occur, and 

a potential difference will resu,lt. Osterhout and Blinks hav.e been 

primarily responsible for developing the diffusion-potential theory for 

Jresh-water. algae and marine plants, respectively, while Hodgkin and 

Huxley have done much of the fundamental work on nerve .and muscle 

t . . 1 11 sys ems 1n an1ma s. 

It is clear that the diffusion potential can be maintained only under 

·special circumstances. As diffusion proceeds,. the ionic concentrations 

in· the two aqueous phases will become equal. At this point diffusion 

. will cease,. and the potential will fall to zero. The only way in which 

this can be prevented is for the ionic concentrations in the two aqueous 

phases to.be continuaily replenished. In the case of a living cell, this 

means that salts must be transported 
out of 

as they are . t the cytoplasm. 
ln 0 

into 
out of the cytoplasm as rapidly 

It should be clear that energy will 

be required to transport ions in a direction opposite to that of free dif-

fusion. Therefore the active transport of ions will likely be required 

for the permanent maiht<enanc:e: bfidiffusiori potentials .iri biologi<l:al 

systems. 

The diffusion-potential theory is very good in explaining bio

electric potentials. On the other. hand, I know of no compelling reason 

to exclude the possibility that a surface charge or a surface of oriented 

dipoles might be partially responsible for the membrane potential. As 

yet, it has been unnecessary to postulate their existence for the sake 

of explaining experiments, and so one tends to believe that they are 

not important. Furthermore, it is known that bioelectric potentials 

require metabolic energy for maintenance. of their normal values, 
11 

as the diffusion-potential theory would require. On the other hand it 

is difficult to understand why the surface charge or dipole layer theories 

would, ~priori, require metabolic energy for the maintenance of the 

membrane potential. Thus at least the metabolically controlled com

ponent should no~ have a fixed dipole origin. 

To summarize what has been said so far, my interpretation of 
' . ' 

the evidence to date suggests that the char.ge separation across the 

membrane associated with the ubiquitous biological membrane potentials 
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resultsin..soJ:n:e net charge in the cell interior. In all cases yet meas-

· ured, except; for certain: marine :plants, thi.s:net inter;:ior:i:ha;rg:ei'r:n:ust be a 

negative charge. It is well documented that metabolic energy partici

pates in the maintenance of this charge separation, and it seems most 

probable that this energy is utilized in the active transport of ions. 

If the statements above regarding internal'charge are correct, it 

then becomes very important to inquire to what extent these internal 

charges can contribute to the net charge on the cell. If we assume that 

the internal charge is solely responsible for the (resting) m·embrane 

potential, we can calculate an upper limit on the magnitude of the in

ternal charge .. The equation which is required for such a calculation is 

Q = c v .··A, 
where c membrane capacitance per unit area, = 

v = membrane potential, 

A = cell area. (25) 

As an example, consider the human red blood cell (RBC). In this 

case, the membrane capacitance
14 

is about 1.!J.F/cm
2

, the membrane 

potential may be expected to be in the range from 10 to 100 mV, and the 

cell area 
15 

is about 160 1-1
2 . The net charge then calculates out to be 

-6 farad -6 2 
Q = lXlO 

2 
X(O.l to 0.01) vo1tsXl.6XlO . em 

em 

= L6Xl0-
13 

to l.6X10-
14 

coulomb. (26) 

Since there are l.6Xlo- 19 coulomb per electron, the total number of 

elementary charges lies in the range from 10
5 

to 10
6 

charges per cell. 

To determine whether or not this is a significant amount of charge 

compared with the net charge, one must use the equations of electro

phore sis to calculate the charge £ron: th,e measured electrophoretic 

mobility. In order that this may be 'acco~plished, some assumptions 

must be made regarding the relationship between the net charge and the 

electrokinetic potential. Many possibilities exist here, but the most 

commonly used relationships suppose that the Debye-'Huckel approxima-
. . .. 6 

tion (Brinton and Lauffer, p. 436) holds. In this case, 
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K 2 \[f ,, 
.• ( r 

2 2 
41Te 2: c.Z. 

1 1 

KkT 
,. 

electron charge, 

concentration of the ith ion, 

valence of the ith ion, 

dielectric constant, 

Boltzman' s constant, 

temperature. 

Here the zeta potential is related to the charge on a sphere by the 
. 6 

equatlon 

s = Q 1 
Ka 1+Ka 

(27) 

(28) 

This equation may be used directly to find the net charge from the 

mobility. More cornmonly, Gorin's equation correcting for the finite 

size of the counterions (Brinton and Lauffer, p. 482)
6 

is used. When 

this is substituted into Eq. (22) one obtains the following relationship 

b~tween charge and mobility:. 

where 

41Ta 2. 
Q f.LT] = (a.+ 1/K) ' 

1 

a = radius Of the sphere, 

fJ. = mobility, 

T] = viscosity, 
(29) 

a. = radius of the counte rions ·, 
1 

K = the Debye-Hiickel constant, defined inEq. (27). 

The net charge on a (human) RBC can be calculated from Eq. (29) 

by inserting the following numerical values: 
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2 -10 2 . 15 
4rr a = 1. 6 X 10 m = surface area of human RBC, 

f1 = l.08Xl0-
8 

m
2
/sec-:rolt =mobility of human RBC in 

0. 145M NaCl, pH= 7. 4 (from reference 16), 

T] = 

a. = 
1 

10-
3 

Newton-sec/m
2 

=viscosity of water at 25?C, 

-10 . 
1. 85 X 10 m =extrapolated value of Furchgott and 

' . 17 
Ponder, -

K = 0.327Xl0
8 

(r/2)_
112

cm-
1

, (r/2='ioniC strength) at 25°C 

-10 
8.05,XLO mat 25° C i1;1 0.145 M NaCl. (30) 

W~en this caluclation is performed ·it is found that 

-12 . . . ' . 
Q = 1.75Xl0 coulomb per cell' 

7 • 
= l.lXlO chargespercell, ( 31) 

which is between 10 and 100 times as large as the (maximum) assumed 

internal charge' . 

. - If these numbers c'ould be taken with complete confidence, it 

would seem that the charge'associated with membrane potentials con-
. ' 

tributes but a very· small portion to the net charge on a cell. Before \ 

such a conclusion is drawn, however, attention should be drawn to 

various uncertainties in these calculations. First of all, the quoted 

value of the membrane capacitance was calculated from ac impedance 

measurements on RBC_,suspensions. The nature of the equation used 

for such calculations,· and cons~quentiy the value of the quoted capac

itance, depends upon the model that is assumed to describe the celL
14 

Secondly, the quoted value was the value of the membrane's capacitance 

at high frequencies.
14 

The:dc capacitance ought to be used in calcula

tions such as in Eq~ (26), but the merribrane capacitance can only be 
. . ' . . . . 14 . . 

measured at high frequencies. - Finally, the use of the De bye -Hucke! 

equation to relate the ze-ta potential to net charge may result in a large 

overestimation of the net charge, as has been shown by the computer 
17a calculations of Loeb et. al. 

Consequently, it would not be safe to discount the possibility of 

a contribution from a net internal charge solely on the basis of these 
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calculations. The answers obtained in the caluclations above are suf

ficiently close to each other in value that were the uncertainties men

tioned above to be corrected somehow, it might turn out that the inter

nal charge could compose a sizable percentage of the total charge. 

With this in mind, it would seem worthwile to attack the problem ex

perimentally. 

The calculations in this section bring up another interesting point. 

The question might be asked: How can it be, even in principle, that 

the net charge on a cell exceeds the charge that is associated with the 

membrane potential? One would on first thought be of the opinion that 

all of the net cha:rge should contribut~ .to the membrane potential, in 

which case the calculated values in Eqs. '(26) and (31) should agree. 

This need not necessarily be true,- as cari be seen by assuming that the 

majority of the net charge exists on the surface of the cell and originates 

from the dissociation of ionizable g:roU:ps. Just as there is a surface 

charge with its counterions on the outside of the cell, so will there be 

a similar surface charge and associated counterions on the inside 

(as sumin:g ~ reasonable symmetry of the ce.ll membrane). The two 

potentials generated by the charge-countercharge distributions have the 

opposite sign, and so they cancel (or at least tend to cancel) each other. 

This proposed cancellation of surface -charge -associated potentials is 

shown schematically in Fig. 7. A great deal more could be said about 

the expected behavior of the total potential difference in such a system 

when the pH or ionic strength is varied on only one side of the mem

brane, for under these conditions the two potentials would no longer 

cancel one another. Thisvdiscussion has already gotten too far from 

the main line of discussion, though, and no .more will be said. 
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Fig. 7. Proposed cancellation of surface -charge -associated 
potentials. Both the inner and the outer surfaces of the 

·cell membran_e have an excess of negatively charged 
dis sociable groups (at normal pH), and a diffuse distri
bution of countercharge. The charge distribution on the 
inside has, however, the opposite orientation of that on 
the outside. Therefore the potentials generated by the 
two charge distributions cancel, or at least tend to cancel. 
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2. The Low Isoelectric Points of Intact Cells 

The somewhat equivocal results of the above charge calculations 

were not the only thing that suggested it would be worthwile to design 

experiments to test the internal-charge hypothesis. At the time when 

this research began there were several phenomena reported in the 

literature which suggested that an internal charge might be involved. 

Perhaps foremost among these was the extremely low isoelectric point 

of human RBC in isotonic saline. Furchgott and Ponder
17 

found that if 

mobility measurements were made within two minutes after exposing 

the cells to low pH, then the cells remained negatively charged down 

to pH 1. 7, as may be seen in F~g: 8.. Below pH 4.0 the RBC suffered 

an irreversible decrease in mobility after a length of time that became 

progressively shorter at progressively lower pH. At pH approximately 

2.0, it was observed that the RBC hemolyzed within 2 min and that the 

cells which previously were negatively charged suddenly acquired a 
16 18 . 

positive charge. Heard and Seaman ' have also worked extens1vely 

with human RBC. Figure 8 shows that while the shape of their curve 

i:s quite different from that found by Furchgott and Ponder, it appears 

as thc::mgh the RBC would be isoelectric in the vicinity of pH 2.0. 

The existence of such a low isoelectric point for intact RBC 

seemed, at least at first thought, inconsistent with the common belief 

that the exterior of the cell was coated with protein (see Sec. III), since 

proteins which have an isoelectric point below pH 3.0 to 4.0 are ex

tremely rare. The low isoelectric point of RBC was, in fact, tentatively 

ascribed for many years to the phosphate groups of the membrane's 
<> 

phospholipids, rather than to groups from the membrane's protein 

component. 
1 9 

Furthermore, RBC are not alone in having a very low isoelectric 
. . 19 

point. Bangham et al. have found that sheep lymphocytes were 

isoelectric at pH 2.6. These authors, as well as Wilkins et. al. , ZO 

have found that sheep 'polymorphonuClear leukocytes were still nega

tively charged at pH 2.0. The ascites tumor cells studied by Cook 

1 
2 1 h d . l . . , f 3 8 B h d P th. 2 2 

et. a . s owe an 1soe ectr1c po1nt o . . ang am an e 1ca 

have repo_rted that mouse lymphocytes are isoelectric at pH 2.2, 
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6 

.pH 
MU-30520 

Fig. 8. A comparison of mobility-pH curves for human RBC 
obtained by Furchgott CJ..nd Ponderl 7 (using the buffered 
saline solution described in Subsec. III. B. 2. b) and by 
Heard and Seaman's group (using the Standard Buffer 
described in Subsec. II. B. 2. a). Heard and Seaman 
No. 1 is from ref. 16, Heard and Seaman No. 2 is from 
ref. 18. · · 

~ . . 
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Ehrlich ascites cells at 2. 8, and normal mouse liver cells at· 3. 9. One 

of the notable virtues of the interior-charge hypothesis is that it sug

gests a natural explahation for the low isoelectric point of intact cells, 

which does not conflict with the ccoinrnm belieJ that the cell exterior is 

a layer of protein. In order to achieve such an explanation it is nee

essary to suppose that the cell membr.ane is relatively impermeable to 

'hydrogen ions. I know of .no experimental evidence in this regard with 

respect to mammalian cells, but Gilby and Few have described such a 

· membrane barrier to hydrogen ions in bacteria. 
23 

They have also found 

that this barrier will break down after prolonged exposure to high hydro

gen-ion concentrations. 

If such a permeability barrier to hydrogen ions exists in the cell 

membrane, then one would expect that the internal charge would not be 

altered by variations in the external pH. (It is assumed here that the 

concentrations of freely diffusible ions are held constant. ) The surface 

charge, on the other hand, would be dependent upon the external pH. 

The effect of the interior charge will consequently be the same as the 

.effect of strongly acidic surface charges whose pK1 s are well below 

the range of pH over which the experiments are being performed. 

If we can further suppose that the membrane barrier to hydrogen 

ions eventually breaks down at low pH, we might predict the following 

behavior. As the membrane becomes more permeable, hydrogen ions 

· (or possibly other cation~) will be \ittracted to the negatively charged 

interior by simple .electrostatic forces and so will tend to neutralize the 

interior charge. But this is not all that can ha:ppen. This permeability 

barrier is imagined to break down at external hydrogen-ion concentra

tions in the vicinity of 10 -l to 10-4 molar. The initial hydrogen-ion · 

concentration of the cell interior may reasonably be assumed to be in 
-6 . -8 ' 

the range 10 to 10 molar. Consequently, we might expect to see 

a diffusion potential established during the time over which the pH of 

the cell interior is being made equal to the pH of the surrounding me

dium. Th~ effect of. such a diffusi~n p~tential would be to produce a 
; ' . . .. ;. . . . . :' ~ / 

positive charge in the cell interior. At equilibrium this internal charge 

would, however, vanish. This behavior is strictly analogous to the present 
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interpretation of the action potential in animal and plant cells, except 

that here we are talking about hydrogen ions, and in the action poten

tials it appears that sodium ions are primarily involved. 

It is possible that this mechanism might, explain the time behavior 

of the mobility of RBC at low pH (see Subsec. Ill. B), which has already 
17 

been described qualitatively by Furchgott and Ponder. Similar time 

variations in the mobility do not appear to exist in other mammalian 

cells, however, and this tends to cast some doubt on the validity of 

this hypothesis. 

3. The Ef£ect of Low Ionic Strength uponthe Isoelectric Point of 

Intact Cells 

The isoelectric point (extrapolated) of human RBC increases very 

rapidly with decreasing ionic strength, especially at very low ionic 
24 

strengths. A similar behavior was found for sheep polymorphonuclear 

leukocytes by Wilkins et al., 
20 

but the isoelectric point of the ascites 
' ' 21 

tumor cells studied by Cook, et al. showed no noticeable dependence 

upon the ionic strength. My owh observations on ascites tumor cells 

(see Subsec. Ill. B) do not agree with those of Cook et al. in this regard. 

In general it appears that the increase in the isoelectric point of any 
. 25 26 27 

given cell is much greater than that found for prote1ns, ' ' as may 

be seen in Fig. 9. 

It is conceivable that this extreme behavior of the intact cells 

might be as so cia ted with a net interior charge. Bolinbroke and Maizels 

have reported that the RBC membrane becomes leaky to positive ions 

at low ionic strengths. 
28 

One would therefore tend to believe that pos

itive ions from the medium would pass through the membrane and neu

tralize the internal charge. Since. an internal charge might be respon

sible for an artificially low isoelectric point (as has been discussed in 

Subsec. Ill. A.2), it follows that the progressive removal of this in

ternal charge at lower and lower ionic strengths would be responsible 

for an unusually rapid increase in the isoelectric point. 
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Fig. 9. A comparison of the variation in the isoelectric points 
of selected proteins with those of intact cells. Egg albumin, 
ref. 25; Ribonuclease and !3-Lactoglobulin, ref. 26; BSA, 
ref. 27; Human RBC, ref 24; Sheep PMN Leucocytes, ref. 20. 
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4. Other Suggestive Evidence 

Further circumstantial evidence that is consistent with the ex

istence of an internal charge is the observation that spermatazoa are 

oriented in an electric field with their tails toward the positive elec

trode. Nevo29 among others has first of all observed that when the 

electric field is reversed, both the head and tail move toward the anode. 

The tail is seen to move more rapidly, however, and soon the sperm 

is reoriented with the tail in the forward direction. This observation 

suggests that-the orientation of spermatozoa may result from a greater 

net negative charge on the tail compared with that on the head, rather 

than from the tail being negatively charged while the head bears a pas

itive charge. Secondly Masaki and Hartree have found that the tails 

of spermatazoa are more metabolically active than the heads. 
3° Fol

lowing the previous assumption that internal charge requires metabolic 

energy, their results would be consistent with the hypothesis that the 

greater tail charge is an internal charge. 
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B. Experimental Reconfirmation and Extension of the 

Liter9,-ture that Describes the Eff~cts of pH and Ionic 

· Strength upon Mobility 

1. Motivation of This Research 

The experiments to be described in this section were undertaken 

with three goals in mind. First of all,. there was something of a dis

crepancy between the mobility-pH curves that had been found for RBC 

by two different groups, as indicated in Fig. 8. Consequently, experi

ments were designed to determine if this descrepancy was caused by 

the different buffer salts used by the two groups or if other factors 

were ·responsible. Seco:p.dly, it seemed desirable to determine if the 

isoelectric points of tells which had not previously been studied were 

'in every case very low, and if there was in every case a large increase 

in isoelectric point with decreasing ionic strength. The results of such 

experiments would have important implications for the rather elaborate 

arguments about internal charge which were made in Subsecs. III. A. 2 

and 3. Finally the time-dependent de<;;rease in the mobility of RBC at 

low pH's had been described qualitatively for many years_. No quantita

tive studies had been reported, however.· In view of the possibility that 

this phenomenon might be explained in terms of an internal charge (as 

described in Subsec. III. A. 2), experiments were undertaken to quan

titate this phenomenon. 

2. Mobility-pH Curves for Various Cell. Types at Two Ionic Strengths 

(RBC, HeLa, TA3 Ascites, Yeast, Mammary Tissue) 

a. Special experimental methods. Fresh cells were obtained 

from experimental animals prior to each experiment and used within 

10 hours. The exact method of cell-sample preparation will be de

scribed in each case. The cells were centrifuged and washed at least 

twice, each time in no less thari 10 volumes of Standard Buffer at pH 

7. 3 to 7. 5. The final pellet was then made up into a l 0 to ZOo/a volume/ 

volume cell suspertsion~ The cells were stored in this forrri until use. 

Only one experiment was performed with Furchgott and Ponder's 

buffered saline solutions. 
17 

These solutions will be described in Part b. 
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-4 
In all other cases the Standard Buffer was 0.145 M NaCl in 3 X 10 M 

NaHC03 . Solutions of various pH's but of the same ionic strength were 

obtained by the addition of 0.145 M HCl or 0.145 M NaOH. Experimen

tal solutions of different ionic strength were kept approximately isotonic 

b 
-4 . 

. Y the addition of 0. 25 M glucose in 3 X 10 M NaHC0
3

. 

Immediately prior. to making a mobility measurement, an aliquot 

of the stock cell suspension was mixed with the experimental solution. 

This was usually done in the ratio of one part of stock suspension to 

100 parts of experimental solution. The pH and conductivity were 

always recorded after the addition of cells. 

b. Mobility-pH curves for RBC. Fresh blood was taken from the 

vena ca,.va of· ether-anesthetized Long Evans rats. The blood was drawn 

irito'plastic syringes through a No. 20 hypodermic needle. No anti

coagulants were used. The blood was delivered immediately into at 

least 10 volumes of Standard Buffer and centrifuged to remove the plasma 

proteins. Rats weighing 150 to 200 g were employed since they are 

quite easy to handle1 and 5 cc of whole blood can be obtained from one 

rat with no difficulty. The human blood was obtained by venipuncture 

from a normal hU:rnanundergoing a routine medical examination. A 

tourniquet was used only for the insertion of the needle. Other details 

were as described above. 

The buffered NaCl solutions of Furchgott and Ponder were used 

in one experiment. These solutions are composed of 9 volume's lo/o 

NaCl and l volume buffer. The nature of the buffer ·used depended upon 

what pH range was desired. The buffer solutions used were: 0.1 M 

NaOH-glycine-NaCl, /
5

M Na2 HP0
4

-KH2Po
4

, 0.1 M NaAc-HAc, 

0.1 MHCl-glycine, and 0.13 M HCl as described by these authors.
17 

A special word should be said about the difficulty of obtaining 

mobility measurements at very low pH. As has already been mentioned, 

RBC are unstable at a very low pH: -tD:e lower the pH, the shorter the 

period of stability. Measurements must be made within one or two 

minutes after mixing the cells into experimental solutions of pH 2.0 or 

less. A finite time is required to introduce the specimen into the micro

electrophoresis chamber. Furthermore, this operation usually produces 
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time-varying pressure gradients in the system which persist for at 

least a minute and often more. Fluid flow is necessarily associated· 

with such pressure gradients, so it is not possible to obta1n reliable 

data until these pressure gradients have died away. I can say from 

experienc:e .that it is only with considerable patience that reliable me as

urements can be obtained below pH 2. 0. 

The results of experiments performed in normal saline are pre

sented in Fig. 10, and they show that the same mobility-pH curve is 
,o, 

obtained for rat RBC and human RBC. ,,, The curve is independent of 

the type of buffered saline employed. The curve is the same whether 

the cells have been washed only twice or washed as often as four times. 

The shape of the curve is also identical to that reported by Furchgott 

and Ponder. 
17 

It seems quite probable that the unique curve shape re

ported by Heard and Seaman may very well be due to errors in their 

measurement of the pH. (see Sec. II). 

The experiments depicted in Fig. 10 also serve to reconfirm the 

value of 1. 7 as the apparent isoelectric point of intact RBC. 

Experiments were also performed with rat RBC at ionic strength 

0. 029. The curve in Fig. 11 shows that the isoelectric point of rat RBC 

is greatly increased at this ionic strength. The increase to a value of· 

3. 6 is in fact considerably more than what would be expected from the 

data of Heard and Seaman (Fig. 9). The striking difference between the 

shape of the curves shown in Figs. 10 and 11 implies that the charge

determining characteristics of the RBC are grossly altered at the lower 

ionic strength. Perhaps the most interesting feature is the fact that at 

this ionic strength there is very little change in the mobility over the 

'•' It seems that there is a strain difference in the mobility of rat RBC. 

In this phase of the work only Long-Evans rats were used, and the 
-1 -1 

mobilities were in the l;'"ange 1.00 to 1.10 (micron)(sec )(volt )(em) 

at pH 7.4. In the work reported in Sec. V, however, Sprague-Dawley 

rats were used, and the mobilities consistently fell in the range 1.15 

to 1 . .25 (micron}(sec-
1
)(volt-

1
)(cm} at pH 7.4. Species differences of 

a much greater magnitude have been reported by Abramson. 
31 
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/}. Rat RBC, 0.145 NaCI 
o Rat RBC, 0.145 NaCI 
o Rat RBC, Furchgott & Ponder's buffer. 

o Human RBC, 0.145 NaCI 

4 5 6 7 8 9 

pH 
10 11 12 

MU-31366' 

. Fig. 10. Mobility-pH data .obtained with Long -E:;vans rat RBC 
and with human RBC. The' two experiments with rat RBC 
in 0.145 M NaCl differed, in that in one instance the RBC 
were washed twice prior to use, and in the other. they were 
washed four times prior to use. The shape of the curve is 
qualitatively identical to that reported by Furchgott and 
Ponder: 17 the pec:uliar shape at low pH reported by Heard 
and Seamanl6 was not observed i~ this study, even with 

. hu~an RBC and with the same buffer system used b}r them 
(see Fig. 8 for a comparison). 
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Fig. 11. Mobility-pH curve obtained for Long-Evans rat RBC 
at ionic strength 0.029. 
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range pH 2. 0 to 3. 0, whereas at ionic strength 0. ~ 45 the majority of 

the change occurs in this range. 

c. Mobility-pH curves for HeLa cells. Mr. Paul Todd kindly 

provided the He:La.cells, which were cultured in glass bottles under 

standard conditions. The cells were freed from the glass by trypsiniza

tion and washed in Standard Buffer. The mobility-pH curve of these 

cells was determined at ionic strength 0.145 in two experiments. At 

this point the HeLa cell cultures were lost: no further experiments 

could be carried out with these samples. 

The results of these experiments, shown inFig. 12, indicate 

that the HeLa cells are isoelectric at approximately pH 2.2. The shape 

of the curve is generally similar to that of RBC. It must be noted that 

trypsin will reduce the absolute value of the mobility of RBC by about 

30o/o
32 

at pH 7.4. (Its effect on the isoelectric point has not been care

fully measured.) This decrease is almost certainly a result of the 

proteolytic action of enzyme, as simple adsorption of this protein onto 
- . 16 

the cell surface probably does not occur. It would be reasonable to 

assume that trypsin has had a similar action upon He La cells. There

fore the data in Fig. 12 probably do not represent the "true'' mobility

pH curve for HeLa cells. Nevertheless, it is interesting to find that 

in spite of trypsinization they have such a low isoelectric point. 

d. Mobility--pH curves for TA3 ascites cells. The TA3 ascites 

tumor has been maintained locally, for the purpose of radiobiological 

studies, in white laboratory mice. Extra mice not needed for those 

studies were obtained as they were available. No attempts were made 

to control the age of these tumors or any other possibly relevant factors. 

The animals were sacrificed either with ether or by neck fracture. 

The ascites fluid was withdrawn into a hypodermic syringe and imme

diately delivered into at least 10 volumes of standard buffer, since the 

more bloody tumors had a tendency to clot. The tumor cells were 

washed free of the fluid proteins and RBC by repeated gentle differ

ential centrifugation at about 100 X gravity for 5 min. In some of the 

experiments the final 10 or 20o/o stock suspension was stored in an ice 
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Fig. 12. Mobility-pH curve obtained for HeLa cells at ionic 
strength 0.145. The curve is a composite of data obtained 
in two separate experiments. 
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bath. This procedure had no noticeable effect on the ascites cells. In 

all experiments reported in this section, the ascites fluid from a single 

animal was used each time. 

Three complete experiments were performed to measure the 

mobility-pH curve at ionic strength 0.145. As is seen in Fig. 13, these 

data are not so reproducible as those for RBC; Nevertheless, the 

isoelectric point seems always to fali in the range 2. 5 to 3. 5, again 

very low. Two experiments were performed at ionic strength 0.0145; 

these data are shown in Fig. -14, As at the higher ionic strengths, the 

curves show considerable variation. In spite of the variability, it can 

be said with certainty that the isoelectric point has been increased by 

nearly two pH units to a value in the range 4. 0 to 5. 5. 

It was noticed throughout the course of these experiments that the 

population of ascites cells obtained according to the procedure above 

was always very heterogeneous with respect to electrophoretic mobility. 

This heterogeneity necessarily leads to a certain statistical error when 

one attempts to as sign an "average'' mobility to the' cell population. It 

did not appear experimentally that this was limiting the reproducibility 

of the mobility-pH curves. There are some other factors which can be 

thought of to ''explain the lack of reproducibility. For one thing a proc

ess of selection is .involved in the .growth of each :tumor, and the outcome 

is likely to be different each time. Also, tumor age was not controlled 

and that too allows for variability. 

A few pertinent comments with regard to cell appearance should 

be made at this time. When first obtained, the TA3 cells appeared 

very nearly spherical, with smooth surface contours. With bright field 

optics, the cell interior appeared gene rally homogeneous. After star

age for several hours -as a l 0 to 20% cell suspension in the standard 

saline buffer-the surface contours ·became ·irregular and many vacuoles 

were formed in the cytoplasm. As is shown in the .figures, however, 

the mobility at pH 7.4 was no different at the end of an experiment from 

the mobility at the beginning. These cells also reacted very rapidly to 

the extremely low pH's in the vicinity of their isoelectric point (and 

below). The most striking change was an apparent "clarification" of 
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Fig. 13. Mobility-pH curves obtained for TA3 ascites tumor 
cells at ionic strength 0.145. Three separate experiments 
were performed on different days, as indicated by the circles, 
squares, and triangles. ,The accompanying numbers indicate 
the sequence in which the data were obtained in each experi
ment. 
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Fig. 14 .. Mobility-pH curves obtained for TA3 ascites cells .at 
ionic strength 0.0145. The squares -and the circles represent 
two experiments performed on separate days. 
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the cytoplasm. Under these conditions the cell membrane and the nu

cleus of these cells· become very easy to visualize even with ordinary 

optics. It is not known if thl.s cytoplasmic "clearing" was due to lysis 

or to a transformation of the cell contents due to the low pH. These 

changes always occurred before mobility measurements could be 

started. The mobility of these cells when measured was always con-
' . 

stant with time (as best as could be determined ih view of the natural 

heterogeneity of the. cell populations),· even at the most extreme pH's. 

Mobility measure:rrli:mts could not be performed at a pH rriuch above 
. . . 

11.0 because rapid lysis occurred and the suspension turned into a 

soapy gel. 

e. Mobility-pH curves for yeast and yeast protoplasts. It seems 

worthwhile to explain for a moment the reasoning that went into the 

design of the following experiments. It should be remembered that this 

series of experiments was designed to demonstrate that the isoelectric 

point of intact cells was lower than would be expected if (a) the surface 

of the cells were composed of protein, and (b) all the charge on the 

cells existed at the surface. Now it must be remembered that the sur

face of the intact yea$t. is a cell wall that is composed primarily of 

carbohydrate. On the ot:her hand, it was expected that the surface of 

the yeast protoplast would be a plasma m~rnbrane with characteristics 

similar to the .Plasma membrane of mammalian cells. Consequently, 

it seemed that the yeast protoplastwould be a suitable test object for 

continuing this investigation. 

A diploid strain of Saccharomyces cerevisae was used in these 

studies (Prof. Robert Mortimer 1 s strain X901, revertant). About 

40 ml of YEPD medium (lo/o yeast extract, 2o/o peptone, 2o/o dextrose in 

distilled water) in a 250 -ml flask was innoculated with a loopful of 

yeast and incubated at ~oo C on a shaker for 7-1/2 h. The cells were 

in the logarithmic stage of growth at this time and the cell concentra

tion was of the order of 5 Xl 0 5 
cells/mL The cells :were then harvested 

by centrifugation and resuspended in NaCl solutions of the desired ionic 
. -4 . . 

strength, made 3 X 10 M with respect to NaHC0
3

. The solutions at 
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ionic strength 0.0145 were also made 1.2 M with respect to sorbitol. 

At ionic strength 0.145, no sorbitol was added to the suspensions of 

intact yeast, whereas the solutions used for yeast protoplasts were 

made 0. 90 M with respect to sorbitol. 

Fresh" snail enzyme" was used in the preparation of yeast proto

plasts. The enzyme was prepared by dis section of ordinary garden 

snails. The enzyme is contained in the red fluid of the "crop" after the 

snails have been starved for several days. The fluid' was clarified by 

filtration through a very fine sintered glass disk. Approximately equal 

volumes of water were added during the preparation procedure. 

Yeast protoplasts were made according to the method of Roman?
3 

0. 5 ml of the enzyme preparation was added to 25 ml of the yeast sus

pended in the buffered saline- sorbitol solution. The sorbitol was added 

for osmotic protection of the protoplasts. These suspensions were 

allowed to stand overnight in a refrigerator. The cells were washed 

once in the NaCl-sorbitol-NaHC0
3 

solutions. The snail enzyme is most 

effective in forming protoplasts when the yeast have been grown to a 
5 

concentration of about 5 X 10 per ml. I found that about 90o/o of the cells 

would lyse in distilled water after this treatment. 

The mobilities of both these intact yeast and yeast protoplasts 

were found to be very close~to ze:ro throughout the entire pH range at 

ionic strength 0. 145, as shown in Fig. 15. Similarly Fig. 16 shows 

that even at ionic strength 0.0145 these objects still have a very small 

mobility. There is, however, an indication that the protoplasts might 

be isoelectric near pH 3. 0, while the intact cells remain negatively 

charged even at pH 2.4. The similarity in the ·mobility-pH curves found 

for intact yeast and the yeast protoplasts throws serious doubt on the 

prior belief that the surface of the protoplast would be a plasma mem

brane similar to that found in mammalian cells. Instead it would appear 

that the surface of the protoplast must be more similar in character 

to the original cell walL 

The small values of the mobilities found in this yeast study might 
. 34 

be attributed to' the particular strain that was used. Eddy and Rudin 

found that the value of the mobility (at pH 7. 0) of intact yeast at ionic 

strength 0.005 (sodium acetate buffer) ranged between 0.2 and 1.6 
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Fig. 1 5. Mobility-pH data at ionic· strength 0.145 obtained 
for i!)-tact yeast (X 901 revertant) and yeast protoplasts. 
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Fig. 16. Mobility-pH data at ionic strength 0.0145 obtained 
for intact yeast (X 901 revertant) and yeast protoplasts. 
The cells were suspended in 1. 2 M sorbitol. The data 
have not been corrected to the viscosity of water. 
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( . )(·"-c-1 -1 . 
m1cron sec )(volt )(em) depending upon the yeast strain used. Pre-

sumably, higher mobilities coul,f.l have been obtained in this study if 
·,~··1 

solutions of lower ionic strength had been used, but use of such a low 

ionic strength would have invalidated a comparison with the studies on 

1he mammalian cells. 

Since it was impossible to' be certain that the surface of the yeast 

protoplast was indeed the plasma memprane of this cell, and since the 

low values of the mobility made it impossible to see small percentage 

changes in the mobility, it was decided to abandon further work on this 

system.at this time. Nevertheless the yeast-yeast protoplast system 

merits further investigation with regard to the internal-charge hypothe

sis. 

' 
f. Mobility-pH curves for tumorous tissue, cells from mouse 

mammary glands. Cell suspensions were obtained from the mammary 

tis sue of female C3H mice as follows. The an:i~als' :.x_;ere sacrificed by 

neck fracture and the desired tissue was removed. Normal tis:sue was 

obtained from pregnant prelactating mice, while the tumor tissue was 

obtained from single spontaneous tumors which had grown to a size of 

seieral millimeters in diameter: This tissue was chopped with a razor 

blade until a fairly smooth slurry was obtained. The slurry was then 

suspended in a few milliliters of 0.145 M NaCl buffered with 3Xl0-
4 

M 
- -

NaHC0
3 

and agitated by a magnetic stirrer for about one hour at room 

temperature. In most of these experiments, collagenase [Worthington, 

Freehold, New Jersey; 40% (NH4 )
2
so

4 
fraction of Cl. histolyticum 

cultures] was added in an amount of 1.5 mg/ml. The collagenase was 

necessary for the complete disruption of tissue in all cases except for 

the more diffuse tumors. Even in that case the collagenase gave a 

better cell preparation than did simple mechanical disruption. 

At the end of this treatment,. most of the cells existed in multiple 

clumps, both with themselves and with minute fat droplets. These 

clumps could be dispersed by passing the suspension through a No. 25 

hypodermic needle. Repeated passage through such a needle was also 

required to resuspend the ·pellet whenever these cells were centrifuged. 

This treatment undo'ubtedly ruptures many of .the cells. 
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Table I is a list of the values of the mobilities measured in three 

separate experiments at pH 7. 4 and ionic strength 0.145. Because the 

cell populations were all rather heterogeneous with respect to mobility, 

it is not clear whether the differences shown in the table are significant 

or not. Entire mobility-pH curves, at ionic strength 0.145, were meas

ured for tumor cells that had been obtained both with and without colla

genase. Figure 17 shows that these cells are isoelectric at anom

alously high pH's lying in the range 4. 0 to 5. 0. It seems quite likely 

that the high isoelectric points reflect adsorption onto the cell surface 

of proteins from cel1s ruptured during the preparative pr·ocess. Al

though these data cannot be considered as being very reliable, they are 

presented at this time so that a comparison may be made with cells 

eventually prepared by more gentle methods. 

3. · Mobility-Time ·curves and 0. D.J17 ,~Time Curves for Rat RBC at 

pH ~ 3:1 'Ionic ·strength O.L45 

It was mentioned in Subsec. III. A. 2 that the time -dependent be

havior of the mobility of RBC at low pH had already been described in 

a qualitative manner by Furchgott and Ponder. 
17 

I have found that it 

is possible to investigate this phenomenon quantitatively in the vicinity 

of pH 3.1. In such experiments it was necessary to obtain all the data 

at a single stationary level. Measurements were made at various time 

intervals by recording the velocity of a single cell, once with the elec

tric field in one direction and once with the field reversed. No effort 

was made to .use the same cell for subsequent measurements. The 

length of time required to make a single measurement was of the order 

of 20 sec. 

Figures 18'(a), 18(b), and 19(a) show some typical curves of mo

bility vs the length of time exposed to low pH. The mobility remains 

constant for the first few minutes. Then the cells rapidly lose their 

hegative charge and actually become positively charged. This rapid 

reversal is followed by a slower decrease in the (positive) mobility. 

While the qualitative aspects of this behavior were always reproducible 

the curves obtained on different days, with different specimens, always 



Table I. Mobility value;:' from three experiments with mouse mammary tissue cells in Standard Buffer. 

Date of 

experiment 

7-3-62 

7-27-62 
( sarrie tumor) 

8-"3-62 
(four tumors, pooled) 

':' (micron) (sec -i )(volt -i )(em). 

Tumor cells 

(collagenase -treated) 

-0.64 
(small tumor) 

-0.70 
(metastasizing tumor) 

-0.67 

-.0. 94 

Tumor cells 

(no collagenase) 

-0.92 

..,.0.80 
-0.76 

Normal cells 

(collagenase -treated) 

-0.72 

I 

\J1 
-.o 
I 
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Fig. 17. Mobility-pH curves for mouse mammary gland 
tumor cells at ionic strength 0.145. The cell sus
pensions were obtained by mechanical agitation and 
by incubation with collagenase. In order to obtain 
enough cells for the two complete curves it was nec
essary to pool several tumors. Each tumor was cut 
in half prior to pooling, and one half was run through 
the "collagenase" procedure while the other was used 
in the "mechanical'' procedure. 
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Fig .. 18. Two typical examples of the mobility-time curves 
that have been obtal.ned'for rat RBC near pH 3.1. 
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Fig. 19. Simultaneous measurements of the time changes 
in the mobility of rat RBC and in the optical density at 
417 mp. of the RBC suspension. The pH at which these 
measurements were made .was 3.1 ±0.1. Figure- l9(a) 
shows the mobility-time data for an aliquot of RBC 
suspended in the low-pH solution 20 min after the blood 
was drawn (squares), and_for a second aliquot suspended 
in the low-pH solution 210 min after the blood was drawn. 
Figure l9(b) shows the corresponding (continuous) 
recordings of the optical density of these two cell sus
pensions. 
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showed some quantitative difference with regard to time required to 

reach neutrality and with regard to the detailed shape of the 'overshoot 

and recovery. Nevertheless the general behavior is· in accord with the 

theoretical speculation of Subsec:.III. A. 2, and consequently these ob

servations were tentatively considered to support the internal-charge 

hypothesis. 

When these experiments were first done it was noticed that the 

RBC suspensions changed color at the same time that the sign of the 

charge on the RBC was reversing. The normal reddish color of the 

suspensions turned to a straw color identical to that of RBC hemolysate 

at the same pH. Although a certain fraction of the cells can be seen to 

hemolyze at this time,· if the cell suspension is centrifuged, it is seen 

that hemolysis is not extensive as judged by the intensity of color in the 

supernatant. The majority of the color sediments with the cells, 1m

plying that there is a spectral change in the intracellular hemoglobin 

associated with the change in mobility. 

This spectral change in the intracellular hemoglobin can also be 

explained by the theoretical speculations of Subsec. III. A. 2: Initially 

the RBC is imagined to be impermeable to hydrogen ions; with the pH 

of the interior remaining constant there will be no spectral change in 

the hemoglobin. The subsequent change in mobility, imagined to re

sult from a breakdown of the cell1 s barrier to hydrogen ions, would 

cause the pH of the cell's interior to decrease to that of the external 

medium. Thus one would expect to see a change in the color of the 

hemoglobin. 

In order to explore these possibilities more thoroughly, quan

titative measurements were made simultaneously of the mobility and 

the optical density at 417 m1-1 (0. D. 417 ), the maximum adsorption for 

RBC hemolyzed in distilled water. The 0. D. measurements were 

made in a Beckman recording spectrophotometer, model DK-1. Since 

the 0. D. measurements were made without the use of a wide-angle 

photoreceptor
35 

they are of questionable significance. Light-scatter

ing by the cells and· light-absorption by the hemoglobin both contribute 

to the optical density; the relative contribution of each has not been 

quantitatively measured. 
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It was repeatedly observed, however, that the 0. D. 417 wa.s very 

nearly the same for wh<;>le RBC and for hemolyzed RBC-at the same 

concentration. This ,suggests that the absorption of light at 417 mf.J. by 

the intracellular hemoglobin somehow compensates for the known light-
. . . 1 -

.scattering at that wavelength. That is to say, light-scattering changes 

at 417 mf.J. do not appear to lead to changes in the total O.J?. at that 

wavelength. .Thus we are considering 0. D. 
417 

to be e3; measure of the 

amount of normal hemoglobin_. Consequently it seems likel:y that the 

time changes in the 0. D .. at 417 mf.J. are due to spectra~ changes in the 

hemoglobin itself, .rather than to changes in light-scattering. 

·Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show the results .of an. experiment in which 

the mobility measurements and the 0. D. measurements were made 

simultaneously on the same specimen. It can be seen that the 0. D. -

time curves.are dependent upon the freshnes~ of the RBC sample. This 

pertains both to the magnitude of the O .. D. change and to the time (after 

mixing with the low-pH solution) at which the change occurs. These 

observations. have beeri borne out in separate experiments designed to 

verify this behavior. The .0. D. changes. and the mobility changes are 

seen to begin. at very nearly the same time, as would be predicted from 

the internal-charge hypothesis. However, the subsequent rate.of change 

of mobility may be somewhat slower than that of the 0. D. 

In summary, it has been assumed that the 0. D .. 417 -time curves 

represent a quantitative measurement of the time course ()f the cell 1 s 

.color change, which was first observed qualitatively by eye. This color 

change is interpreted to mean that the pH of the RBC interior changes 

from some initially constant value (about6.8?) to a pH;::;: 3.1 (the pH of 

the external medium). Since there is not an exact one-to-one corre

spondence between the mobility changes and the color changes, it seems 

unlikely that both of these phenomena can be explained in exactly the 

same way, as was originally hoped. While these experiments do not 

constitute strong evidence in support of the internal-charge hypothesis 

they nevertheless are not inconsistent withthat hypothesis. 

It might be argued that the: mobility char;ges occur because of 

adsorption of the hemoglobin from cells wh~ch undergo lysis .. This 

r; .. , 
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possibility cannot be ruled out for the initi~l changes, but additional 

factors must be involved to explain the subsequent recovery phase of 

the mobility curve. 

It is possible that the 0. D. -time curves and the mobility-time 

curves are measurements of somewhat independeht phenomena. · The 

mobility·curves may represent a rather complex sequence of changes 

in the surface structure (rather than in the internal charge) during which 

different surface cationogenic groups sequentially dissociate, with a 

concomitant change in the sign of the net charge. · The color change on 

the other hand probably reflects a change in the cell ·membrane's per

me ability to hydrogen ions. This permeability change would involve a 

change in the total structure of the cell membrane and not just in the 

surface structure. 

4. Summary of Subsection III. B 

(a) The shape of the mobility-pH curves for .RBC as found by 

Furchgott and Ponder has been confirmed. 
17 

The unusual shape of the 
16 

curves at low pH as found by Heard and Seaman appears to be in error. 

(b) The previously reported large increase in the RBC isoelec

tric point ~as been confirmed for a particular low ionic strength, 0.029. 

(c) New mobility-pH data and ionic-strength data have been ob

tained for .HeLa cells, TA3 ascites cells, intact yeast and yeast proto

plasts, and mouse mammary tissue cells. 

(d) The time changes in RBC mobility after exposure to low pH 

have been confirmed and quantitated. In addition simultaneous meas

urements were made of the change in the optical density of these RBC 

suspensions at 417 mf.i. 

(e) All these data·.a,re consistent with the internal-charge hypoth

esis, but they cannot be considered to be a proof of the hypothesis. 

They are instead an extended confirmation of the literature that origi

nally suggested the hypothes:ls. 
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G. Experiments with Metabolic Inhibitors and Ion Transport 

[RBC, TA3 Ascites) 

_,._· 

1. _Motivation of this Research 

It sl10uld be recalled that the theoreticaL speculations of Sub

sec. liLA. interpreted membrane potentials in living. cells in terms of 

a corresponding net charge in the interior of the cell. Furthermore,. 

tpese membrane potentials require metabolic energy fo.r maint~nance 

of their normal values, and one is lead to believe that the active trans

port of ions is involved in the production of these potentials. 

, At the time when the following experiments were first being 

considered, J felt quite confident that active ion transpor~ was respon

sible for the production of an internal charge and that this chetrge was 

responsible for the cellular membrane potentials. Furthermore, I be

lieved that this (supposed) internal charge .made a significant contribu-

. tion to the total charge on a cell. As a result; it seemed that an obvi

ous next step would be to show that active ion transport was associated 

with the electrophoretic mobility of cells. 

·As· a first step toward such a proof, I hoped to show that when 

active ion transport was decreased, the mobility would decrease. As 

the second step, I hoped to show that when the mobility was decreased 

by appropriate external stress, the actiVe ion transport would decrease. 

In this way I was hoping to show an 11if and only if" relationship, in 

the tradition of a mathematical proof. 

The experiments to be ·described below were designed primarily 

to 'give a rapid confirmation of my theoretical speculations.· These 

preliminary experiments were to have bee'rifollow_ed fip with rrtore c:a:'reful 

work if positive results were ·obtained. As it turned out, the exper

iments all gave negativ_e results. 

2. Attempts at Decreasing the Mobility by Decreasing the Active Ion 

Transport 

In the first of these experiments, rat RBC were incubated with 

well-known metabolic inhibitors in an attempt to inhibit their capacity 

for active ion transport. (No expe:dments were performed to deter

mine whether or not inhibition was actually accomplished. ) As me-.ntioned 

I 
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before,, what.,was actually beirig sougll.t in t}lese experiment$ was 

a qualitative confirmation of my predictions; more careful work would 

follow if the results indicated that it would be worthwhile to do so. 

There has, in fact, been rather little work done on the effects 

of metabolic inhibitors upon ion transport in the particular case of 

RBC. The best general references that I have found on the subject are 
36 37 

contained in monographs by Ponder and by Prankerd. It is well 

established that mature RBC can utilize glucose by the glycolytic path

way. RBC glycolysis is 1nhibited by both fluoride ion and by iodoacetic 

acid (Prankerd, p. 66; Ponder, p. 365). While glycolysis is the major 

factor in energy metabolism, mature RBC also utilize very small 

amounts of 0
2 

in the consumption of glucose (Prankerd, p. 59). What 

small respiratory activity does exist in RBC can be further reduced by 

the addition of trace amounts of cyanide (Ponder, p. 360). In addition 

to inhibiting glycolysis, fluoride ion and iodoacetic acid produce a 

large potassium ion loss from RBC (Ponder, p. 367). Washing the 

RBC with saline apparently delays this effect of fluoride ion and iodo

acetic acid. Further evidence regarding the effect of metabolic In

hibitors on RBC ion transport comes from studies on RBC which have 

been stored at 4° C. These cells lose a considerable amount of their 

potassium ions, which are replaced by sodium ions from the medium. 

If incubated at 37° C with glucose, these RBC are able to regain their 

potassium, and sodium is e:xp;elled at the same time. This restoration 

of ionic gradients is inhibited by fluoride (Prankerd, p. 48). 

In an attempt to discover a relationship between active transport 

and mobility, several experiments were performed in which RBC were 

incubated at room temperature with separate solutions of KCN (3X 10-
4

M), 

NaF (1 X 10-
2

M), or iodoacetic acid (1 to 5X 10-
3

M) in Standard Buffer:

Dinitrophenoi{ 1 to 5 X 10-4M) was also tried as i~is known to inhibit 

oxidative metabolism in nerve and muscle, though little is known about 

its action in RBC. The hope was that one or more of thes:e inhibitors 

would reduce the energy metabolism of the RBC, and therefore decrease 

the absolute value of the mobility. On the basis of the information given 
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in~ the previous, paragraphs pa'rtic:ularly. fluoride and'·iodoacetic and 

should have accomplished this goal. 

When these experiments: were carried out, it was found that the 

metabolic inhibitors produced no change in the mobility (within a 1 Oo/o 
experimental error). It was essential to be s11:re that the pH of these 

solutions was. well controlled. -Early experiments with dinitrophenol 

-gave the result that the mobility pf RBC was greatly decreased in the 

presence of this reagent. Subsequently it was _discovered that. the 

entire effect resulted from a decrease in the pH which occurred when 

this reagent,was added to the weakly buffered saline solutions being 

used. 

In mo.st of these experiments, the mobility of the RBC was meas

ured during a three- to four-hour period after additionof the metabolic 

inhibitors -to the cell suspensions. In one experiment, however, the 

mobility was also measured on the seventh day after exposure to these 

four reagents. The RBC were stored at room temperature during all 

this time. By the seventh day, the control cells had been completely 

destroyed. The KCN -treated RBC appeared quite normal and had the 

same mobility as they-and the control RBC-had had at the beginning 

of the experiment. The IAA-treated cells had also survived quite well, 

though not so well as those treated .with KCN, and the cells that re

mained also had the same mobility. The RBC which had been stored 

in NaF and dinitrophenol were mostly destroyed; the mobility of the 

cells that remained was somewhat lower than it was initially. 

In view of the rather special character of the RBC, it seemed 

wise to repeat the same experiments with a more "typical" mammalian 

cell, so similar experiments were also performed with TA3 ascites 

tumor cells (see Subsec. III. B. 2). The mice were sacrificed only by 

neck fracture. The ascitic fluid, was withdrawn into a plastic syringe, 

and the cells were washed by repeated centrifugation. The washed cells 

were suspended in the various experimental solutions (see above) at a 

concentration of 0.2% volume/volume. The cell suspensions were incu

bated at 25 or at 37° C. At various time intervals an aliquot of the cell 

suspension was removed and used for the mobility measurements 
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without further washing or dilution .. In each of these experiments, the 

ascites cells from two mice were pooled in order to obtain enough 

material. 

The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 20, where 

mobility is plotted vs the length of time that the ascites cells were in

cubated in the experimental solutions. In most of these experiments it 

was found that the mobility of the control cells -as well as those in

cubated with NaF and with iodoacetic acid-decreased with time to a 
. -1 -1 

limiting value of about 0.8 (micron)(sec )(volt )(em). In one instance 

there was no variation; the mobility of all cells remained remarkably 
-1 -1 

constant at a value of 0.85 (micron)(sec )(volt )(em). The addition 

of dextrose to the control cells had no apparent effect upon this mobility 

decrease. It is not clear why no such time-dependent decrease in mo

bility was seen in earlier experiments, when the mobility-pH curves 

were obtained. The most significant difference between the experiments 

was that for the mobility-pH experiments the cells were stored in a 10 

to 20% stock suspension, whereas in these experiments the cells were 

stored as a 0.2% volume/volume cell suspension. 

The decrease in mobility that was seen in the control cells could 

be delayed by KCN and possibly also by dinitrophenoL Such a delay 

was not achieved, however, if the cells were.preincubated with KCN 

for 1/2 h, washed once, and then incubated in the Standard Buffer. 

This ''protective" action of KCN is reminiscent of the result mentioned 

for the seven-day experiment, when RBC were incubated with KCN. It 

hardly seems likely that this "protective" action is being brought about 

by inhibition of the energy metabolism. It is possible that the cyanide 

ion, which is very reactive with many substances, 
38 

acts in some way 

to stabilize the structure of the celi surface. 

In summary, the metabolic inhibitors used in this stw;:ly failed 

to cause a decrease in the electrophoretic mobility. Consequently these 

experiments do not support the hypothesis that an internal charge, as

sociated with the membrane potential and maintained by the active 

transport of ions (if such a charge exists in the first place), contributes 
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Fig. 20. Four mobility-time curves obtained with.TA3 
as.cites cells at pH 7.4, ionic strength 0.145. Zero 
minutes corresponds to the time at which cells were 
made into an 0.2% vol/ vol cell suspension. The legend 
shown in the lower right-hand corner applies to all four 
curves. The following abreviations have been used: C 
for untreated control; DNP for dinitrophenol; KCN for 
potassium cyanide; Pre for cells incubated 1/2 h in 
potassium cyanide; then washed and resuspended in 
Standard Buffer; NaF for sodium fluoride; Dex for 
dextrose; IAA for iodoacetic acid. ·The concentration 
of dextrose was 0.1o/o wt/vol; the compositions of the 
remaining solutions are given in the text. 
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significantly to the total charge on the cell. 

An attempt was made to interfere with the active transport of 

ions by a second method, Bolingbroke and Maizels 
28 

have shown that 

exposure to low ionic strength causes human RBC to become leaky to 

sodium ions and potassium ions. This leakiness could be prevented by 

the addition of small amounts of calcium ion. It has already been sug

gested in Subsec, III.A that the large increase in the RBC isoelectric 

point might possibly be attributed to such a cation permeability, induced 

by exposure to low ionic strength. This explana~ion of course pre

supposes the existence of a net internal charge. If this speculation is 

correct then one would expect that the addition of caldum ion would 

produce a decrease in the isoelectric point, since the leakiness to cat

ions would be prevented. 

The following experiment was performed to test this point. The 

mobility of rat RBC was measured as a function of pH at ionic strength 

0.029, with 0,25 M glucose added to maintain osmolarity. The control 

cells were suspended in 0,029 ~ NaCl with 3X 10-
4 ~ NaHC0

3
, whereas 

? 

the experimental cells were suspended in 0,014 M NaCl, 5Xl0 -.J M 
-4 - -

CaCl
2 

with 3Xl0 M NaHC0
3

• It was found that the isoelectric point 

of the R BC was no different in the solution containing calcium ion. 

Consequently, this experiment failed to support the hypothesis that the 

breakdown in ion trans.port (Le., leakiness to sodium and potassium) 

vvas responsible for the large increase in the F.BC isoelectric point at 

low ionic strength, 

3. Attempts at Decreasing the Active Ion Transport by Decreasing 

the Mobility 

In a final attempt to obtain evidence in support of the active

transport-internal-charge hypothesis, the following experiments were 

performed. The mobility of rat RBC was decreased by an external 

stress and a breakdown inthe active ion transport was looked for. 

Leakage of potassium from the RBC into the suspension medium was 

used as the crite:rion for the breakdown of active- ion transport, Aliquots 

of the· RBC suspen.:sion werewithd:rawn at differenLtirne intervals. 
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The mobility of these cells was measured. Some of the RBC were 

centrifuged and the supernatant ~ithdrawn for potassium determination 

. (by flame photometry). The mobility ·of these cells was also determined. 

Two kinds of external stress were used. In the first instance the 
' . . . -4 

RBC were subjected to extremely low ionic strength (2. OXlO M phos-

phate, 0.28 M glucose, pH = 7. 3 ). In the second 1nstance the RBC were 

incubated at 37°C in Standard Buffer to which had been added there

ceptor-destroying enzyme (RDE). (The action of this enzyme is tho

roughly discussed in Sec. V. ) In both cases there was an appreciable 

decrease in the mobility with time, but in neither case was it possible 

to demonstrate a loss of potassium that was correlated with the decrease 

in mobility. .So once again the preliminary experiments in search of a 

relationship between active ion transport and electrophoretic mobility 

,_ended with negative results. 
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.IV. REJECTION OF THE HYPOTHESIS 
. THAT AN INTERNAL CHARGE CONTRIBUTES SIGNIFICANTLY 

.TO THE TOTAL CHARGE OF INTACT CELLS. 

It had been theorized at the initial stages of this research 

project that there might well be a net charge on the interior of intact 

cells which was of comparable magnitude to the total net charge on 

the cell (the important quantity from the electrophoretic standpoint). 

Several experiments were described in Subsec. III. C which were de

signed to demonstrate directly an internal charge, particularly re

lated to cell metabolism. These experiments all gave negative results. 

It might be recalled that some evidence of an indirect nature, which 

was consistent with the internal-charge hypothesis, was also described. 

However, more compelling arguments against the internal-charge hy

pothesis can now be made on the basis of additional experiments de

scribed below. Therefore I wish at this point to reject the internal

charge hypothesis, subject to certain qualifications given below. 
" 

Ponder has shown that the mobility of human RBC ghosts is not 

significantly different from that of the intact RBC. 39 I have observed 

the same thing in my experiments with intact rat RBC and ghosts~ This 

observation is not what one might expect if there were an appreciable 

net internal charge on RBC. Rather, one would expect that the inter

nal charge would be lost due to free flow ofions during hemolysis, and 

consequently the mobility should decrease. The negative result of the 

hemolysis experiments does not constitute an air -tight case against the 

internal-<:harge hypothesis, however, for the movement of small ions 

is not so free as one might expec~, as may be deduced from Teorell' s 
. . . . . . 40 

experiments on 10n retention dunng hemolys1s. 

A second argum~nt comes from the work with chemically fixed 

RBC. Heard and Seaman have fixed human RBC with formaldehyde 
.. · . 41 

and acetaldehyde. · This fixation procedure requires three weeks to 

complete. I have also reported experiments with OsO 
4 

..,fixed and 
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KMnO 
4 

-fixed rat RBG (see Subsec, V. B). If the net charge of the cell 

were to depend significantly upon energy, metabolism, one should 

surely see a decrease in the mobility after such treatments. The fact 

is that no such change in the mobility occurs at pH 7 ,4, Furthermore 

these fixed RBC no longer show the unstable behavior (with regard to 

their mobility) that is exhibited by the unfixed RBC at low pH and low 

ionic strength. It should be recalled that the internal~charge hypo

thesis had been invoked earlier to explain this unstable behavior, 

A third objection comes from the combined enzymatic and 

microelectrophoretic studies currently being reported in the literature. 

It ·was reported in 1950 that the receptor -destroying enzyme -(RDE) is 

capable of reducing the mobility of human RBC, 
42 

RDE is a glyco~ 
sidase specific for the removal of terminal sialic acid

43 
(see Subsec, 

V. B). Eylar et al. subsequently have shown that the percent decrease 

in the mobility of RBC (various species) produced by exposure to RDE 

is proportional to the percent of the sialic acid removed from the 

RBC. 
44 

A maximum reduction in the mobility of 94% was obtained 

for human RBC.- This result constitutes convincing evidence that the 

carboxyl group of sialic acid is responsible for the vast majority of 

the negative charge on RBC, This matter is discussed in greater 

detail in Subsec, V, B" 

The fact that the internal-charge hypothesis is being rejected 

ought not be construed to mean that there is no internal charge, What 

is implied by this rejection is that an internal charge, if it is present, 

appears not to be comparable in magnitude with the total amount of 

charge on the cell, Mobility differences as large as 10% can be de~ 

tected without too much difficulty if different experiments are per

formed on the same sample, on the same day, and if the sample it

self is fairly homogeneous with respect to mobility. It is a more 

difficult matter to be absolutely certain that differences of less thari 

5% are indeed significant. To be more precise we can say that the 

~et internal charge is apparently less than 5% of the total net charge 
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at pH 7 .4. By definition the only other possible source of charge is 

at the outer surface of the cell; the mechanisms ofsuch charge for

mation have already been discussed in Subsec. I. B. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE 
SURFACE CHARGE AND OTHER 

SURFACE PROPERTIES. 

A. Present Theoretical Models of Cell Surface Structure» 

and Their Expected Surface Charge Characteristics 

1. · Davson-Danielli Model of the Cell Membrane 

The Davson-Danielli model of the, cell membrane supposes that 

the lipid component of the membr.ane is arranged in a bimolecu,lar 

sheet with the nonpolar groups on the inside and the polar groups at 

the two surfaces. Protein is imagined to be '"spread" or "unrolled" 

at the lipid surfaces with its hydrophobic groups penetrating the lipid 

layer and its_ polar groups approximately in the same plane as those 

of the lipids. In addition there is the possibility that globular proteins 

may be attached to the two extreme surfaces of this structure. 

Davson has recently reviewed the historical development of 

this theory9 

45 
which is based primarily upon the experiments of Gorter 

and Grendel. 
46 

The latter authors calculated that there is just enough 

lipid inthe human RBC ghost to make alayer two..,lipid-molecules 

thick around the RBC surface. The theory in addition is based upon 

studies of the 11 surface tension" of cells as related to the effects of 

protein at a water-oil interface. 
47 

Davson has also indicated how 

subsequent ac impedance 9 optical reflectance. and polarization optical 

measurements have been interpreted in terms of this model. At the 

same time he has indicated some of the ambiguities inherent in these 

indirect studies of the membrane structure. Furthermore 9 the orig

inal calculation by Gorter and Grendel has been found to be erroneous, 

as has been indicated in Davsonr s review and. more explicitly9 in 

the discussion which follows on page 1073.
45 

In spite of the uncer

tainty in this basic observation and the ambiguity of the subsequent 

supporting evidence, this picture remains by far the most widely 

quoted and accepted molecular model of the cell membrane. 

According to this model, the surface charge of intact cells 

would be expected, at least upon first consideration, to show the charac

teristics of a protein. Consequently it would be expected that the 
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isoelectric point of intact cells would lie roughly in the pH region 

from 3.0 to 10.0. While sorne types of cells are isoelectric above 

pH 3;0, the majority exhibit an isoelectric point below pH 3.0 at nor

mal ionic strength. Certain cells, e. g., polymorphonuclear leuko

cytes and erythrocytes, appear to be isoelectric below pH 2 .. 0 (see 

.Subsec. III. A for references). In addition the mobility of most cells 

r~mains virtually constant over the pH range from 5. 0 to 11. 0. This 

implies that charged groups that have a pK in this region-such as the 

E amino group of lysine, the imidazolyl group of histidine, the sul-

. phydryl group of cysteine, and the hydroxy group of tyrosine -are 

. virtually absent from the surface of these cells. 

In order to reconcile these data withthe Davson-Danielli 

model it becomes necessary to imagine the attached protein at the 

outer surface of the cell membrane to. be oriented or structured in 

such a way that a large number of negatively charged groups with very 

low pK are exposed at the surface, while most of the positively charged 

, groups and those with intermediate pK are not exposed. Alternatively, 

it may be imagined that only "unrolled" protein exists at the outer 

surface. In such a situation, the phosphate groups from the phospho

lipids could penetrate through the thin layer of protein and dominate 

the charge characteristics of the cell surface. It remains difficult, 

in such a picture, .to imagine why the positively charged groups 

(choline, ethanol amine, serine) from.the same phospholipids are not 

also exposed at the surface. The low isoelectric point (especially of 

RBC) and the absence of a change in mobility between pH 9.0 and 11.0 

would argue that these particular cationic groups cannot be present at 

the outer surface of intact cells . 

. 2. Various Mosaic Structures 

';['wo basically ~imilar mosaic theories regarding the molecular 
. - 36 

structure of the RBC surface have been put forward by Ponder and 
48 

by Parpart and associates. In these theoretical , __ str1Jcture~, it is 

imagined that the lipid and the protein components of the membrane 

are arranged in separate "micro-phases" having the dimensions of 

approximately 50 A. In Parpart's model these separate phases are 
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continuous throughout the thickness of the membrane~ whereas 

· · Ponder' s model suggests that the protein is composed of fibers that 
. ~~ 

are woven about the lipid aggregates in three dimensions" Both 

models have apparently originated from the authors' belief that the 

·large number of lipid molecules available for binding onto a given 

protein molecule requires that the lipid and protein must be arranged 

together in three dimensions rather than in the lamellar arrangement 

of the Davson-Danielli modeL The model of Ponder also seems to 

have been motivated by a··knowledge of the extremely low isoelectric 

point exhibited by human RBG" · He observed that if the lipid were 

arranged in- ''palisades" (as opposed to sheets} it would be possible 

for polar groups ofthe various phospholipids to stick out into the 

external medium arid thus to dominate the surface from an electro

phoretic standpoint" This same hypothesis would apply to. the structure 

··proposed by Parpart, although he did not speculate on this possibility" 

,Just recentlythe mosaic theory of the cell membrane appeared 

to receive dramatic support" It was reported that electron micro

graphs of "saponin"-:treated (and phosphotungstic-acid-stained) cell 

membranes showed a hexagonal array of.''pits" 140 to 160 A in 

diameter" 
50

. It has since been reported that cholesterol and lecithin

cholesterol films show the same hexagonal pattern after saponin treat

ment; 
51 

that x-ray diffraction patterns of saponin-treated RBC ghosts 

show the existence of a hexagonal phase (whereas untreated ghosts 

fail to give evidence for any. hexagonal structure); 
52 

and'that nerve 

myelin separates into ·"residual-lipoprotein:, 11 cholesterol, and "residual 

mixed lipid" phases upon being air-dried with sodium phosphotungstate 

as _the only fixative" 
53 

In view of the latter reports it appears that the 

structures seen inthe saponin-treated cell me_mbranes_c:onsist entirely 

of artifacts produced by the method of sample preparation" 

* ... ,· 
Kavanau has recently proposed a "dynamic" model of the membrane, 

based upon the lam~llar theory ~f the lipid and protein phases, but in 

which lipid ''palisades" can fluctuate as to height and diameter" 
49 

In 

my ·:Opinibn the informati~n· c~ntained in his' paper does notjustify a 

discussion of his model at this time" 
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The mosaic models of the cell membrane· differ from the 

Davson-Danielli model with regard to their expected surface charge 

characteristics. In the mosaic model, it no longer is necessary to 

conceive of a protein with all of its groups of intermediate pK tucked 

out of sight. If the surface cha!"ge were dominated by the strongly . 

. acidic phosphate groups ofthe phospholipids, as suggested by Ponder, 

this would account for the extremely low isoelectric point of cells in 

general, and the RBC in particular. On the other hand, it still re

mains a mystery to this author why the amino groups of serine and 

ethanolamine fail to be neutralizable -as evidenced by an absence of 

any increase in the mobility in the range of pH 9.0 to 11.0, where 

one would expect the pK of these groups to lie. 

3. · Bell' s Modification of the Davson-Danielli Model 

Bell has recently proposed a modification of the Davson

Danielli model of the cell membrane to include a layer of carbo

hydrate attached to the outermost protein .layer. 54 The major evidence 

he cited in support of this proposal was that: (a) polysaccharide is a 

ubiquitous component of cell surfaces, (b) certain polysaccharides are 

highly reactive with proteins and lipoproteins, and (c) various poly

saccharides can cause a stabilization of protein so that it no longer 

spreads on a Langmuir trough. This latter observation would appear 

to make the carbohydrate-protein hypothesis inconsistent with the 

Davson-Danielli model, for one of the fundamental hypotheses of that 

theory was that the protein was spread at the lipid surface. 

The main point of Bell's proposal is not affected by this argu

ment, however. It is entirely possible that the outer surface of the 

cell might consist largely of polysaccharide, regardless of whether 

or not the inner lipid and protein constituents are arranged inthe 

form required by the Davson-Danielli modeL This carbohydrate 

proposal is indeed highly favored by recent electrophoresis studies, 

as described in detail in Subsec. B below. Briefly it might be stated 

in advance that sialic acid (see chemical structure in Subsec. B) is 

responsible for a considerable portion of the surface charge of various 

intact cells at pH 7 .4. The strongly acidic carboxyl group of this 
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molecule would account for the low isoelectric points found for intact 

cells. Carbohydrate at the surface might also account for the con

stancy of mobility in the. intermediate pH range from 6. 0 to 1 L 0, as 

discussed in Subsec. B. 

B. Combined Electrophoretic and Biochemical Studies 

on Intact Cells. (RBC, TA3 Ascites) 

L · Experiments Involving Hydrolytic Enzymes 

a. Introduction. Hydrolytic enzymes can be used to great 

advantage in studying the molecular structure responsible for the 

surface cl"large of intact cells. The usefulness of such enzymes stems 

from the fact that it is possible to know. exactly what type of molecule, 

and usually what type of bond, is. susceptible to attack by the enzyme. 

Consequently, it is possible to predict what sort of changes should be 

produced in the structure. Conversely-a~d this is the important 

part-whenproducts of enzymatic degradation are obseryed together 

with changes in the surface structure after treatment,. this. can have 

important implications regarding the molecular structure of the cell 

surface. 

In my experimental work reported below, changes inthe sur

face charge, as determined by microelectrophoresis, have beenthe 

criterion used for detecting changes in the surface structure. 

Ponder
36 

has quoted the experiments of Balantine and Parpart in 

which hemolysis and permeability were used as criteria of surface 

changes induced by the action. of hydrolytic enzymes. Direct visual

ization of the surface structure by electron-microscope techniques 

promises to be another valuable approach when used in conjunction 

with the microelectrophoretic and enzymatic studies. As yet, no 

combined work of this nature has been reported. 

The studies with the so-called receptor_;destroying enzyme 

(RDE) have yielded by farthe most valuable knowledge to date re

garding the charge -determining structure on intact cells. The history 

of this subject begins with the observation that various _influenza 
i· 

viruses and other related viruses will agglutinate human RBC. 
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After a short period of incubation the virus is eluted, and the cells 

may again be put into suspension. These viruses may be arranged 

according to a "receptor gradient"; L e. , according to whether or not 

virus ''A11 will agglutinate RBC that have already been agglutinated 

once by virus ''B." It was found that RBC treated with an enzyme 

from Vibrio cholerae were no longer susceptible to agglutination by 

any of the viruses, hence the name "receptor-destroying enzyme." 

In 1948 Hanig demonstrated that the electrophor.etic mobility of 

. virus-agglutinated)resuspended RBC was less than that of untreated 

RBC. 
55 

This was followed by the observation of Ada and Stone in 

1950 that receptor-destroying enzyme produced a much greater re

duction in the mobility than did any of the viruses. 
42 

This enzyme 

has since been characterized as a glycosidase specific for the a
glycosidic bond between terminal sialic acid (N -acylated neuraminic 

acid) and another sugar, often gala'ctose or galactoseamine. 
43 

The 

structure of N -acetylneuraminic acid is given in Fig. 21. This enzyme 

is also referred to as neuraminidase or sialidase. In 1958 Klenk and 

Uhlenbruck demonstrated that crystalline N -acetylneuraminic acid 

(NANA) could be recovered from human RBC that had been treated with 
56 

RDE. In the same year Klenk suggested in a symposium discussion 

that the carbo~yl group of sialic acid might be responsible for the 

surface -charge characteristics of human RBC. 
57 

This suggestion has 

only recently become widely known and appreciated. 

The_ change in the mobility of influenza -virus -treated guinea 

pig RBC had been previously interpreted by Bateman et aL to mean 

that the removal of sialic acid resulted in the exposure of positively 

charged groups (such as amino groups). 
58 

At that time the enzyme 

had not yet been characterized as an 0-glycosidase. Consequently 

there had been an erroneous interpretation made in the titration study 

of an RDE-treated' sialomucoproteirt, 
59 

upon which Batemen et al. had 

based their concl).lsions. The explanation given by them appears to be 

much less tenable in view of the specificity of the enzyme, for no 

charged groups are created by the hydrolysis of an 0-glycosidic bond. 

One also wonders whether a molecule as small as sialic acid could 

effectively mask other charged groups. 
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Fig. 21. The chemical structure of N -acetylneuraminic acid. 
The carboxyl group of this and other N -acylated neuraminic 
acids (sialic acids) is believed to be largely responsible 
for the negative charge of intact RBC. 
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The present interpretation, that the reduction in mobility re

sults primarily from the removal of the negatively charged carboxyl 

group of sialic acid, has since received some rather convincing sup

port. Eylar et al. showed that there was very nearly a one-to-one 

correspondence between the percentage decrease in the mobility of 

RBC at pH approximately 7. 0 and the percentage of the total sialic 

acid (in the RBC ghost) removed from these cells by RDE. 
44 

This 

one -to-one correspondence appears to be valid for RBC of many 

species. The more recent work of Seaman and Uhlenbruck with RDE 
58 

has continued to support the existence of this correspondence. 

Cook et al. had previously measured the amount of sialic acid 

released by RDE. They showed that this .was approximately twice 

what one would expect if each sialic acid molecule removed were to 

correspond to a decrease in the surface charge "by an amount equal 
. 18 

to the value of a single elementary charge. To make this compari-

son, they related charge reduction to mobility reduction by the equa

tions of electrophoresis, This same discrepancy in the amounts of 

sialic acid has been reported by Eylar et al. 
44 

and by Seaman and 

Uhlenbruck. 
58

- Eylar et al. have also shown that the mobility of RBC 

of various species is proportional to the amount of sialic acid per unit 

area of the RBC. In this interspecies comparison there is a similar 

fourfold change in the amount of sialic acid for a twofold change in the 

mobility, which is twice the simplest theoretical expectation. 

Similar experiments have been performed with other types of 

cells. Wallach and Eylar found a 7 2o/o reduction in the mobility of 

Ehrlich ascites cells at pH 6.4, ionic strength 0,072, associated with 

the removal of 7 3o/o of the sialic acid after incubation with RDE. 
60 

In 

this instance the amount of sialic acid released is nearly five times 

that which would be expected. on the basis of mobility- surface -charge 

calculations. Similar.ly, Cook et al. reported a 33o/o decrease in the 

mobility of Ehrlich ascites tumor cells at pH 7 .0, ionic strength 

0. 145, after incubation with RDE. 
21 

These authors did not present 

sufficiently reproducible results to allow an estimate of the ratio of 

experimental to theoretical sialic acid released. Treatment with RDE 
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has also been reported to reduce the mobility of rat (liver carcinoma} 

ascites cells by 60o/o,. the mobility of normal leukocytes by 50%, and 

the mobility of bone marrow cells by 70%.
61 

No estimates of the 

amount .of sialic acid released after RDE treatment were reported in 

these latter studies. At the same time RDE. treatment did not produce 

a decrease in the mobility of normal or rapidly proliferating rat liver 

·cells. 
61 

An explanation is called for as to whythere is such a large 

discrepancy between the "theoretical" and experimentally observed 

amounts of sialic acid which are released after treatment with RDE. 

No one has as yet reported any experiments that might explainthis 

discrepancy,, although there are several possible explanations which 

might be investigated. Three classes of possibilities are discussed 

. below. 

(a} The first possibility,. is that the theory might inadequately 

describe the relationship between electrophoxetic mobility and surface 

charge. In this connection it has been suggested that the "electro

phoretic radius'' might be much smaller than the true radius of the 
6 

cell. If so, Eq. (20) would have to be used in.Btead of Eq. (22}. In 

.this way Eylar et .al. found that use of an "electrophoretic radius" in 

the range 20 to 100 A would increase the charge calculated from mo

bility :by: a factor of two. This would remove the discrepancy between 

theoretical and experimental amounts of sialic acid. 
44 

Unfortunately 

there does not presently appear to be any theoretical justification for 

the use of any radius other than the true radius of the particle in the 

equations of electrophoresis. Alternatively, it has been suggested 

that the surface of intact cells· may be penetrable to counterions, in 

which case Haydon has proposed that theory would underestimate the 
1/2 amount of surface charge by a factor of [1 + ( 1 - a) ] , where a 

is the,.fraction of the total space within the surface not available to 

counterions. 
62 

It i·s unlikely that Haydon' s proposal can account 

for the discrepancy, in view of certain: criticisms of his 
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..... 
analysis.,.. and in'vl.ew of the improbability that it represents a large 

enough correction. 58 A third factor has already been discussed in 

Subsec. I. A. This is the question of how much of the counterion 

charge distribution lies with:ln the surface of shear. It must be re

membered that the mobility is related only to the net charge ofthe 

hydrodynamic unit (i.e., migrating species). The way in which this 

net charge is related to the number of dissociated (i.e. , charged) 

groups depends upon the law.s of the ionic double layer and upon the 

thickness .of the "bound" wate ... r layer. For example, if half of the 

countedons were contained within the surface of shear, then the re

moval of two charged groups from the surface would be necessary to 

reduce the net charge by the value of one elementary charge. In a 

way, this third factor is an extension of the ideas contained in Haydon's 

analysis. 

(b) The second. possibility is that while the primary effect of 

RDE is the removal of sialic acid and its negatively charged carboxyl 

group, secondary changes in the surface structure might occur which 

alter the value of the cell' s mobility.. That is, the change in surface 

charge as calculated from the change in mobility might not agree 

with the change calculated on a one-to-one basis from the amount 

of sialic acid released. Seaman and Uhlenbruck
58 

have given a com

prehensive analysis of the factors that might be involved in such a 

secondary change. This matter will be discussed in greater detail 

later in this section. It does not seem likely that any of these sec~ 

ondary effects could account for the large ratios (from two to five) 

of 11experimental" to "theoretical" sialic acid that have been found for 

;1<: 
The equations and figures given in Haydon's paper appear to have 

been based upon the assumption of planar geometry. The situation in 

intact cells much more closely approximates spherical geometry. 

Thus while Haydon's basic principles are sound (i.e., counterions 

will exist on both sides of a charged surface-even a closed surface

provided that there is space there in which they may exist), the proper 
' ' 

equations corresponding to spherical symmetry would be required be-

fore exact calculations could be performed. 
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RBC and ascites tumor cellso On the other hand they may be largely 

responsible for the variations in this ratio from experiment to experi

ment and between laboratorieso 

(c) The third possibility is that some of the sialic acid mol

ecules might be situated ''deep" within the surface ofthe cell such. 

that the dissociated carboxyl groups do not contribute net charges yet 

such that the glycosidic bonds which link sialic acid to the cell mem

brane are susceptible to hydrolysis by the enzyme. This hypothesis 

. would be attractive in the case of the RBC, if one imagined that one

half of the sialic acid were at the outer surface andthe other half 

at the inner surface of the ''shell" formed by the cell membrane. If 

this were true it would also explain the fact that the mobility of the 

RBC of various species is propo:rtional to the amount of sialic acid 

per unit area, but that a fourfold increase in the sialic acid per unit 

area re suits in only a twofold increase in the mobility. 
44 

Extending 

this picture to other cells, one might expect that their various cyto

plasmic membranes also contain sialic acid which would be released 

whenthe cell was exposed to RDEo In this case the total amount of 

sialic acid released would be much greater than just twice the amount 

of sialic acid at the cell s~rface, and one would expect to find a ratio 

of experimental to theoretical sialic acid greater than two. This 

explanation seems quite likely to be the correct one in the case of the 

. Ehrlich ascites tumor cells studied by Wallach and ·Eylar, 60 for they 

showed that after the intact cells had been incubated with RDE, 98o/o 

of the sialic.acid associated with the microsomal fraction is removed; 

and between 30 and 50o/o of the sialic acid associated withthe nuclei, 

mitochondria. and soluble fractions is removed. In order to explain 

the susceptibility of the sialic acid on the cytoplasmic membranes of 

the intact cells to the action of RDE, these authors invoked the hypoth

esis that the cytoplasmic membranes were in constant exchange with 

the plasma membrane. They remarked, however, that this explanation 

was weakened by their inability to prevent such an exchange through 

inhibition of the cell's ~etabolism (with 10-4 M dinitrophenol or 

10-
3

M KCN). It seems likely to me that RDE-penetrates the membrane 
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of both RBC and ascites tumor cells (although Wallach and Eyla·r 

claimed that this does not occur), after which it splits off sialic acid 

.from the inner surface ofthe plasma membrane as well as from what

ev-er cytoplasmic .structures may contain this molecule. 

Various studies on the action of numerous proteolytic enzymes 

have been performed. Thus far these results have been much more 

difficult to interpret than those obtained with RDE. Through the re

cent work of Seaman and Uhlenbruck, and others referred to in_their 

paper, 
58 

it has been determined that the decrease in the mobility of 

RBC after incubation with proteolytic enzymes is accompanied by the 

release of a sialic -acid-containing mucoid or mucopeptide. Thus, 

the major contribution of these studies has been to show that in the 

RBC of most species sialic acid is associated with protein. It would 

be a matter of considerable interest if some of these muco-substances 

were to be purified and analyzed for their amino acid and sugar com

position, but such work has not yet been reported. 

The decreases· in mobility: (and occasional increases ! ) which 

occur after treatment with prot,eolytic enzymes are associated with 

much more complex changes than those accompanying the release of 

sialic acid after RDE treatment. The complexities probably involve 

the formation or exposure of new aniongenic groups at the surface of 

the cells subsequent to proteolysis, as described below. 

Before moving on to a description of my own experiments it 

is perhaps wise to consider some ofthe possible pitfalls in interpre·~ 

tation that are associated with the combined enzymatic and electro

phoretic experiments. Such experiments have their most clear-cut 

interpretation if it may be assumed that the surface structure (in 

particular the surface charge) after the enzyme action is equal to the 

original minus that of the split product. This possibility is most 

feasible whenthe split product is smalL More often than not, how

ev~r, it may be expected that removal of whole molecules and polymers 

(peptides, oligosaccharides, etce) will result in the exposure of new 

charged groups. These may be groups that formerly lay beneath the 

split product (and thus were unable to dissociate) or groups that have 
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been exposed through structural rearrangements occurring subsequent 

to the enzymatic action. A second class of difficulties involves the 

possibility of other physical changes in the cell after enzyme treat

ment. The electrophoretic· radius, the penetrability of the surface 

to counterions 9 or the conductivity of the particle as a whole may be 

<:l.ltered. The conductivity can be determined by ac impedance measure

ments, .althoughthis is not commonly done. A third source of error 

arises from_the possibility of adsorption of certain charged substances 

. onto the surface of the cell. These may include the split product it

self, substances leached out from.the otherwise intact cell, impurities 

present in the .enzyme preparation, and even the enzyme itself. The 

problem of undesirable adsorption can usually be controlled by ade

quate experimental care. 

b. Methods and materials .. The samples of RBC and ascites 

tumor cells used in these. studies were prepared as described. in 

earlier sections (see Subsecs. IlL B and III. C). The buffer used 
-4 

.throughout was 3 X 10 M NaHC0
3 

in 0. 145M NaCl (Standard Buffer) 

as described previously. The pH was altered by the addition of 

0.145 M HCl or 0.145 M NaOH when desired. Sprague-Dawley rats 

were used. There appears to be a significant difference in the mobility 

at pH 7.4 of these rat RBC (about -1.20) compared with the mobility of 

the RBC from Long-'Evans rats (Sec. III, about , l. 05), as may be seen 

by a comparison of Fig. 8. with the data in this section. 

Table II contains a list of the enzymes used.inthis study, to

gether with some of their biological, chemical, and physical properties. 

All enzymes were dissolved in Standard Buffer at the concentrations 

indicated in the following text, tables, and figures. Packed cells were 

added to the desired vol/vol concentration in_the enzyme solution, and 

the resulting suspens:ions incubated in a 37°G water bath. At various 

time intervals an aliquot of the incubated cells was. removed, the cells 

.. washed at least twice by centrifugation, and the final pellet resuspended 

in Standard Buffer for the electrophoresis experiments. 

When chemical assays for enzymatically split products were 

desired, the cell suspensions were centrifuged after incubation for the 
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Table II. Name and characterization of enzymes used in this study. 

Receptor -destroying 

en.zyme (RDE) 

Culture fluid, 
Vibrio chole rae 

Unpurified 

Titer of 1:1600 is 
the end-point dilu
tion, using influenza 
PR-8 in the virus 
hemagglutination test 

10 000 to 20 000 

Aqueou·s solution 
(frozen) 

Microbiological 
Associates 

a-amylase 

Bacterial 

B grade 

2500 SKB 
units/ g at 
30" c 

6.8 - 8.0 

50 000 to 
90 000 

Dry powder 

Calbiochem 

~-amyl~se 

Sweet potato ? 

B grade 

2000° Lintner 
(a-amylase free) 

4 - 6 

4. 7 5 

!52 000 

Dry powder 

Calbiochem 

Hyaluronidase 

Bovine testes 

B grade 

.>300 U.S.P. 
units/mg 

5.5 - 6.2 

Dry powder 

Calbiochern 

Acid 

phosphatase 

~ 
0 
.c 
0 
u 
;;: 

Wheat germ 

B grade 

800 ~g phosphorus 
liberated per mg 
per 30 rnin(di
sodium phenyl 
phosphate) 37" C, 
pH 5.0. 

5.0 - 5.5 

Dry powder 

Calbiochern 

Basic 

phosphatase 

Calf intestine 

B grade 

>2500 !"g of 
phosphorus 
liberated per 
mg per 30 min 
(disodium phenyl 
phosphate)37" C, 
pH 9.3. 

8.6- 9.4 

Dry powder 

Calbiochem 
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desired time, the supernatant pipetted of£, hemoglobin in the super

natant precipitated by heating {or 3 min in boiling water, and a clear 

solution obtained by filtration through Whatman No. 42 filter paper. 

Free sialic aeid was determined by the method of Warren, 
63 

except that the final chromophore was extracted in.to 1. 5 ml of cyclo

hexanone (rather than the 4.3 ml as recommended by him) to increase 

the sensitivity of the assay. Bound sialic acid was released in the free 

form after hydrolysis in 0.1 ~ H
2

SO
4 

at 80° C. Figure 22 shows the 

absorption spectrum of the chromophore produced by sialic acid in 

this assay. The spectrum reported by Warren is shown for compari

son. The RDE solution contained a substance which also produced a 

chromophore that absorbed light in this wavelength region. Conse

quently it was necessary to correct for this interfering substance by 

subtracting the spectrum obtained with enzyme alone from the spectrum 

obtained with the supernatant from RDE-treated cells (both solutions 
'· 

having been previously heated as described above). Sialic acid was 

determined quantitatively as N -acetylneuraminic acid (NANA) by using 

the molecular extinction coefficient (at maximum absorption) of 

57 000 reported by Warren. Cell counts were done in a hemocytometer. 

Total carbohydrate was determined by the anthrone method; 
64 

the procedure recommended by; Mokrasch was followed except that 

the optical density at 620 mf!.minus the optical density at 700 mfl was 

used as the measure of carbohydrate. In this way, it was always 

possible to obtain a linear relation between the optical-density differ

ence and the concentration of reducing sugar. In every experiment 

galactose and fucose were run at several known concentrations as 

standards. 

c. Results and discussion: first phase. The first preliminary 

experiments performed with RDE were designed simply to see whether 

or not the enzyme preparation supplied by Microbiological Associates 

(Albany, California) would be effective in producing a reduction in the 

mobility of rat RBC and (mouse) TA3 ascites tumor cells. Figure 23 

shows how the mobility of rat RBC (at.pH 7 .4, ··ionic strength 0.145) 
-·· .,, 

decreases with time of incubation with RDE. A maximum reduction 
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N-acetylneuraminic 
acid __ 

RDE supernatant 

<X'-Amylase 

04~5~0=u~~~~5~0~0~--~----5~5L0 ______ ~~-6-00 __________ 6_j50 

Wavelength, mp. 

MU-31333 

Fig. 22. Normalized absorption spectra of the chromophore 
produced in the thiobarbituric acid assay for free sialic 
acid. The spectrum for N -acetylneuramintc acid has 
been taken from the paper by Warren which describes 
this as say .. Absorption c.urve s obtained in this study, by 
using the supernatant from ItOE and a -amylase -treated 
rat ~BC, are shown for comparison. It is possible that 

. the slight difference in the. location of the absorption 
maximum reported by Warren (549 mf.L ) and that obtained 
in these· studies (553 mp.) might be due 'to an error in the 
calibration of the wavelength scale (either his or ours). 
If the curves were to.be shifted so that the absorption 
maxima coincided, they would be seen to be very nearly 
identical. 
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0 
~-------------0-------

Minutes 

MU -31369 

Fig. 23-. -:E>-e·cre-a·s·e-in the (negative) mobility of rat RBC upon 
treatment with RDE. The commercial RDE solution was 
mixed with egual volumes of Standard Buffer. One volume 
of RBC was suspended in two volumes of enzyme solution 
and incubated at 37° C. The solid curve represents a func
tion of the form (A+ Be.-t7T), where t = time in minutes, 
and A, B, and T are constants. 
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of 42o/o was obtained in this .experiment. The percent reductions that 

have been reported for the RBC of other species are .shown in Table III. 

A large change is noted in the mobility of RDE -treated _RBC after sub

sequent formaldehyde treatment ... This is interpreted by Seaman and 

Uhlenbruck to mean that a large number of positively ·charg.ed groups 

(such as amino groups) are exposed at the surface of these cells after 

RDE treatment. 
58 

They believe that formaldehyde complexes with these 

groups and prevents them from becoming positively charged. On the 

other hand Eylar et al. found no change in the mobility of their RDE-
44 

treated human RBC ·after formaldehyde treatment. ·It would appear 

that their results are more indicative of action of pure RDE, for it is 

presumed that this enzyme would not.expose positive groups. Figure 

24 shows the results obtained when (mouse) TA3 ascites cells were 

incubated with RDE. These kinetic data are complicated by the fact 

that the untreated control cells show a reduction in the mobility, as 

discussed in Subsec. III. C. The final reduction is only 30o/o when com

pared to the final mobility of the control cells, but is more than 60o/o 

when compared to the initial mobility of the control cells. These values 

should be compared with the 7 2o/o reduction reported ,by Wallach and 
60 . . 21 

Eylar, and the 33o/o reduction reported by CookJ et al. 

d. Results and discussion: second phase. The second phase 

of this study began with a search for hydrolytic enzymes, other than 

RDE and the proteolytic enzymes, that would have an effect upon the 

mobility of rat RBC. The polysaccharide-hydrolyzing enzymes a

amylase, f3 -amylase, and hyaluronidase were chosen because it was 

known from the studies with RDE that carbohydrate was present at the 

RBC surface~ Acid and basic phosphatase were also tested on the 

chance that the phosphate groups of phospholipids might be involved in 

determining the charge, and that they could possibly be split off from 

the cell surface by these enzymes. It can be seen from: Table IV that 

-·-
,,, This curve represents fairly rec'ent data. A similar experiment was 

done much earlier in this stuc,ly,· but the: data appear to have been lost. 



Table III. Maximum percentage decrease in the mobility of RBC from 

various species after treatment with RDE.a 

Eylar et al. 

Seaman and -· 
Uhlenbruck 

F<;>rmaldehyde
treated 

(Seaman and 
Uhlenbruck) 

Human Chimpanzee Horse 

94 20 

80 74 53 

59 72 31 

Sheep Calf Chicken Pig 

( 

74 84 72 67 

69 51 57' 

38 28 

a . 44 · · . . 
The measurements of EyLar et al. were made at pH 6.8 and 10n1c strength 0.072. 

58 . .. . . . . . . 
ments of Seaman and Uhlenbruck were made at pH 7.4 and ionic strength 0.145. 

Dog Ox 

75 73 

25 

The measure-

The~latter 

authors have also reported corresponding values of the mobility reduction of the .. :tr·eated RBC 

after an additional treatment with formaldehyde. 

I 

...0 
~ 
I 
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o Controls 

'...;.., • RDE treated 
~ ........ ..... 

....0 -1 
0 

...... ....... 
--··o--.. 0 

~ ---------------------------------0 

·-----------------!•--------

Minutes 

MU-31372 

Fig. 24. Decrease in the (negative) mobility of (mouse) TA3 
ascites tumor cells upon treatment with RDE. The com
mercial RDE solution was mixed with nine volumes of 
Standard Buffer. A 0. 7 5 o/o vol/vol cell suspension was 
made in this enzyme solution, and the cells were incubated 
at.37"C. 

:.' 



Table IV. Mobility of rat RBC at pH 7 .4, ionic strength 0.145, after treatment with various enzymes. a 

Date Control RDE 
mob. mob. o/o red. 

11-23-62 -1.39 
(t =0) 

-1.31 
(180 min) 

11-28-62 -1.25 

1 -2-63 -1.25 

1-31-63 -1.15 

2-21-63 -1.17 -.0. 71 39 
(60 min) 
(E), (iii) 

4-18-63 -I. 22 -0. 72d 41 
(E), (iii) 

a.-amylase 
mob. o/o red. 

---
-0.89 42b 
(A), (i) 

-0.69c 45 
(C), (ii) 

-
-0.64c 49 
(D), (ii) 

-0.59 49 
(65 min) 
(A), (i) 

-0,50 56 
(60 min) 
(A), (iii) 

-0.55 55 
(60 min) 
(A), (iii) 

fl-amylase 
mob. 

-1.39 
(120 min) 
(B), (i) 

hyaluronidase 
mob. 

-1.39 
( 85 min) 

-1.17 
(240 min) 

(A), (i) 

acid phosphatase 
mob. 

-1.14 
(65 min) 
(A), (i) 

basic phosphatase 
mob. 

-1.12 
(65 min) 
(A), (i) 

aThe following key denotes enzyme concentrations: (A) 1.0 mg/ml, (B) 1.6 mg/ml, (C) 0.5 mg/ml, (D) 0.01 mg/ml, (E) one volume of 

commercial enzyme soh1ti6n and one volume of Standard Buffer. The RBC concentration during the incubation was as follows: (i) 2o/o 

vol/vol, (ii) lo/o vol/vol, (iii) 33o/o vol/vol. The RBC were incubated at·37" C for the time indicated in the table; in some instances 

footnotes are given which refer to certain mobility-time curves: The percentage decrease in the 'mobility has also been tabulated for 

RDE and for a.-amylase-treated RBC. Differences less than 0.05 are not significant.· 

bThis percentage equals ( 1 · 39 - 0 · 20) - (0 · 89 - 0 · 20 lx lOD. (See text for explanation.) 
(1.39 - 0.20) 

cSee Fig. 26 for the mobility-time curve. 

dSee Fig. 23 for the mobility-time curve. 

I 

"' 0' 
I 
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a.-amylase is the only enzyme tested. that has an obvious effect upon 

the mobility of rat RBC. · 

. Sialic acid is removed fromthe RBC upon incubation with a.

amylase, as will be described below. It is therefore-probable that. the 

mobility changes after a.-,amylase treatment are primarily ascribable 

to the removal of the negatively:charged carboxyl group -of sialic acid 

from the celf surface, as after RDE treatment. 

In paired experiments, it appears as though the mobility re

duction with-a-amylase is significantly greater than that with RDE, 

as may be seeh ih Table IV. The experiment dated November 23, 1962 

is somewhatirregular inthat :the mobility of the control cells as well 

as. the a.-amylase -:treated cells is more negative,. by about 0. 20 mo

bility units, than that found in other experiments. 

There are three observations which indicate that_ the surface 

of a.-amylase-treated rat RBC is grossly different from that of the un

treated RBC. First of all, the treated cells show a much stronger 

tendency to form aggregates, especially upon centrifugation, so that 

there is some difficulty .in resuspending the pellet. Secondly, they 

·have a much greater tendency to _stick to the surface of a glass con

tainer. Thus they show evidence of both stickiness and adhesion as 

recently defined by Coman. 
6 5 

The untreated RBC, by comparison, 

show very little tendency to stick to one anpther or to adhere to the 

surface of.their contain~rs. Tl:tir(lly, the mobility-pH curve (after 

complete action of ·a.-amylase on RBC) shown in Fig. 25 is noticeably 

different in shape as well as in magnitude from the curve for the un

treated RBC. .It would appear_ that after a.-amylase treatment there 

are groups present at the RBC surface that have. pK' s in the approxi

mate range pH 6. 0 to 10. 0, sihce the mpbility'-'pH Ct1rve shows a gradual 

change throughoutthat region. The fact that the change in mobility 

results fro.m the enzymatic action rather than from adsorption of the 

enzyme (prote.in) is demonstrat-ed in the following way. The RBC were 

·.incubated with a. -amylase at two enzyme concentrations:. first 0, 05o/o 

wt/vol andthen 0.001o/o wt/vol. It is shown in Fig. 26 that in the two 

cases the kinetics differ but the end point is the same. This is to be 
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expected from the nature of enzyn1atic action alone .. Furthermore it 

is unlikely that protein adsorption would take so long to reach com

pletion as was found when the enzyme conGentration was 0.001% wt/vol. 

As mentioned previously, sialic. acid is released into the super

natant when rat RBC~~ are incubated with a.-amylase. Appropriate con

trol experiments show that there is no sialic acid present when RBC 

are incubated without enz.yme, _nor is there any sialic acid present in 

the enzyn1e itself. The sialic acid is not released in the free form 

after a.-amylase treatment of RBC, for none is at first detectable by 

the Warren method. The sialic acid is only detectable after acid 

hydrolysis of the supernatant. The rate at which the .bound sialic acid 

is released (under the conditions employed) is illustrated by Fig. 27, 

where the optical density at 503 mf.l (absorption ma:ximum of the. 

chromophore produced .by siali<.:; acid) is plotted vs the length of time 

for which hydrolysis was allowed to proceed. It is seen that approxi

mately two hours is required for the complete release of sialic acid 

in the fr.ee form. The control experiment, in which the supernatant 

from. RDE~treated RBC was subjected to the same acid hydrolysis, 

shows that free sialic <;icid itself is g.raduaUy_ destroyed under these 

conditions. A similar observation has already been reported by 
66 

Gibbons .. 

Four experiments were performed in order1to make a quan

titative comparison of the amount of sialic acid ,released by the two 

enzymes, a.-amylase and RDE, The washed and packed RBC were 

suspended in two volumes of enzyn1e solution and incubated for at least 

1 h at 37 o C. The a.-amylase solution us~d was 1 mg/ml of enzyme 

in Standard Buffer,. whereas the RDE solution was one volume ofthe 

commercial preparation diluted with one volume of Standard Buffer. 

The results of this stu,dy are given in Table V .. 

~:~The RBC from a polycythemic individual were also incubated with 

a.-amylase in an attempt to purify milligram q~antities of the hydrolysis 

product. This product behaved similarly to the one obtained from rat 

RBC. · The purification of the spl'it product was, however, abandoned 

because of the length of time required for such a project. 
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Fig. 25. Mobility-pH curve obtained for a.-amylase-treated 
rat RBC. The dashed curve is a portion of the mobility
pH curve for untreated rat RBC taken from Fig. 28a. 
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-l.s.-------.--------.------. 

0 

o 0.5 mg/ml enzyme 

- . 0 0.01 mg/ml enzyme 
....0 -1.0, 
0 I 

~ I 
I 

\ 0 
'\ o-------o------

-0.5~----~--~~--~------~~----------~ 
0 50 100 150 

Minutes 

MU.31383 

Fig. 26. Different kinetic curves found for the decrease in 
(negative) mobility of rat RBC incubated with a.-amylase 
at 3 7 o C uncle r different conditions. The concentration 
of RBC was· about 1 o/o vol/vol. Th~ enzyme concentration 
was 0.5 mg/mlinone.case and 0.01 mg/ml in the other. 
The s9lid curve represe~ts a. fun~tion of the form 
(Ae -t; T +B), where t = tlme 1n m1nutes, and A, B, and 
T are constants. 
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Fig. 27. Maximum optical density developed in the 
thiobarbituric acid assay (for free sialic acid) after 
hydrolysis in 0~ 1 M HzS04 at 80° C. The curve ob~ 
tained with the supern.atant from a -amylase -treated 
rat RBC shows that the sialic acid released by thi~ · 
enzyme is initially in the bound fo.rm. The dotte<;l 
curve represents a function of the form A(l - e -tj T), 
where t =time i11. minutes, and A and T are constants. 
The curve obtained with the supernatant from RDE
treated rat RBC shows that free' siali'c acid, 'present 
at the beginning, is slowly destroyed under this con
dition of hydrolysis. 
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Table V. Micromoles of sialic acid (as NANA) released 
10 

per 10 RBC after enzyme treatment. 

l-26-63 4-9-63 4-18-63 5-10-63 

a-amylase 0.22 

0.22 

0.25 

0.18 

0.27 

0.27 

0.32 

0.19 RDE 

The value reported after a-amylase treatment in the experiment of 

5-l 0-63 is anomalously large, indicating that some mistake probably 

was made·. Excluding the results of that last experiment, it appears 

that the amount of sialic acid .released by the two enzymes is very 

nearly the same. The somewhat higher amounts found in the later 

experiments probably reflect the fact that the cells were incubated 

with enzyme for longer periods than in. the first experiments. 

It rriay be assumed that the maximum amount of sialic acid that 

can be removed from the intact rat RBC is of the order of 0.27 micro

moles per 10
10 

cells. This corresponds tothe removal of 1.6Xl0
7 

molecules per cell. This number may be compared with the net charge 

of 1. 2 X 10 
7 

electrons on these rat RBC [calculated according to Eq. 

(2 9)], corresponding to a mobility of -1.20 (micron)(sec -l )(volt -
1
)(cm) 

at ionic strength 0.145. · Similarly, the number of charges removed 

from these RBC, corresponding to an approximate reduction of 0. 50 

mobility units, calculat~s out to be 0.51 X 10
7 

electrons. Thus, the 

ratio of amounts of "experimental" to "theoretical" sialic acid re

l~ased was of the order of three in these experiments .. It is seenthat 

these results do not agree very well with the previous suggestions. that 

(a) sialic acid is completely responsible for the mobility of intact RBC, 

and (b) one -half of the sialic acid is buried deep in the surface ofthe 

RBC (see Subsec. V. B. La). On the other hand it is not unlikely that 

the commercial RDE preparation used in this study contained enzymatic 

impurities. that caused the exposure of new charged groups at the sur

face of the RBC. This was. also ·the explanation ascribed to the results 

. of Seaman and Uhlenbruck. 
58 

In such a situation one need no longer 

expect that removal' of l ~Oo/o of the sialic acid would correspond to a 

lOOo/o reduction in the mobility. Nor would one any longer expect the 
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ratio of amounts of 11experimental'' to "theoretical" sialic acid to be 

exactly equal to two. · Further enzymatic purification in such studies 

is obviou.sly called for to clarify this question. 

My experiments designed to measure total carbohydrate (using 

~alactose as the color standard) were generally unsati'sfactory for two 

reasons. First of all. it was often found that carbohydrate was re-
0 

leased from RBC incubated at 37 C without enzyme» in fact often a 

greater amount than that released by RBC incubated with R.pE. Some 

hemoglobin was also released upon incubation» usually less in the 

presence of RDE. These experiments suggested that the larger amounts 

of carbohydrate in the control supernatant were released by RBC which 

h<id hemolyzed. Secondlcy the· molecular ratio of total carbohydrate 

(expressed as galactose equivalents) to sialic acid (as NANA) varied 

considerably from experiment to experiment. The values obtained 

were 3. 9, 8. 2, and 3. 8 after a-amylase treatment and (in the same 

three experiments) 1. 2, 0. 8, and 3. 9 after RDE treatment. It seems 

apparent, therefore, that a certain (variable) amount of soluble carbo

hydrate is being leached from the treated RBC as well as from the 

control RBC during incubation. It is .my· guess that this carbohydrate 

. is in fact intra,cellular sugar which would ordinarily be used in the 

glycolytic. metabolism of the RBC. Because of this possible leakage, 

it is not possible to say how much of the total carbohydrate assayed 

in the supernatant of a-amylase-treated RBC is actually associated 

with sialic acid. It is possible, however, to say that there cannot be 

more than 3 moles of simple sugar in the a-amylase-split; product, . 

because ratios of total sugar to sialic acid of approximately four were·· 

obtained on two occasions. Before completely accurate information 

of this sort can be obtained, it will be necessary to purify somehow 

the compound released after a-amylase treatment .. In that way one 

would be able to determine precisely the total (other) carbohydrate 

associated with sialic acid. 

A certain amount of useful information: regarding the carbo

hydrate structu~e at the .cell surface can be obtained from arguments 

based solely upon the known specificity of the various enzymes that 
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. . 

will remove sialic acid. First of all, it is known from the specificity 

of RDE that sialic acid occupies the terminal position of an oligo

saccharide. From the fact that a-amylase releases sialic acid in the 

bound form and from the known specificity of a-amylase for 

a(l ~ 4}-glycosidic bonds, it follows that there is at least one simple 

sugar associated with sialic acid and at least one sugar associated 

with the RBC after a-amylase treatmenL Thus there exists, at the 

outer surface of the cell membrane, an oligosaccharide composed of 

at least thre~.e monomer sugar ~units, of which one is sialic acid. This 

oligosacchai'ide is in most cases associated through a primary bond 

with the protein component of the cell surface, as determined through 

the use of proteolytic enzymes. In the case ofthe horse RBC, how

ever, a considerable amount of the sialic acid is also associated with 

h 1° "d ' 67 t e · 1p1 . componento 

2. Experiments Involving Os0
4

-Fixed and KMn0
4

-Fixed Rat RBC 

ao Introductiono In the work discussed up to this point, 

microelectrophoresis has been the physical technique used to study 

the surface properties of intact cellso The cells have been exposed 

.to low pH, low ionic strength, and to various hydrolytic enzymeso 

In some instances irreversible alteration of the mobility of these cells 

has been observedo A certain amount of information regarding the 

surface structure of the cell membrane can be inferred from such 

observations, especially when a highly specific agent is used to pro

duce the irreversible alteration. 

In the course of the previous experiments, it was suggested 
68 

that electron·microscopy would be a valuable additional technique for 

studying the properties of the cell surfaceo While electrophoresis 

primarily gives information regarding the nature of chemical groups 

at the cell surface, electron microscopy might potentially show some

thing about the physical make -up-L eo , the ultra -architecture -of the 

cell surface .. In addition it could add to our present knowledge re

garding the sequence of events responsible for the irreversible 

alteration ofthe mobility of an intact cell under various conditionso 
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Preparation of samples for electron microscopy usually starts 

with fixation of the specimen. It is entirely possible that the method 

of fixation itself produces irreversible changes in the surface struc

ture which ought to be reflected as changes in the mobility. If this 

were true, electron microscopy of such fixed specimens might tell 

very little about the initial structure of the cell surface. Therefore 

the first step in the parallel microelectrophoretic and electron

microscope;study has been to compare the surfaces of OsO 
4 

-:fixed, 

KMn04 -fixed, and unfixed normal rat RBC according to electro

phoretic criteria. 

Some previous work has already been reported on the effects 

of fixation upon the electrophoretic mobility of RBC. Heard and 

Seaman have reported a method of treatment with formaldehyde and 

acetaldehyde that stabilizes human RBC against the usual irreversible 

mobility changes which occur in solutions of low pH or low ionic 

strength. 
41 

Their method requires a period of approximatelythree 

weeks for completion, in contrast withthe very rapid fixation afforded 

by Os04 and KMn0
4

. For this reason it was thought that Os0
4 

or 

KMn04 would be more suitable fixatives for electron microscopy, 

, provided that they caused no changes in the cell surface, as judged by 

electrophoresis. The results and pos.sible implications of the electro

phoretic study on OsO 
4 

-fixed rat RBC are described in the paragraphs 

below. 

b. Methods, The RBC were obtained from ether-anesthetized 

rats as previously described. Solutions of the desired pH/ionic 

strength were obtained as described in Subsec. IlL B. All cells 

(fixed as well as unfixed) were stored at room temperature as LO% 

vol/vol cell suspensions, for the duration of the experiment. This 

generally lasted 4 to 5 .h, never more than 12 h. 

For OsO 
4 

fixation the following stock solutions were used: 

(a) 0.143 M sodium barbital in 0.143 M sodium acetate, (b) 0.10 MHCl, 

(c) 2o/o wt/vol Os0
4 

in Standard Buffer. One volume of the 10% cell 

·suspension was added to a solution of two volumes (a), two volumes 

(b), and five volumes (c). After l min the cells were centrifuged 
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(at room temperature) for 2 min at approximately 500g. The super

natant was discarded, the fixed cells washed twice iri 100 volumes of 

Standard Buffer, and the final pellet resuspended in 10 volumes of 

Standard Buffer. Because of the volatility and extreme toxicity of 

OsO 4 all work was carried out in:a ventilated hood. 

For permanganate fixation the following additional stock 

solution was used: (d) 1.2% wt/vol KMn04 in Standard Buffer. One 

to tw~ volumes of the 1 Oo/o cell suspertsion were added (in an ice bath) 

to a solution of 2. 5 volumes (a), 2. 5 volumes (b), and 5. 0 volumes (d). 

After 2 min the fixed cells were centrifuged, washed, and resuspended 

as in the paragraph above. 

In certain experiments (as indicated in the Figures) the fixed 

cells were dehydrated in a manner similar to that employed with 

fixed tissues prepared for electron microscopy: 1 min in chilled 25% 

ethanol, l ~in in chilled 50% ethanol, 1 min in chiiled 7 5% ethanol. 

l min in 95% ethanol at room temperature, and finally 15 min in 100% 

ethanol at room temperature. Between each step the cells were 

centrifuged, the supernatant discarded, and the cells resuspended in· 

· the new solvent solution. After the exposure to absolute ethanol the 

cells were again washed with Standard Buffer and made into a 10% 

vol/vol .cell suspension. 

c.. Results. At ionic strength 0.145 the mobility-pH curve for 

Os04 -fixed rat RBC is identical to the curve for normal unfixed rat 

RBC in the· region where data can be obtained for the latter.* Figure 

28(a) shows the combined results of four experiments with the Os0
4

-

fixed cells and two experiments with the unfixed cells. This curve is 
. 17 

qualitatively identical to that first found by Furchgott and Ponder for 

human RBC over the portion of the pH range from about 1.6 to 11.0. 

Figure 28(b) shows that the mobility-pH dependence of KMn0
4 

-fixed 

* . A shght shift in the magnitude, but not the shape, pf the curve was 

~found if the 2% OsO 
4 

solution was made with distilled water rather than 

with Standard Buffer. 
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(a) (b) 

• • Unfixed rat RBC 

• • • KMn04 fixed rat RBC 

Fig. 28. Comparison of the mobility-pH curves for unfixed, 
Os04-fixed, and KMn04-fixed rat RBC. The dotted 
curve in Fig. 28 (b) is a portion of the curve shown in 
Fig. 28 (a). The data indicated by the clear squares in 
Fig. 28 (a) and by the dark squares in Fig. 28 (o) were 
obtained with fixed cells which had been dehydrated m 
ethanol. 

MU-30523-A 
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RBC is qualitatively different from that of OsO 
4 

-fixed (or unfixed) 

RBC. The difference betweenthe two types of fixed cells is greatest 

below pH 7.0. 

The dependence of mobility upon ionic strength is shown in 

Fig. 29.where the mobility of fixed and·unfixed RBC, at pH 7.3±0.2, is 

plotted as:·a: fur:{ctiori of tre reciprocal of the De bye -Hucke! constant, K. 

At 25 ° c. K = 0. 327 X l o8 (r /2) l/
2 
em -l, where r /2 is the ionic strength. 

This method of displaying the ionic strength data was used by 

Furchgott and Ponder, 
17 

and has been further discussed by Brinton 

and Lauffer; 6 While the data obtained with both types of fixed RBC 

appear to fall on the same curve, there is a marked difference between 

this curve and that found for the unfixed RBC. Data have not been in

cluded for the unfixed RBC at the lowest ionic strengths 

(l/ K > 30 X 10 -S em), because it was not possible to obtain reproducible 

values for the mobility from experiment to experiment. It was ob

served that for unfixed rat RBC the value of the mobility at these low 

ionic strengths was. extremely sensitive to small variations in the 

initial pH, among other factors. 

A remarkable feature of the fixed RBC, noted in the course of 

these experiments, was their great stability at the low pH's and low 

ionic strengths. No change in the mobility was exhibited throughout 

the period of observation (which was as long as 20 min), even at the 

extreme pH' s of 0. 9 or 12.3 or in ionic strengths as low as 0. 007 25 

( l/ K = 36. 0). In addition, Table VI shows that the mobility of OsO 4 -

fixed cells appears to be restored to normal (within experimental 

error) whem the cells are returned to Standard Buffer after a 5-min 

exposure to low pH or to low ionic strength. This reversibility experi.:. 

ment could not be per~ormed with the OsO 4 -fixed cells after exposure 

·to pH 12.3 because of lysis at that pH (see below). Similar experiments 

were not attempted with the K.MnO 
4 

-fixed RBC as the majority of our 

interest has been centered about_the characterization ofthe OsO 
4

-

fixed RBC. 
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0 
-3.0 

>-
:: -2.0 • 
...n 

0 
~ 

~ • KMn04 fixed rot RBC 

• • • Os04 fixed rat RBC 

o o Unfixed rat RBC 
-1.0 

..,_ Ionic strength increases 

0 80 

MU .30522 

Fig. 29. Mobility of fixed and unfixed rat RBC at pH 7.3 ± 0.2 
as a function.?£ the invers~ of the Debye-Huckel constant. 
The Debye-Huckel constant,·K, is defined in Eq. (27); at 
25°C, K=0.327Xl08tr/2)112cm-l, where r/2=ionic 
strength. All mobility values have been corrected to the 
viscosity of water. 
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Table VI. Mobility of OsO 
4 

-fixed rat RBC measured in 

Standard Buffer following a five -minute exposure to the 

indicated solution conditions. 

pH 0. 90 
. ionic strength 0.145 

-1.24 

pH 7.0 
ionic strength 0.00725 

-1.20 

Standard 
Buffer 

-1.28 

In contrast with the great stability of the fixed cells at 1ow pH 

· it has long been known that the unfixed cells show rapid changes in 
17 

acid solutions. For example, Furchgott and Ponder noted that un-

fixed RBC undergo rapid hemolysi:s below pH 2.0, at which time the 

ghosts instantly acquire a positive mobility. At pH's above 2.0 but 

below 4. 0 to 4. 5 they observed (as have various authors since that time) 

that the mobility of unfixed RBC also becomes more positive with time. 

Such changes occur more slowly, the higher the pH. Examples of the 

time dependence of the mobility at pH 3. 1 ± 0.1 have been shown for un

fixed rat RBC in·Figs. 18 and 19. In addition I have observed that the 

unfixed RBC are rapidly and completely dissolved at pH's above 11.0. 

The stability of guinea pig RBc 69 and human RBc
24 

at low ionic strengths 

has been rather carefully examined by other ~uthors. Heard and Seaman 

have presented a complete map of the pH-ionic-strength regions of 

stability for human RBC. 
24 

No work of this nature has been attempted 

. with the unfixed rat RBC in this study. 

A word should be said about the morphological appearance of 

the fixed compared with the unfixed cells. Immediately after OsO 
4 

fixation, the cells appeared to be either sphered or to have an oval 

shape. Only a small percent were in. the forrn of an ideal biconcave 

disk. If the OsO 
4 

-fixed cells were stored at room temperature in 

the 0.145 M NaCl solution for several days. they gradually reassumed 

the form of a biconcave disk. At pH 11.8 and 12.3 the freshly fixed 

cells were swollen and greatly elongated by the time observations 

commenced. The fixed cells are also considerably more resistant 

to alkali than are the unfixed. Lysis occurs only slowly at pH 11.8; 

it is complete in 2 to 3 min at pH 12. 3, though intact ghosts 

still remain. The mobility of the ghosts appeared 
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identical to that of the intact cells. Neither swelling nor lysis oc

c.urred in the Os 0 4 -fixed cells at pH1 s below 11. 8. 

The KMn04 -fixed RBC appear, at a magnification of 200X, to 

be smooth spheres about 4 to 5 1-1. in diameter. At higher magnification, 

however, it is se~n that they are uniformly crenated spheres. The 

KMno4 -fixed cells undergo a reversible swelling accompanied by a 

loss of crenation when placed in ethanol or in aqueous solutions of 

pH s~ 0 or greater. The tonicity and the ionic strength do not appear 

to affect the shape of these objects. These observations on the various 

morphological changes have, as yet, no explanation. 

d. Discussion: Mobility-pH data with Os04-fixed cells. The 

Oso4 -fixed rat RBC have been found to be very stable at low pH, even 

down to pH 0. 9. Fu~thermore the mobility of these fixed cells is 

identical to that of the unfixed cells throughout the entire range of pH 

over which a comparison can be made. Thus the surface structures, 

at least the charge -determining ones, are not altered by this "drastic" 

treatment. The remarkable stability of the fixed cells has made it 

possible for the first time to obtain measurements of the reversible 

mobility of RBG below their isoelectric point at pH 1.6 (ionic strength 

0.145) and at a pH as high as 12. 3. In this way it has been possible to 

demonstrate two new features of the mobility-pH curve for RBC at 

ionic strength 0. 145, First of all it is shown that these cells (reversi

bly} acquire a positive mobility below their isoelectric point with no 

indication of an inflection point in the mobility-pH curve, down to pH 

0. 9. Secondly it is found that the mobility increases in absolute value 

above pH 11. 0. It is believed that these new features represent "real'' 

properties of the cell surface; i.e., properties which are present at 

a physiological pH in the unfixed cells. The identity between the 

mobility of fixed and unfixed RBC, and the reversibility of the mobility 

of the fixed RBC are the basis of this belief. In particular, the _posi

tive mobility found below pH L6 cannot be ascribed to positively 

charged products of hydrolysis at that pH, as the mobility at pH 7.4 

is not affected by exposing the fixed cells to pH 0. 9 for 5 min, 
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The. stability in the mobi~ity of the OsO 4 -fixed RBC at .low pH 

is accompanied by other equally remarkable features. The fixed cells 

do not appear to be morphologically altered upon suspension in dis

tilled water, upon dehydration in absolute ethanol, or upon air-drying 

(from distilled water) on a glass slide. Similarly it has been ob

served that the fixed cells will not stain appreciably with eosin, even 

after being boiled for 5 min directly in the flame of a bunsen,burner. 

Unfixed RBC by comparison take on an intense pink color in the eosin 

solution after incubation in hot (not boiling) water for less than a 

minute; if boiled they disintegrate completely .. In view of the apparent 

impermeability (to a small dye molecule) and stability under the 

stresses of low pH, low osmotic pressure, dehydration, and extreme 

heat, it is perhaps not too far from the truth to say that the OsO 4 has 

in some way 11 cemented'' together the membrane of the RBC .. 

The .ability of OsO 
4 

-fixed (human) RBC to bind specific anti

body has been studied by Bes sis et aL 
7 0 

They found that the ability 

to bind specific antibody was unaffected by OsO 
4 

fixation although 

agglutination was considerably reduced. This latter fact they ascribed 

to the rigidity of the fixed cells. The unaltered binding of specific 

antibody is a very sensitive indication that the structures on the sur

face of the RBC (at least .the binding sites) have not been altered by 

the OsO 4 treatment. A similar conclusion has already been drawn 

from the electrophoretic identity of the fixed and unfixed cells. 

It is instructive at this point to consider what is known about 

the chemistry of OsO 
4 

with biological materials. Unsaturated lipids 

react quite rapidly with OsO 
4 

whereas saturated lipids do not. 
71 

Proteins also react .with OsO 
4

, although often at a considerably slower 

rate compared with lipids. 
72 

Carbohydrates do not react at all. 
71 

The bulk of the che.mical evidence .suggests that Os0
4 

fixes biological 

materials by reacting with carbon-carbon double bonds· to form an 

addition compound, possibly as a crosslink between molecules. If so, 

this would help explain why the structure of the RBC is so greatly 

stabilized by .OsO 
4 

fixation. .Similarly the. fact that both the antibody

binding structures and the charge -determining structures are 
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unaffected by OsO 4 fixation is explainable on the basis of the above

quoted chemistry. The blood group antigens are thought to be carbo

hydrate in character. 
7 3 

In addition the evidence is that an acidic 

carbohydrate (sialic acid) is responsible for a large portion ofthe net 

charge on RBC (Subsec. V. B.l ). This last point is discussed in 

further detail in the paragraphs below. 

Upon first consideration Fig. 28(a) looks like the mobility-pH 

curve of an amphoteric substance that is characterized by both strongly 

acidic and strongly basic groups. The carboxyl group of sialic acid 

. 'seerns to compose a substantial fraction of the strongly acidic groups. 

Sialic acid itself apparentlyaccounts for no more than l OOo/o of the net 

charge at pH 7 .4. The net charge will; however, be less thanthe 

~otal charge from all $trongly acidic groups, because of the ·presumed 

basic component of the cell surface. Thus, referring to Fig. 28{a), 

there must be ~ comparable number of strongly acidic groups, AsH' 

of a different type. These would be responsible for the continued loss 
-. 

of negative charge as they become neutralized at the extremely low 

pH's. 

The net positive charge that results below pH 1.6 is to be 

ascribed to the presence of strongly basic groups, B , at the outer s 
surface of the RBC. Similarly the greater negative charge (i.e. , 

mobility) above pH 1 L 0 is to be ascribed to the neutralization of these 

strongly basic groups. This model is summarized in a schematic 

fashion in Fig. 30(a). 
. . . 

The. above would seen1to be the likely interpretation to be 

drawn from the mobility-pH data had not Heard and Seaman already 
' . . 

. concluded that the RBG surface was strictly anionic. in nature at 
... H .7. 4 l .. 6. ' 24, 41 . . . , . . . h' h' . . 1 . 
p . . . .Their conclusi~n 1rnplies t at t 1s pqrtlcu ar mter-

pretation of the mobility-pH curve. is incorrect. An alternative inter

pretation whi:cli is in a~reement with the cl:nioriic hypothesis can be 

constructed as follows. The positive mobility at very low pH is as

cribed to the presence of a very weak base, B , at the outer surface. 
w 

The reaction at low pH would then be 

B + H+~ B H+. 
w w 
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(a) 

SA-

DB; 
As ; 
I I I 1-----'T-; -t------i 

B~+OW~B50H 

(b) 

MU-3138.5-A 

Fig. 30. Schematic representation of the acid-base character
istics of the rat RBC surface. The complete mobility-pH 

· curve is shown as the solid curve, and the dissociation of 
the various acids and bases is indicated by the dashed 
curves. Figure (a) indicates the dissoCiation of sialic acid 
(SAH), a second strong acid (AsH), and a strong base (Bs). 
Figure (b) indicates the dissociation of sialic acid (SAH), a 
weak base (Bw), and a weak acid (AwH). The charged state 
of the groups at pH 7.4 is indicated by the schematic RBC 
surface in the center of each figure. 
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Simiar~y the la!"ger negative· pwbilityc a·bove pH.ll. 0 would .be as::ribed. to tiE 

presence of a very weak acid» A H. -The reaction at high pH would 
w 

then be 

A H.... A -+H+. 
w w 

This model is summarized in a schematic fashion in Fig. 30(b}. 

This second interpretation becomes all the more attractive 

when the structure of sialic acid is taken into careful consideration. 

In addition to the carboxyl group there is an amide group which is 
. 74 
expected to behave as a weak base (Noller, p. 196 ). Furthermore» 

any of the hydroxyl groups of this sugar could behave as a weak acid. 

Glucose, for example» has a pK at 12. 0. 
7 5 

Therefore sialic acid it

self has all the qualitative features necessary to explain the entire 

mobility-pH curve from pH 0, 9 to 12. 3. This immediately suggests 

the possibility that sialic acid alone is responsible for the surface 

charge of (rat) RBC throughout this entire pH range. It is, however, 

only a possibility and must not be considered proven as yet,. Further

more, it is not safe to speak of "the RBC' 1 as if RBC of every species 

. k f 1' h d 44• 58 h were the same. According to the wor thus ar pub 1s e t ere 

is a considerable species variation with regard to the types of sialic 

acid present in RBC, and the degree to which the mobility of RBC can 

be decreased after removal of the sialic acid through incubation with 

the receptor-destroying enzyme, (RDE). It is not yet clear whether 

the residual negative mobility after RDE treatment can be ascribed 

to (a) sialic acid that was not susceptible to the action of the enzyme 

(b) other anionic groups that were originally present in addition to 

sialic acid, or (c) anionic groups that are exposed upon the removal 

of sialic acid, 

e.· Discussion: Mobility-pH data with KMn04 -fixed cells, It 

has been shown in Fig .. 28(b) that the mobility-pH curve of the KMn04 -

fixed rat RBC is quite different from the curve for OsO 4 -fixed (and 

unfixed) RBC. While the two curves. are very nearly the same above 

pH 7 ,0, the general shapes of the two curves below this point are quite 

different, and the isoelectric point of the KMnO 4 -fixed cells is one 

pH unit higher than that of the OsO 
4 

-fixed cells. It is therefore 
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concluded that the mobility-pH curve of KMnO 
4 

-fixed rat RBC re

fleets a change in the pK of the anionic groups rather than an ipcrease 

in the number of cationic groups (at pH 7 .4). A ~uggestion can be 

made as to what chemical reaction lies behind this apparent change in 

pK. · The KMn04 reacts with carbohydrate according to the equation 

(Noller, p. 121) 74 

RyH-fHR'· t 6KMn04 -+ 3RCOOK + 3KOOCR' + 6Mn02 + 6H20. 

OH OH 

It is possible that KMnO 
4 

reacts with the carbohydrate at the cell sur

face in such a waythatthe carboxyl group of sialic acid is split off, 

and a second carboxyl group is created to take its place. It must be 

pointed. outs however, that KMnO 
4 

could just as well be reacting with 

the proteins or the lipids of the cell membrane to accomplish the same 

result. At this time there is no experimental evidence that might tell 
L 

us more precisely what the true reaction might be. 

f. Discussion: Ionic-strength data. The factthatthe mobility

pH curve at ionic strength 0.145 is identical forthe unfixed RBC and 

for the OsO 4 -fixed RBC has been interpreted to mean that the two 

objects are identical with respect totheir surface charge. Consequent

ly it may seem surprising to find that the mobilities ofthe fixed and 

the unfixed cells vary in a radically different manner with changipg 

ionic strength. On the other hand the mobility-ionic-strength curve 

for the KMnO 4 -fixed cells appears to be identical to that of the OsO 4 -

fixed cells. Since all three types of objects have very nearly the same 

mobility at ionic strength 0.145 (and pH 7 .4) it might be expected that 

all three would have the same mobility at other ionic strengths. (and 

pH 7.4), the mobility being governed by the equation [derived from 

Eq. (29)] 

1-111 = a Q (1/ K + ai)' (32) 

where aQ = charge per unit surface area, 

11 = viscosity, 

a. = radius of the counterion. 
1 
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Some possible explanations ofthe difference in _the ionic

strength curves (unfixed vs fixed) are as follows. 

(a)- The unfixed RBC surface may be changing atthe lower 

ionic stre~gths. This suggestion gains some support from the fact 

that the isoelectric point ofthe unfixed RBC increases considerably 

asthe ionic strength decreases. The alternative possibility, that the 

fixed RBC surface is changing at the lower ionic strengths seems un

likely in view of the stability of these cells and in view of the fact that 

the RBC fixed by two different methods show the _same ionic-strength 

_behavior. 

(b) The fixed cells may have a different "electrophoretic" 

radius than the unfixed RBC, as discussed in !)orne length by Brinton 

and Lauffe:r.
6 Thi~ would seem to make a convenient explanation. Un

fortunatelya as previously pointed out, there seems to be no theoretical 

justification for the use of any radius in the equations of electrophore

sis.other than the gross radius of the whole particle. 

(c) There could be a difference inthe penetrability to 

counterionso; as discussed by Haydon. 
62 

This seems unlikely to be 

a satisfactory answer as the two curves should be different from each 

other by a similar factor throughout the entire range of ionic strength. 

(d) The conductivity of the fixed cells might be increased 

to the point where it becomes comparable to that of the surrounding 

medium at the lower ionic strengths. The more complete Eq. (21), 

rather than Eq. (22), is necessary to describe the mobility as a 

function of ionic strength. Using the same relationship between the 

zeta potential and surface charge as in Eq. (29), one obtains from 

Eq. (2l) 

(33) 

where a = conductivity of the medium, a function of the 

ionic strength 

a' = conductivity of the particle. 
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Acc~ording to this explanation the conductivity of the unfixed RBC is 

always much.less than that of the surrounding medium; therefore, the 

mobility of the unfixed RBC would always be greater than or equal to 

the mobility of the fixed RBC. This fourth explanation could be tested 

by suitable measurements of the high-frequency electrical impedance 
::}: 

of these cells. 

g. The emerging picture of the charge-determining structure 

of the RBC. Furchgott and Ponder 17 were.the first to measure what 

probably corresponds to the true isoelectric point of intact human RBC. 

The value of 1. 7 reported by them was -considerably lower than what 

they found for either the extracted lipid or the extracted protein frac ~ 

tions of the RBC ghost. Low values of the isoelectric point of other 
. d 19. 20. 22 10 mammalian cells have also been reporte . The Ehr 1ch 

ascites cells studied by Cook, et al. 
21 

and the liver cells studied by 

Bangham and Pethica 
22 

are the only mammalian cells reported to have 

an isoelectric point above 3. 0. As mentioned above, the studies. of 

H d d S . h 1 . 24; 16 d h ear an . eaman w1t various monova ent an1ons an on t e 
41 

effects of aldehyde treatment imply that there are no. cationic groups 

contributing to the net charge of human RBC at pH 7 .4. 

If the charged groups of either the lipid or the protein are to be 

responsible for the charge on the surface of RBC, these groups must 

be ordered in a very special way so that the isoelectric point of the 

whole is less than. that of any of its components taken separately. In 

addition Heard and Seaman's: experiments. and the approximate con

stancy ofthe mobility between pH 6. 0 and 11.0 argue that groups which 

* It should also be pointed out that the extreme low ionic strengths 

could have a different effect on mobility. After a period of time this 

stress may cause the unfixed RBC membrane to become $omewhat 

more permeable. The conductivity of the cell would correspondingly 

increase and as a result the mobility would decrease. This may in 

fact be the proper explanation of the irreversible decrease inthe mo

bility with time at low ionic strengths. which has been reported for 

guinea pig RBc69 and human RBC. 
24 
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would be positively charged at pH 7.4 and groups with pK' s in the 

~ange 6.0 to'lLO must be effectiveiy prevented from dis~ociating; 
L e. • they must be "folded11 away .inthe surface structure. 

The alternative explanation is_ that_ the lipid andprotein ofthe 

cell membrane structure play a relatively minor role in the determination 

_of net charge. In.this picture they are sufficiently far back from the 

. surface of shear that their counterions move with the cell as a whole 

and thus are effectively undissociated.- The charge onthe surface of 

the RBG mustthen be dominated by other substances whose dissociable 

groups have only extremely low and. extremely high pK values. The 

~mportance of sialic acid in determining the surface charge of human 

RBc
44

a 
18 

has been discussed in great detail. The suggestion to be 

made from the present study is that sialic acid may be completely 

respon.sible for the normal charge onthe surface of RBC. This sub

_stance has no cationic group_s at pH 7 Aa and it has all the acid-base 

characteristics necessary to explainthe entire mobility-pH curve from 

pHQ.9to 12.3. 

3.- Calculations Involvingthe Electrokinetic- Charge. _the Surface 

Area~_ the Amount of Sialic Acid, andthe Total Carbohydrate 

The chief purpose of the calculations carried out below is to 

further test the plausibility of the hypothesis that carbohydrate effec

tively coats the outermost surface of the RBC (Subsec. V. A. 3),_ and 

that the acid-base characteristics of sialic acid are responsible for 

most of the mobility~pH curve. at ioriic strength 0.145 (Subsec. V. B. 2). 

These calculations will be carried out for the particular case of human 

RBC ratherthan for rat RBC, for there is no estimate of total sialic 

acid available for the latter. Furthermore, an estimate of total 

carbohydrate .is available for human RBG ghosts, and this is necessary 

for these calculations. {A comparison, for the rat RBG, between 

surface charge density and the amount of sialic acid released by 

enzymes has been made in Subsec. V. B. l.) 

To begin with, we might consider the sur'face charge density 

as calculated by Eq. (29), using the parameters tabulated in Eq. (30). 

Such a calculation yields 



charge = 
area 
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coulomb 
2 

m 

= 0 . 6 9 X 1 0 1 7 _ charge s 
2 

m 

(34) 

' ' 0 2 
which is equivalent to one elementary charge per 1450 A ., If we 

imagine the charges to be arranged in a square lattice, this figure 

would put the:fu a distance of 38 A aparL 

By comparison Eyl~n et aL have reported thatthere are 

2A X 10 
7 

molecules of sialic acid pe~ (human) RBC" For a surface 

area of L6x1o""
10 

rn
2 

(used bythem) this amounts to L5Xl0
17 

sialic 

acid molecules/m 
2

, which is equivalent to one sialic acid molecule 

per 67 0 A 2" · Whether this figure, or one half as big, is to be com

pared with the charge density calculated from-the electrophoretic 

mobility depends upon whether all the sialic acid or only half is dis

.tributed over the outer surface of the RBC membrane, (see Subseeo 

V" B. J)" Alternatively, the electrokinetic equation (34) might give too 

low a value. for the surface charge density. (as discussed by Eylar et aL 
44

) 

_sothatthe calculated charge per unit area might really correspond to 

- all the sialic acid molecules being on the outer surface. If this were 

the case there would be one charge (i.e., one sialic -acid molecule) 
0 2 0 

per 670 A , .thus putting the charges at a distance of 26 A from one 

another" 

Keeping in mind the figures forthe area associated with each 

-charge and/ or sialic acid molecule·, it is instructive to consider_the 

maximum surface. area of sialic acid and its associated sugars. Fig

ure 31 is a photograph of a molecular model of N -acetylneuraminic 

-acid (the most typical sialic acid). The chemical structure of this 

molecule has been shown in Fig. 2 L The pyranose ring backbone of 

a second sugar molecule is- shown attached to _the sialic acid by an 

0-glycosidic bond. Sialic acid itself can assume a shape resembling 

an equilateral triangile roughly 10 A on edge, so the maximum area 

that can be assigned tothis molecule is less than 60 A 2. As may be 

judged from Fig. 31, any associated simple sugars will have .somewhat 

less of a surface area, probably no more than 40 A2 per sugar molecule. 
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10 A 

ZN-3869 

Fig. 31. A molecular model of N - acetylneur aminic acid. The 
pyranose ring backbone of a second sugar molecule is 
shown in the upp er right of the photograph. 
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The maximum possible area covered by t he oligosaccharide , 

of which sialic acid is the terminal sugar , depends upon the total num

ber of sugar molecules involved, From the work with RDE and a 

amylase it is knowlli that there are no less than two simple sugars 

associated with each sialic acid (Subsec , V , B , 1), An upper limit can 

be established on the basis of the tot al carbohydrate determinations 

reported by Ludewig. 
76 

He found that human RBC stroma (ghosts) 

were 4Ao/o by weight carbohydrate, of which about one-fourth by 

weight was sialic ac id , Assuming molecular weights of 309 for sialic 

acid (NANA) and 180 for the other sugars (e, g ,, galactose) , one ob

tains the maximum number of s imple sugars per molecule of sailic 

acid from the equation 

309 + nl80 
309 (3 5) 

This calculati on give s the result that there cannot be more than five 

molecules of s i mple sugar per molecule of sialic acid, 

Assigning maximum surface areas of 60 A.2 
to s ialic acid and 

40 A.2 
to each remai ning simple sugar , one would estimate that the 

maximum t otal area covered by the sialic -acid-containing oligo-
o 2 

saccharide is between 140 and 260 A , These figures are based upon 

the est i mated composition of the oligosaccharide giv en in the previous 

paragraph. It should be recalled that division of the total RBC surface 

area by the total number of sialic acid molecules leads to one such 
0 2 

molecule pe r 670 A , Of the t otal a v ailable outer surface area, there-

fore, at most one - half (actually a little less than one-half) can be 

covered by the s ialic -acid-associated oligosaccharide , If the sialic 

acid is distr i but ed equally o v er the inner and the outer surfaces , the 

ratio of area covered by carbohydrate to total area will be at most 

one to four , The situation is indicated schematically for a hypothetical 

segment of the RBC surface in Fig , 32 , The figure i s meant to In

dicate one oligosaccharide per 67 0 A.2; the oligosaccharide (one shaded 

area) cov ers roughly one -half of this area, If half of the sialic acid 

is on the inner s urface of the membrane, then there would be one 
0 2 

oligosacchari de (stippled area ) per 1340 A , This latter figure 
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Fig. 32 . A schematic representation of the maximum area 
occupied by carbohydrate compared with the total area 
of the RBC surface. The shaded a reas r ep resent carbo 
hydrate. If the carbohydrate is e qually distributed over 
the inner and the outer surfaces of the RBC membrane, 
then only the stippled areas are to represent carbohydrate 
at the outer surface. 
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corresponds more closely to the number of charges pe r unit area 

calculated from the electrokinetic equations. 

It i s e v ident from these calculations that even by the most 

generous estimates it is not poss i ble to say t hat carbohydrate forms ... . ,. 
a physical layer or film over the entire surface of the RBC . Carbo-

hydrate covers at most only half of the surface , and quite poss i bly 

only one-fourth of the surface . Nevertheless there appear to be very 

few funct i onal groups , other t han t hose associated with carbohydrate, 

that can contr i bute to the net charge of t he RBC . Therefore , from an 

electrokinetic po i nt of v i ew, carbohydrate does i ndeed form a com

plete laye r o v e r the RBC surface . 

An explanation is called fo r as to why functional groups other 

than carbohydrate should not form a part of the electrophoretic sur

face . One possibility is that the carbohydrate is not flattened out to 

the maxi mum extent , as has been assumed, but rather is in (the be 

ginning of) a heli cal configuration, as i n starch. This would have the 

effect of rai sing t he sialic acid molecule (and its d issociable groups} 

away from the prot e i n and lipi d components . In this way it would be 

possible for s i alic acid to be close to the surface of shear such that 

most of its counter i ons would move independently of the cell as a 

whole . The d i ssociable g r o ups of the protein and lipid could have their 

counte r ions lyi ng w ith i n the surface of shear and t herefore moving 

with the cell. While this may all be poss i ble , t here is absolutely no 

direct e v idence i n suppo r t of i t . 

The c a lculat i ons car r ied ou i n the previ ous paragraphs have 

pertained spec i f i cally t o human RBC . The gene r al nature of the con

clusions obta i ned probably a pplies to most mammalian cells for 

,,, 

.,.These estimat es a re o f course based upon present experi mental data . 

There i s alwa ys the poss i bility that future experi ments will show a 

greater amount of carbohydr ate in RBC ghosts so that it could become 

more feas i ble t o imagi ne a complet e physical layer of carbohydrate 

over the whole surface , 
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reasons given below. Unfortunately our inability to obtain pure plasma 

membranes from tissue cells prevents direct measurements and cal

culations of the k ind that have been made for RBC . Several lines of 

evidence suggest that the outermost surface of the t issue cells might 

be rather similar to that of the RBC . First of aU, many of them have 

very low i soelectric points, as do the RBC , and their mobilities gener

ally show no change i n the region pH 6 . 0 to 11. 0 . Secondly, the mo

b i lity of most mammalian cells can be drastically reduced by the re

moval of sialic acid; i.e , , by treatment with RDE . These two factors 

have been d i scussed in greater detail in Subsec . V . B . 1. Finally, 

cytochemical and h i stochemical studies with the light microscope have 

shown that the cell membrane (plasma membrane ) of various tissue 

cells contains appreciable amounts of carbohydrate . 
77

' 
7 8

• 
7 9 There

fore it may be said that the available information for most tissue cells 

is at least consistent with the belief that t he outermost surface might 

be similar to the surface of (human) RBC , with re spect to carbohydrate 

compos ition. 

C . Electron Microscope Study of the Surface 

Ult rastructure (RBC) 

a , Introduction, In the experiment s desc ribed below, the 

electron m icroscope has been used to examine very small struct ures 

at the cell surface , Before discussing t hese experiments it seems 

appropriate t o go into some o f t he l im itations on how small a st r uct ure 

can be seen by this met hod . The m icros c ope used in t his study was a 

Hitachi HU ~ ll , whic h has a practical l im it of res olution of less than 

8 A. In orde r t o resolve str uct u re s having d i mens ions t his small, 

however , it is necessary t hat the specimen have sufficient c ontrast 

(i.e, , d ifference i n electron density) , Unfortunately b i olog ical struc 

tures are not very "cont rasty, " and so methods must be used to en 

hance their contrast. The usual method in examining surface struct ure 

is to e v aporate metal (in a vac uum) at a n angle to the surface, and 

thus to achieve a shadowing of the surfac e structure . Thi s technique 

limits the achievable resolution t o a pproximately 20 A, because the 
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evaporated metal condenses in grains of about this size. A f inal 

limitat i on on the size of the structures that can be seen stems from 

the probabili t y that the s i gnificance of any structure whose largest 

dimension i s less than 50 A is usually questionable , unless the struc

ture occurs in something like a repeating lattice . 

A relat ively small amount of work has already been reported, 

1n which the electron microscope has been used to investigate surface 

structures w ith d i mensions on the order of 100 A. In 1953 Hillier and 

Hoffman desc r ibed a technique in which RBC ghosts were prepared by 

osmotic shock, exposed to 0. 1 o/o phosphotungstic acid for about 3 min, 

washed i n d i s t i lled water , air - dr i ed on a collodi on film, and shadow

cast with chromium. 
80 

Hoffman has subsequently discussed degree 

of variability in the resulting pictures . This seems to be as great for 

fresh blood taken from the same individual on different days as it i s 
81 

for blood taken f rom different individuals on the same day. The 

surface of human RBC ghosts prepared in this way was found t o have 

a ' 'pebbly" or granular structure , the diameter of the granules being 

most commonl y on t he o r der of 100 to 200 A , but occas ionally running 

up to 500 A. Similar structures were seen on the surface of ghosts 

prepared from mouse , pig , and camel blood. Hillier and Hoffman 

interpreted t h i s granular s t ructure in terms of 11 plaques, 11 which they 

assumed were lyi ng at t he surface of the cell. They also reported 

seeing in unsha dowed specimens an underlying tangential network of 

fibers 20 A i n diamet er and 200 A in length. I hav e never been able 

to see this feature i n the published r eproductions of their photographs . 

The granula r or pebbly nat ure of t he RBC surface has been 

observ ed by a second method i n whi c h the surface of an intact RBC is 

shadow- c ast w i t h metal , the film so formed is stabilized wit h a second 

film of carbon e vapor~ted uniformly over the surface , and the metal 

carbon r epli c a so fo r med is separated from the cell by mechanical 

strippi ng or by N a OH digestion of the organic mater i al. 
82

• 
83 

This 

method appears superi or to that of H i llier and Hoffman for two rea 

sons . First of all , the replica technique demonstrates true surface 

contours , whereas the structures seen in metal - shadowed ghosts could 
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be (a) surface cont ours , (b) variations i n the electron dens it y through 

out the ent i r e trlickness of the ghost , or (c) a combinat i on of both. 

T he heavie r the metal - s hadowing, of course, t h e more t h e surface 

contour s will dominate. It seems like l y to me t n at m ucn of the vari ~ 

8 1 
a bility that wa s seen b y doffman can be ascri bed to variations in 

tne thickness oLthe metal - shadowi ng . A second d i sadvantage of 

nillier and Hoffman1 s m ethod i s that one cannot be certain that the 

structure o f t he ghost i s i dentical t o t hat of t he i n tact RBC , as h a s 

been t ho r oughl.y d i scussed by Ponde r. 
84 

F urthermore , F inean has 

reported e vid e n ce t o s uggest t ha t t h e lip i d and prot e i n components 

m ay und ergo some r e arrangement i f t he gho st is air-dr i ed after no 

fixation, or after fixation w ith pho s phot ung stic acid . 

The replica tec hni que desc r i bed i n t h e p arag r aph a bove h as 

been us ed by Coma n a nd Anderson on Oso4 -fixed , air - d r i ed mouse 

RBc
82 

(alt hough mo st of t he i r work has been with t i ssue cells). They 

have s hown a p i cture o f t h e surface of a RBC w h i ch bears a s t r i k ing 

r e sem bla nce t o t hat seen by Hi lli e r a nd Hoffma n , 
80 

Haggis has als o 

used t he r eplica t e c hni q ue t o s how a s i m i lar surfa ce structu re 

{"cobb lestone sn). He be lieves t h is r epresents t h e s t ruct ure of huma n 

RBC t h at ha d been rap i d ly f r ozen i n 20% glyce r ol s olutions. 
83 

b. M eth ods a nd R esults . I have employed t wo tec hni que s fo r 

s pe c i m e n p re p aration, In t h e first techn i que gho sts were m a de fr om 

(rat) RBC by h ypot oni c s h ock a nd washed t w i ce i n d ist i lled water . A 

s u s pens i on of t he se ghosts i n d i s tilled wat e r w as t h e n as p i rated onto 

for m vai:cfilm s (m ounte d on electron - m i croscop e specimen grids) t hat 

we r e kept at t h e temperatu r e of d ry i ce. The g lass slides upon whi ch 

t h ese g rids were m oun t ed were t hen p laced upon a metal heat s i nk 

{also c h i lled t o d r y -ic e t empe rature) ins i d e a s m all lyo philization 

a pparatus , a nd t h e s pec i men was fixe d by freeze - d rying . The speci 

men was fin a lly shadow - cast w ith c hr om i um. It was not exposed to 

pho s photungst i c acid no r was it air - d r i e d , so t hat some critic isms 

mentione d p revious ly do not a pply in t his case. 

The mo st t y p ical r es ult o btained is s hown i n F i g , 33 (a). The 

f r o zen d rie d ghosts retain t h e i r sphe rical s ha pe a nd cast a long 

'~shawinigan Re sins Co r p ., Springfield l, M ass . 
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Fig. 33. Electron micrographs of rat RBC ghos ts prepa red 
by hemolysis of RBC in distilled wa t e r. Fig ur e (a ) 
shows a t yp ical ghost after freeze -dry ing w hile Fig. (b) 
shows a t yp ical ghost after a ir-drying . Chromium 
shado we d. 
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shadow afte r chromi um has been evaporated oblique ly to the surface. 

An example is also shown in F i g . 33(b) of air - dr i ed and shadowed 

ghosts . This demonstrates that the freeze -drying procedure has 

preserved the or i ginal three -di mensional character to a far greater 

extent than has the air - drying-a fact whi ch has long been known to 

elect r on microscopist s. In most instances it was not poss i ble to ob

serve any surface structures in t he f r ozen-dri ed ghosts because of 

the curvature of t he surface. In some ins tances, however, the RBC 

ghost w as torn, and upon lyophylization this "single memb r ane" would 

lie flat on the formvar film . An ext r eme instance in which this oc -

curred i s s hown in F i g . 34 , Once again i t is shown t h at t he surface 

has a v e ry pebbly o r granular st r ucture . In this case t he d iameter of 

the bumps is on the orde r of 400 A. Both t he species of animal used 

and t he method of specimen prepa r ation m ay account for the d i screp 

ancy, in the observed granule size , between this r esult and t hat of 

others mentioned above. The electron - dense spots in this p icture c a n 

be seen from their corresponding long shadows to be regions in whi ch 

the m at e rial of this single membrane is s tanding on edge, perhaps due 

to folds t hat were made in the free - floating membrane .~~ . 

Although this surface structure of frozen-dried ghosts was i n 

good qualitative agreement with the structures seen by others, this 

method of sample pr e parati on d id n ot seem suitable for use i n corre 

lat ive m i c roelectrophoresis studies. The pri mary rea son for t h i s 

judgment was t he fact that the very low ion ic strengths required fo r 

this sample p reparation are known to produce i rreversible alterations 

i n t he elect r ophoretic mobility-and so p resum a bly in the surface 

structu r e. Consequently it s e e med de sirable t o use a techni que of 

sample p reparation t hat involved chemi cal fixation p rior to exposure 

of the specimen to low ionic strength. It was shown in Subsec. V. B. 2 

that t he O s O 
4 

- fixed rat RBC is electrokinetically identical to the 

_,_ 

... All p i c t u r es are pr i n ted so that t he l i ghtest r egions rep r esent 

highest electron d ensity. 
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Fig . 34. An extreme exampl e of the pebbl y o r g r a nular 
s tructur e that may be seen in freeze -dried RBC 
ghos ts when a s ing l e membrane lie s fairl y flat on 
the formvar film. Chromium shadowed. 
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unfixed RBC at i onic strength 0.145, and that exposure of the fixed 

ce ll either to d istilled water or t o ethanol does not affect it s mobility. 

So it s eemed likely that t he surface structure of t he Os04 - fixe d RBC 

would be t he same as t hat of t he unfixed cell. In addition it probably 

would not b e a ltered b y the methods u sed t o prepare samples for 

electron microscopy. 

A replica techniq ue must be used to exami ne the surface struc 

t ure o f t he O s O 
4 

-fixed RBC , as it i s not poss i ble to make ghosts from 

these objects by osmotic shock, The procedure used was as follows . 

The r at R B C were f ixed as d escri bed i n Subsec . V , B . 2 , and t he fixed 

cells we r e w a shed twi ce i n 100 v olumes of di stilled w a ter . The f ixed 

cells were suspended i n d i stilled wat er at concent r a tions varying be

tween 0 , 1 to 1 , O% v ol/v o l. The suspens i on w a s a spirated onto pre 

chilled glas s slides , and t he specimen was fro z en-dried as desc r ibed 

abo v e , Carbon was then e v aporated at an a ngle o f 90 d eg to t he sur -
::c 

face o f t h e slide i n o r de r t o d e po s i t a uniform film over t he surface . 

T his ca r bon f i lm was floated off the g l a ss s lide onto 0, 145 M N a OH 

a nd t he o r gan1c mater i al was d i gested f or v arious lengths of time at 

room tempe ra ure . The ca r bon f ilm was then p i cke d up fro m under 

ne a t h w ith a gla ss slide; the excess NaOH wiped off the glass s lide w ith 

a t i ssue p a p e r ; and t he c arbon f ilm floated off, onto t he s urface of d is 

tille d wate r, so that t he N a OH woul d be r emov ed (by d ilution) . Small 

segment s of the c a r bon film were then p icked up fr om underneath w ith 

a s t ainless steel electron - m icros c ope s pe cimen g r i d . 

When these specimens were exam i ned wit hout metal- sha dowing 

it be c a me obvious tha t , i n general , not all of the organi c material was 

removed by t he NaOH h yd r olys i s . Apparently the layer o f OsO 4 - fixe d 

material adja cen t to t he carbon film i s very resista nt t o the relatively 

m ild alkaline hydrolysis used in t hese experi ments . St anger alkali 

* The surfac e was not p reshadowe d w i th chromium. Instead, the plan 

was to de v elop cont rast i n t h e rep lica itself eit her by negative stain ing 

with phosphotungst ic acid o r by metal-shadowing . 
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solutions were not used as it became v ery diffi cult to float the carbon 

film off the glass onto t hese solutions . 

In some i nstances , espec ially when hydrolysis had been allowed 

to proceed for only a few hours , two v ery interesting st r uctures were 

seen in the res i dual organic material. The first of these was a pebbly 

s tructure s trongly resembling that described above. In addition, the 

appearance of a number of "pebbles'' suggested the form of looped ends 

of yarn or rope . This pebbly structure i s shown in F ig. 35. The 

d iameter of the bumps is on the order of 400 A. The second type of 

structure had the appearance o f a tangled mass of " yarn" or "rope . ' ' 

An example i s shown in F ig . 36 . In this figure a few bumps also remain, _ 

and in some instances t he rope can be seen to be looped, as if partially 

forming such a bump. The diameter of the rope is about 200 A, and 

appears to be remarkably constant in these pictures . Figure 37 is 

a nother example i n which both the pebbly structure and the tangled-

rope st r uct ure can be seen. 

It would be attractive to think that the bumps seen in some 

photographs correspond t o the rope seen in othe rs, in that the bumps 

are made up of looped - over rope . It i s imagined that the more ordered 

"looped" st ructure i s the or i ginal one , and that the "rope " untangles 

upon prolonged exposur e to the 0 . 145 M NaOH. It would also be 

attractive t o t h i nk t hat the bumps attached t o the carbon film correspond 

to the bumps seen i n t he fr ozen - dried ghosts and in the work of others 

mentioned p revio us ly. It must of course be remembered that the 

o r ganic material attached to the carbon film has been exposed to some 

very traumatic soluti on conditions and m i ght v ery well bear no relation

shi p whate v er to the o riginal surface structure of the i ntact RBC . 

D . A New Model for the Cell Membrane: 

Lipoprotein " Yarn" with Carbohydrate ' 'Caps " 

Let us now put together t he v arious results and conclusions 

obtained i n this s t udy of surface charge and other surface properties. 

If we m ix these with a judicious amount of speculation it is possible to 

come up with a model of the structure of the cell membrane . The 
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F ig. 3 5. An e l ectron micrograph of a carbon r e plica o f 
the O s 0 4 -fixe d, frozen - dried rat RBC s urfa ce show 
ing undiges t e d material. In this case the m a terial i s 
in the "lo oped" configuration. Unshad owed. 
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Fig. 36. An electron micrograph of a carbon replica of the 
Os 04-fixed, frozen-dried rat RBC surface showing 
undigested organic material. In this case the material 
is mostly in the " tangled 11 configuration. Unshadowed. 
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Fig. 37. An e lectron micrograph of a carbon replica of the 
Os 04-fixe d, frozen-dried rat RBC surface showing 
undigested material. In this case the mate rial is about 
equally in the "loope d" and in the "tangled" configuration. 
Unshadowed. 
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concoction so obtained hardly contains enough substance t o be d i shed 

up as the m ain course; rathe r, c oming at the end of t h i s paper, i t i s 

somet h ing of a dessert, 

This model must only be cons idered as a picture c ons i s tent 

with t he various results o btaine d in t h i s study. In some inst ances the 

int e rpretations and conclus i ons presente d be low a re preliminary i n 

nat ure . (T his is particularly true with regar d t o the results obtai ned 

in the electron m1cro s c ope studies . } The e v entual p i ec ing together of 

a well - document ed knowledge of t he structure o f t he cell membrane 

is still a task for the fut u r e. Bearing thi s in m ind, the mode l described 

below is i n tended bot h to summarize t he result s thus far obtained and 

t o d efine certain i nteresting poss ibilities f o r future research . 

The p roposed model of the cell membrane has two major fea

tures . F i rs t the lipid and the protein component s of the membrane are 

i magined t o be combined in the form of very long strands, thus forming 

t he 11 yarn' 1 o r 11 rope 11 as shown in F igs. 35, 36 , and 37 . Thi s ya r n is 

i magined to be looped back and forth like the n a p o f a h ooked rug . For 

t h i s r eas on the surface o f the cell membran e sho u ld have a pebbly or 

bumpy appearance i n it s natural s tate . 

The second feature of t he model 1s t hat carbohydrate is deposited 

at t he surface of t he membrane s tructu re in a m anne r des cribed below. 

It may exist exclusively on the out e r most portion of t he cell membrane , 

or it m ay be d istributed approximately equally on bot h the inne r and 

the oute r surfaces . (I p refer t he latter hypothesis as i t offers a simple 

explanatio n (a) for the factor of two i n t he ratio of " experi mental" to 

"theo reti cal" amounts of siahc acid released after RDE treatment and 

(b) f or the slope of t wo in the st r a i ght-line r elationshi p bet ween mobility 

and amount of s ialic a cid per unit area of t he surface . ) It i s furt her 

imagined that the outer carbohydrate takes t h e form of a "cap" at the 

very t op of the loop i n the lipoprotein yarn. In this way i t would be 

nearest to the surf ace of shear , and would be most effective i n domi 

nat ing the e lectrophoretic behavior of t he intact cell. 

A rather s i mple me chanis m for ela borating new membra ne i s 

suggested by t h is mode L The fir st step i n t he production of new 
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membrane material becomes the manufacture of more lipoprotein 
68 . 

yarn. · The yarn could easily be ·constructed so .that it would naturally 

assume the looped configuration as it was incorporated into the mem

brane. ·This means that something would have to be built into the yarn 

at periodic intervals (corresponding to the thickness of the membrane) 

that would cause the yarn to loop over. 

Conceivably this is the role played by the sialic-acid-associated 

oligosaccharide in cell physiology. It is indeed a well-established fact 

that carbohydrate stabilizes the structure of proteins,· for the muco

proteins generally are not heat-precipitable, and carbohydrates can 

prevent the surface denaturation of proteins. 
85 

So too it may be that 

carbohydrate serves to stabilize the lipoprotein yarn in the looped 

configuration. In this connection it is interesting to point out that the 

area of a circle 400 A in diameter (the typical diameter of a loop) is 
2 "2 "2 1260X 10 A . Since there would be one oligosaccharide per 1340 A 

{L e. , sialic acid distributed equally over both surfaces of the mem

brane). one would conclude that there are about 90 to 95 oligosaccharide 

"molecules" per loop-top. 

A few comments may be made about the permeability properties 

of this proposed surface structure. Transport across the membrane 

would proceed between neighboring strands of the looped yarn. The 

surface of these strands should have both a lipid and a protein charac

ter. This would serve to explainthe relationship between permeability 

and lipid sofubility (see Scheer, page 118). 
11 

Regarding ' 1facilitated 
86 . 

transport" (i. e. , enzymatically catalized transport) one would imagine 

that the various enzymes (permeases) or carriers would be located 

along the surface of, or as an integral part of, the strands. In this 

connection the many carrier models ("rotators, 11 11 shuttle buses, 11 etc.) 

become much simpler to visualize than in the case of the Davson

Danielli model of the cell membrane. Finally, this model offers a 

mechanism, other than phagocytosis, by which large molecules could 

be transported across the cell membrane. The alternative suggested 

by this model is that the flexible yarn could twist and give way
68 

as 

the large molecule either diffused through, or was actively "passed" 

through via a carrier-type mechanism. 
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These last few comments on mechanisms for elaborating new 

surface· and on the permeability properties do not, of course., support 

the model proposed above. They merely show that the model could 

be consistent with a few "biological" requirements. And. that is the 

best that can be done at thi$ time. 
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NOTATION 

Greek Symbols 

r/2 = ionic strength 

s = electrokinetic or zeta potential 

T} . = co~fficient of viscosity 

K = De~ye-Huckel constant. 

A.. = 2~ ~ ~
1

1 ; see below for definition of a and (J 
1 

jJ.. = mobility = velocity per unit field strength 

= 0 •W + A. a 3 r fr 1 V · V W dr; o r ao r4 . 

a is the radius ofthe colloidal particle.; see below for 

the definition of w 

p = volume charge density 

a 1 = bulk electrical conductivity of a. qolloidal particle 

(J = bulk ele·ctrical conductivity ofthe medium in whichthe 

particle is suspended 

a Q = charge per unit area of a colloidal particle· 

~ = electric potential associated with an applied electric field 

W = electric potential associated with the charge on a particle 

Other Symbols 

1 = unit tensor 

a ra9-ius of a colloidal particle 
···" 

b = r/ ~~ ; see belo~ for definition of g and K 

E 0 = magnitude of the applied field -Fd. = direct force exerted on a charged particle by the applied 1rect 

electric field 
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E. , E t; the applied electric field inside and outside a sphere 
1n ou 

of radius ''a'' 

-E Q = the electric field associated with a charge, Q, on 

a spher.e - _,. F, G = symbols used to denote force per unit volume 

g = mass per unit volume 

--'!" 
J = electric current per unit area 

K = dielectric constant 

m!J. = millimicrons 

... 
n = unit vector normal to the surface of the colloidal particle 

p = the portion of the mechanical stress tensor (see below) 

associated with the velocity gradients in the fluid flow 

p = hydrostatic pressure 

Q = net charge on the colloidal particle 

.!mech =mechanical (i.e., hydrodynamic) stress tensor 

.!elec = (electrical) Maxwell stress tensor 

Abbreviations 

NANA = N -acetylneuraminic acid 

0. D, = optical density 

RBC = red blood cells (erythrocytes) 

RDE = receptor-destroying enzyme 

Unusual Words 

oligosaccharide = a complex (polymerized) carbohydrate consisting 

of two or more monomer units (simple sugars) 
/ 



sialic acid 

Standard Buffer 

Miscellaneous 
_. 
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= an acidic amino sugar; see ptructure in ~ig.- 21 

-4 = 3 X 10 _M NaHC03 1n 0.145 M·NaC1 

denotes a vectpr, denotes a unit vector, and denotes a tensor 



'APPENDICES 

··' A. The CGS System of Units 

The cgs system of units has been employed throughout ·sec. I 

of this 'thesis. A comparison of the electrostatic equations in th~ cgs 

system and in the MKS system may be found in Joos, p. 267, 4 
The 

fundamental equations used in this report were 

fE - 4rr 
; dS = I< Q, 

(A-1) 
-+ - 4rr 
\l•E = I< .pI 

which apply only to the cgs system. 

Coulomb; s law states that the mutual force exerted by two 

charges Q
1 
~nd Q

2 
separated a distance r in a medium with dielec

tric constant. K is given by 

. (A-2) 

In the cgs system, y = 4rr, The charge' is measured in electrostatic 

units (esu), the distance in centimeters, the force in dynes, and the 

dielectric constant i13 dimensionless. In the MKS system (used in 

Sec. II of this report), y = 1/E 
0

, where E 
0 

is called the permittivity 

of free space. Here the charge is measured in coulombs (i.e,, ampere-
. ' ' ' -12 

· sec), the distance in meters, . th~ force in newtons_, E 0= 8.86X 10 amp-

sec/meter-volt, and K is agai:rl dimensionless, 

It sometimes. happens that the permittivity of free space is 

suppressed. when Coulorpb1 s law is written in the MKS system of units. 

The equation. is then written as 

I JF I= (A-3) 
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When this occurs it must be remembered that the dielectric constant 

differs from that used in the cgs system by a factor 8. 86Xl 0 -l
2 

and has 

units amp-sec/meter-volt. For this reason it is probably best to 

carry along the factor E 
0 

in the MKS equati''Dn. If the factor E 
0 

is not 

suppressed, the dielectric constant will be identical in both systems 

of units. 

B. The Solution of Laplace's Equation 

in Henry's Electrophoresis Problem 

The purpose of this appendix is to derive what the electric 

field will be everywhere in and around a spherical particle of conduc

tivity a', which is immersed in an infinite medium of conductivity a, 

when a homogeneous electric field is applied to the system. In the 

steady state, it must be true that the current normal to the surface of 

the sphere is the same inside as out, for the surface of the sphere 

cannot act as a source or sink of electric chp.rge. On the other hand, 

if a' =/= a the component of the electric field normat"to the surface 

must be different inside than it is outside. This says that charges have 

initially accumulated at the surface; the amount of this surface charge 

is given by (Joos, p. 267)
4 

A n • 
-+ __. 4:1T ·.~ 

(E - E. ) = a. out 1n - K Q P 
(B-1) 

where 

n = unit vector normal to the surface, 

a = surface-charge density. 
Q 

This surface charge will produce a distortion of the electric fieldnear 

the spherical particle. In order to determin~ what the electric field 

will be everywhere, it l.s necessary to solve Laplace's equation 

V'z :r> = o (B-2) 
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.for the potential, \I?, associated with the applied electric field. Given 

the potential, it is possible to calculate the electric field from the 

equation 

(B-3) 

fu. this problem, it is most convenient to solve Laplace 1 s equa

tion in spherical coordinates. This coordinate system is illustrated 

in Fig. 38. From Panofsky and Phillips (p. 76 ££), 
5 

the general solu

tion of Laplace's equation inside and outside the sphere is given by 

where 

00 

= I: 
-- n=O 

Q? = outside 

·A rn P (cos 8), 
n n 

r, 8, <I> = spheric'al coordinates_ of a point in space, 

(B-4) 

E
0 

.. = magnltude of the applied field, infinitely far aw:~y, 

P (cos 8)"= 'the Legendre polynomial of order n, 
n ; 

A _, B = constants to be determined from the boundary n n -
conditions, 

provided that the solution has no <j> dependence. This condition will 

be satisfied if the coordinate system is so oriented that the electric -field infinitely far away satisfies the equation E = E
0 

z, as may be 

seen from symmetry arguments. 

The value of the constants- A and B can be determined from 
n n 

two sets of boundary conditions: for r = oo, Y' \I? = E
0 

z ; for r = a 

(radius of sphere), 

(B- Sa) 

(i.e.' 
\_ 

(B- Sb) 
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- < 

z 

MU-3138.4 

Fig. 38. Relation of spherical to cartesian coordinates. A 
caret over a coordinate letter indicates a unit vector. 
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. Since the bound~ry conditions must hold for all values of the angle 8, 

the coefficients of' P · must be equal for all n. It follows from this 
n 

that 

A· = B = 0, 
n n 

for n -:f l, while for n = 1, 

Equations (B-7) can be solved for A
1 

and B
1 

to give 

Al = 0 + X.) Eo, 

Bl x. E
0

a 3 
= , 

X. a - a' 
= 

2 a+ a' 

(B-6) 

(B-7a) 

(B-7b) 

(B-8) 

From the result obtained in Eqs. (B-4) and (B-8), it follows 

that the potential everywhere is given by 

q,inside . '" ..: EO(l + X.) r cos e, 

. a3 
q, outside= - EO(r + X. -z-) cos e. 

. r 

(B-9) 

The electric field everywhere is obtained from Eq. (B-3) and is given 

by 

E. . d = r E
0

( 1 + X.) cos f) - e E 0 ( 1 + X.) sin e. 
1ns1 e 

(B-10) 
3 3 

Eoutside= r E 0 (l - 2X a 3 )cos f)- e E 0 (l +X.~ )sin 8. 
r r 
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C. - Calculation of the J\{echanical (Hydrodynamic) Force 

in Henry's Electrophoresis Pro bl~m 

The purpose of this appendix is to calculate the integral 

-F = mech 
- - r- -T -. ds 

P ""mech ' 
spliere of 

· (C-1) 

radius a 

where the mechanical stress tensor is defined by 

l' mech = p - l P 
(C-2) 

P.. =TJ(Y'.v.+v.v.) 
1J - 1' J - - J 1 

when the pressure p and the velqcity v 

Eq. (.7) in Sec. I~ It may be .seen that 

are as given according to 

~ 
r 

~Eo a -
v v 1 _=cos e -

6
- - ~ j s dr 1 

r r 1rn ur _ . a - ~ a 

V' v 
r <I> a 

V' e v r 
a 

V' v I .<j> r a 

= 0 , 

KE a 
__,....-,---4 _-

0 
· J s dr 1Tfr]a 

.ocr 

r 
1 a f 3 +-- -- r s dr 

. 2 3 a r a --
a 

= ve.ve J = \78v<j> I = 0, 
a a 

= V'<l> ve = V'<l> v <I> = o. 
a ·a 

IJJ 

{r3 ~ drla} 

t:r 1: ~ dr Ia 

. (C-3) 
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Then if the substitutions. 

r 

J S dr I = s (a) 
.a 

00 

and 

r
3 

s dr I = s (a) 
a 

(C-4} 

are made .in Eqo (C-;),. one obtains the following equation for the 

mechanical (hydrodynamic} stress tens or: 

T hi =T] \ ~- 1)(\l.v;.+-v.v.}j -lpj ~mec ._L(},~.. :_ ,~.. 1 J J 1. ·-
a 1-r, '"~' J-r, '"~' a a 

... "' "'"' [3u = 11 (rt1 + t1r) sin(} Za 

00 (C- 5) 

KE 0 J {Ja , K 2 aw 4~11 s(a) - l 00- 4rr X7 w or dr 

[

. a 
3 11 1 KEO J KEO ow 

+ cos() . 2a u - a ~ s dr - 4rr (3 ar 
00 

When the following identi~ies iir.e employe.d, 

-· '!me'ch o dS '!rnech 0 r dS, 1 
! 

/ 

-+ ,.. 

1 • dS = r dS ~ ; . p 

J (C-6) 

one obtains the expression for the mechanical (hydrodynamic) force 

'·' . , 
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-F 
mech 

KE
0 

- 4TIT]a 

a 

J s dr- KEg 
4TIT] 

00 

g(a)] J 0 sin B dS 

a 

+J K'iw 
4TI 

00 

drf 
... 
r dS 

which is reduced by.the following ·equations, 

to the form 

[ ~ . "' 8TI 2 1 tJ Sln e dS = - z '3 a ' 

1 ~ dS = 0, 

. J ; cos e dS = z: ;iT a 
2 

, 

t . - .. 2 a'lt 
'=' dr + KE0 a 8r 

This is the result_ quotedin·Eq. 10 of Sec. I. 

Ia), 

D. Calculation of the Electrical Force· (Direct Force) 

in HE:mr-y' s Electrophoresis Problem 

The 'purpose of this appendi)(:-is to calculate the integr~l 

-F d' . 1rect =f 
sphere of 
radius a 

-- T . • dS -elec ·' 

:(C-7) 

: (C-8) 

(C-9) 

. ( D-1) 

where the electrical stress tensor (Maxwell stress tensor)-is defined 

by 

-(D-2) 

,-. 
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where 
b _ g dK 

- K dg ' 

g = mass density, 

K = dielectric constant • 

. The electric field in Eq. (D- 2) is the veCtor sum 

-+ -+ -+ 
E (a) = E 1. d (a) + EQ {a), app 1e 

(D-3) 

,where the applied field at ,the surface of the sphere is as given in Eq . 

. (B-10) of Appendix Bas 

E 1. d (a)= r Eo(l-2X.)cos e-tJ Eo(l+·X.) sine app 1e 
(D-4) 

and the electric field associ9-ted with the charge on the particle is 

given by 

(D- 5) 

D-6) 

) 
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Keeping in mind the following equations, 

· and that 

A A - ~dS, r r dS = 
~~ 

.-+ 
dS = 0, 

~~ - BdS, dS = 
ee -+ 

dS = 0, - rds, l dS = 

r ds = [ 2 [ fr cos e r ds = y 
= J sin

2e rdS = 0, 

cos e sine ~ dS 

one finds the following result for the direct force exerted on the 

charged sphere by the applied field: 

Fd. . t = f T 1 • ciS= 4K f -( 1 +A.) ·.QE2° f e sine dS 
1rec - e ec 'IT l Ka . 

+ 2(1-2 A.)-- -
[

. QEO 

- Ka 2 
OEtl . '}. 

( 1- b)( I- 2>.) Kaz] f T cos B dS , 

When one substitutes 

f ~· sine dS = - ~ ~'IT a 2 

and 

§ r cos e ds = ~ ;'IT 2 
a . 

in Eq. (D-9), .this result is simplified into the form 

- - [ (1 - 2A.) l 
F direct - QEO + b . 3 Q~OJ 

A 

z . 

(D-7) 

(D-8) 

(D-9) 

(D-10) 

(D-11) 

Finally if the electrostriction term, [b( 1-2>-..)/3] OE
0

, is dropped, 

one obtains the result quoted in Eq. (18) of Sec,· I. 
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